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2019 RPP Review Household Survey: Open Responses
This document compiles all open comments in response to the question "If you have any additional comments about the 

residential permit parking program or parking in Arlington County, please enter them below". Out of 4,539 survey 

participants, 1,287 utilized the option to leave additional feedback.

Additional Comments
Zones near the metro need to be longer, not just 8 am to 5 pm.  I suggest 24 hour a day to protect residents' parking needs.  Commuters and workers 

should pay for parking.

Zoned parking in our neighborhood is important as we are a block from the restaurants.  Before zoning, every weekend weâ€™d find drunks passed out in 

the yard, or in their cars.  There would be brawls in the street and public urination as well as alcohol bottles littering our yard and the sidewalk.  The zoning 

has vastly improved this.  Thank you for it - weâ€™re grateful to the county for this program.  

zone parking in our neighborhood, 25th and N Buchanan, is no longer needed since the construction of the Marymount garage. 

Zone 4 needs to be allowed to park in Zone 6, either as an overlap or by increasing the size of Zone 4.  Colonial Village residents who come home late 

because of shift work have no place to park legally.  Zone 6 people have driveways. Zone 4/6 parking was once allowed across Veitch Street but is no longer 

allowed, and that places Zone 4 people who work shift work in an impossible situation.

Zone 1B needs to be kept just as it is currently.  The community meeting held by Arlington allowed residents to express just that!

Zone 1A is working well.  I think the program works well as is.  The flex pass and short term permit book allow us to give visitors space without clogging up 

the street.  On the weekends when not enforced parking is often much more difficult due to the apartment buildings and restaurant patrons.  Change 

nothing

Your No. 1 Q should have been what kind of parking on your St. then asked if you own a car; then asked if you care about the issues.  Since you didn't, I 

mostly didn't answer.  A WASTE

Your idea for dual usage buildings is fine in theory but I live in Ballston, if I want to go anywhere else in Arlington, but Ballston, you cannot find a parking 

garage.  All you keep adding are Apartments and they are killing the area.

You should really grab an economist and produce studies on this to determine the proper course.  Having random people in a neighborhood make decisions 

like this is tantamount to having a mechanic perform a heart surgery.

You need to require new apartment buildings and condos to include large parking garages.  It makes it extremely difficult to find parking when Arlington 

cuts down the number of spots required for building to have pushing people to park on the streets and limiting the number of neighborhood spots.  I know 

Arlington wants to go car free and I can appreciate that but I like having my car to run longer distance errands or go on trips.  I do take public transit when it 

makes sense such as to work or for easy to get to areas.  Providing parking provides flexibility to the area for many different uses.  Also providing more off 

street parking allows for better traffic flow so people aren't jamming up the limited traffic lanes trying to park places.

You need to leave some unrestricted close by street motorcycle parking
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You need to fix this mess. Our quiet residential non-through street is being used as a commuter parking lot by non-Arlington residents because they won't 

park at Ballston and take the free shuttle that their employer provides. Why? Convenience, and they don't want to pay to park there when they can just 

park here for free. The parkers have become rude and entitled, yelled at our kids for playing too close to their cars, damaged property (dented neighbors' 

fenders and basketball hoops), littered on the street, don't obey street sweeping days, park over leaf piles, don't slow down for kids, knock over trash cans, 

don't respect polite requests not to park when we are expecting a delivery that requires space set aside, like mulch from the county, or large appliances or 

furniture, take shoveled out spots on snow days, etc.), block driveway aprons, etc. Ours is a residential neighborhood, and residents have the expectation 

that our neighborhood should have the same rights as other neighborhoods that claim the "character" of their area should be respected. Parking in 

residential neighborhoods on residential streets should be for residents and their invited guests, and new residential and/or commercial buildings should 

include ample parking if they are not within a Metro walk shed. Our neighborhood is NOT adjacent to Metro, and many don't/won't use buses to commute, 

so residential parking should be provided in all new builds.  Also, people won't pay for parking when they can just park for free on the neighboring streets. 

It's not the problem of the current residents to solve, and it only leads to anger and frustration toward the new residents, and greater acrimony than need 

be if the county ensured that areas where people are more likely to drive included adequate parking. Also, the working poor who live in committed 

affordable housing DO own cars and DO drive, and they need dedicated parking, too, maybe more than high end buildings even, because the work trucks 

and food trucks and church shuttles and personal vehicles they drive need parking but they DO NOT belong all along every street narrow residential street 

of single family homes rather than in a dedicated lot in the building where they live. Also, please evaluate safety when looking at street parking. There are 

so many street parkers in our area that visibility and safety when entering intersections is a real risk, for both drivers and pedestrians, especially the young 

children. There are stretches of road where no street parking should be allowed, even for residents, due to safety; there have been some near misses that 

are a direct result of too many (large) vehicles parked along curves or at intersections on high transit roads.   Honestly, the county has created this problem. 

Who buys a single family house in a residential neighborhood expecting it to become a parking lot, whether it's for commuters or residents of nearby 

apartments? Nobody does, and nobody should. I guess this rambling leads me to the conclusion that all parking should come at a cost, whether it's meters 

in commercial areas, or permit parking only on residential streets, or more dedicated spaces in private lots. I don't think commuters should be allowed to 

park on residential streets or have access to residential permits. Perhaps around schools, which never have enough dedicated parking and rarely are within 

Metro walk shed, you could offer employees special street parking permits for working hours. I really, deeply don't support any further carve-outs for other 

groups, because I feel like we do a lot already. Community centers and libraries seem to have ample parking in lots/garages/metered street spots to meet 

demand. 

You must publish all the submission to  question 25 who complete the fill-in field "prefer to self-identify.

You have a difficult job pleasing everyone!  a major concern I have; what will future population growth do to parking limitations?  I'm a 30 yr resident, fmr 

10 year homeowner.

You don't listen to citizens and will do whatever you want to do anyway.

You didn't ask about causes of parking congestion in single family neighborhoods.  My neighbors have 2 pickup trucks they park on the street (3 total 

vehicles for 2 drivers).  Other neighbors have 4 cars for 3 drivers including 2 SUVs. I think there should be costs associated with "excess" cars.

YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE TO START ADDRESSING/REQUIRING THE PROVISION OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STATIONS IN ALL APARTMENT AND 

CONDOS 

Yes, this was a poorly designed survey as the answers didn't reflect my opinion on many questions.  Specifically, I don't think a resident of Arlington should 

be charged for parking on county streets.  We already may personal property tax on our vehicles and should not be further taxed.  
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Yes, the RPP needs to simply and change one type of residential Zone sign. It's applicable to Stafford Street right across from W-L High School, Lyon Village, 

etc. It's the sign that says "No Parking Except Permit Holders, Monday-Sunday, except 1:00-8:00am," or along those lines. Super confusing. Monday 

through Sunday? Just say "All Days," or "7 Days/Week." Also, the timeframe indicated is confusing as well. My comments may not have it exactly right, but 

if you read closely, unless you have the specific Zone permit, the only hours you can park there any day of the week are between 1:00am and 8:00am. If 

you're going to go that route, then just don't allow it. Otherwise, make the sign much easier to understand. 

Yes, please stop reducing roads and traffic lanes for bike lanes.  People drive.  It's a fact.  We don't ride bikes in any significant quantity that requires you to 

get rid of parking spots and traffic lanes. 

Would recommend tax or other financial benefits for those who build/have garages/driveways. I have seen new houses built with only a 1-car garage which 

means they will probably still use the street for parking.

Would not be in favor of forcing guests of residents to pay to park in order to visit my home. 

Would like to see more RPP neighborhoods follow Zone 6 timing, extending from 8am to 1am, especially for zones near Metro and nightlife.  Otherwise it's 

hard to find any street parking for residents.

Would like to see more residential user friendly free parking in shopping areas

Would like to see more enforcement in our neighborhood as we have many commuters who try to park all day. 

Would like to see commercial vehicles prevented from parking in residential areas. I live near the 800 block S. Dinwiddie St. many commercial vehicles are 

left here overnight & on weekends.  The owners park their private vehicles in a space all day then put a commercial vehicle in the spot every night & 

weekend. Thanks

Would it also be possible to consider painting lines on the street to demarcate each parking space ? There is so much wasted space on my street (N 

Brandywine) because residents are not thoughtful when they park i.e. they leave too much / too little space, and we could fit at least 3 or 4 more vehicles 

each night along both sides of my street if there were painted parking spaces

Would be nice to get one free placard per car in household, so that we don't have to tradeoff the one when we occasionally need it. Our street isn't RPP, 

but sometimes it's full and we need to put a car around the corner on an RPP St. Doesn't happen often, as we try to put at least one car in the driveway, but 

sometimes you have service people in the driveway and need more space.

Works well. Donâ€™t change. The Amazons are coming!!

Without enforcement it hardly matters how stringent or loose the policy is.  Many of the group house residents in our neighborhood do not pay personal 

property taxes - that should be a prerequisite for a parking sticker.  Delivery vehicles and construction/maintenance vehicles should be required to have a 

short-term permit.  One local street has become permanent parking for vans & construction vehicles that do not belong to residents but appear to be given 

a pass on parking.  Again, without enforcement, don't waste county money on the program. 

With the parking restrictions repealed in the Forest Glen area, I find there is ample room to park (even on streets formerly covered by this restriction) and 

walk a reasonable distance to our building. With the parking restrictions in place, arriving home late from work meant circling the neighborhood for hours 

in hopes of getting lucky enough to find something twenty minutes away. I sympathize with those who have seen the density of street-parked cars rise in 

their neighborhood due to the multi-family dwellings, but to close those areas to their neighbors altogether seems draconian and classist.     Ultimately, I 

wish our building (the Sierra) had been created with more parking in its garage, as I would happily pay extra for that peace of mind, but I moved to this area 

before the RPP restrictions were in place largely because street parking was ample. Should the restrictions return, and residents like myself remain unable 

to qualify, I will have to seriously consider leaving this neighborhood that I've come to love over the past three years.

With the limited information provided in this survey, these responses are only a guess and may or may not be an accurate representation of my opinions.
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With the increase of rental units and new apartment buildings being built in the area we are seeing in visitor parking on our street and the surrounding 

streets. It's been a problem, visitors to our own home sometimes have no where to park. The people who are parking do not have permits and the parking 

patrol is not coming around as regularly as they used to. We've had to call a few times this year.

with the increase of construction/remodeling in our neighborhood parking for the vehicles and equipment need to me monitored more vigorously. All 

permits and conditions need to be enforced.

With older housing inventory, and few garages, the number of cars per household is the most critical factor. If households with more cars paid more per 

permit, residents would be incentivized to have fewer cars. Will the proceeds for this program fund parking structures? We need more parking for all, and 

we should pay/contribute according to how many cars we park in Arlington. 

With Amazon moving into our neighborhood, glad you are looking at this. Really need to make sure JB Smith and other landlords and property managers 

build sufficient parking in their projects.  Best cities keep the costs high for cars while encouraging quality pedestrian, bike and alternatives.  Arlington 

seems to doing well on the latter but struggling with the former. The suburban nature contributes to this conundrum.  Need to explore even more options 

for the tool chest to deal with this. Expect you will. Great communities and county. Will miss it when we head home.

Why not white strip the spaces for paid parking on commercial streets?  parking is limited and folks will take up more than one space without some 

guidance.

Why no free parking for disabled(ie) Alexandria  

Why extend pay parking spots until 8pm. Itâ€™s really hard for us

Why don't you include more parking at places like Ballston and Rosslyn?  I prefer Crystal City and Shirlington because there is free parking.

Why do you want to pick and choose groups? Why do you want to further restrict our freedoms, especially parking us by activity and racial makeup? Really 

think about this. Itâ€™s rather disgusting. Freedom please.

Why do some streets in Cherrydale near Washington Lee high School have RPP but 17th street between N Quincy and Randolph does not? Students are just 

parking further away in front of our house.

Why can't we use our taxes to cover the permit parking?

Why canâ€™t we pay residential parking at the same time and same place as car tax. It seems ridiculous waste of county resources and our time. 

Why ask any of the  identity. questions.Seems totally irrelevant and offensive. Wondering how my Arlington friends who do not live in my potentially 

permitted parking area would be able to visit me.They live in the county and pay taxes. The curbs belong to all of Arlingtonians, at minimum. 

Why allow condo's or apartments/mixed use buildings to continue to be built without adequate parking. Not as many people walk as you think or take 

public transportation. People who live in those buildings park their vehicles around the parks and schools as well as into the surrounding neighborhoods 

because they don't receive enough spots for two working adults in one apartment. Or they charge an outrageous amount of money for a spot. 

While we have adequate off-street parking ourselves, there is an issue with being able to maneuver down the street and to turn in/out of our driveway 

without risk of damage, due to parked cars and SUVs that line both sides of the street, obstruct sight lines and make turning awkward.

While we do not have a street parking problem now, I believe parking will become a problem in the future for us and others on our street.

While this survey focuses on where someone lives, I would like to see a survey that addresses places in Arlington where I frequently go for shopping and 

other reasons.  

While the last time I needed to park, I was able to find a place close to my home, when my neighbors are not traveling for work, and are at home, we 

sometimes have to park all the way up at the other end of the block. My neighbor is a rental property with 4 to 5 adults, each having a car
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While permitted parking would be helpful, the current system makes it hard to visit those that live in those permitted zones. I couldn't even find a spot in 

the limited parking directly outside the apartment building I was visiting. Everything other than 4 spots was permitted and I didn't wish to be towed.

While it appears that we are not eligible for the RPP program (I think because we have a driveway?), I would like us to be eligible for guest parking permits.

While I no longer own a vehicle, I did in Arlington for many years. At one point I lived in an apartment with a garage, but was unable to get a space in my 

apt (I had roommates and the # of spaces per apt was limited).  It was extremely frustrating that I couldn't use zoned parking near my apt.  Given the 

demand for parking in many areas in Arlington, the price of residential parking permits is extremely low (I believe it is $20 a year?  Compare that to about 

$75/$100 a month for a spot in a residential garage - even more for spots in commercial garages, clearly something is out of whack - apartment renters are 

residents too and while they may have another option - i.e. paying for a garage why is their only option 40x + more expensive?).  Ultimately, I understand 

wanting to give preference to residents so that they can have parking closer to their homes, but honestly they should have to pay for such a privilege.  The 

high cost of (apartment) parking is what led me to go car free a year ago - if Arlington really wants more people to go car free, then perhaps it should 

consider charging RPP users a fee that better reflects the true costs (and opportunity costs) of parking.

Wherever a RPP exists, it needs to be periodically enforced....or what's the point otherwise...â€¦.

Where I work they charge more than $100 a month for parking, so I park on a residential street with open parking about a half mile away. If that street 

became closed to non-resident parking and I had to get a permit, I'd need that to be pretty reasonable, otherwise I'd probably be taking that out of my 

annual charitable contribution at the office.

Where do you plan to fit in more Arlington residents and their parking needs once Amazon moves in? why does Arlington allow tour buses to take over the 

entire area in Pentagon city, including areas that are not tour bus parking areas?  I've been blocked multiple times in Pentagon city from Tour buses who 

have decided to just park buses on lanes where metered parking spaces are parked.  When do you think you should consider parking when allowing to build 

residential and commercial buildings?  Why is your only solution to add parking meters everywhere as if we Arlington residents don't already pay enough to 

live here?  

When requests for building construction permits are submitted, those departments in charge of providing them, should require that the building owners 

(companies, groups), provide parking spaces in their own facilities, to accomodate the new Arlington residents' parking needs.  If this was done, we will not 

be having this issue.  This is also a short sighted way of accommodating parking for the neighbors in the South area, single family homes now, get a zone 

parking permit, but several spaces are left without use in their streets, while those owners if they want, can drive two blocks and park on the streets that 

belong to townhomes or apartment buildings.  This needs to be fixed.   

When i moved to Arlington in 1972, almost all parking was free.  it was great!

When considering street parking, please also consider protected bike lanes! (This comes from both a driver and a cyclist)

When assessing parking for businesses/commuters, please also look at paid street parking. My zone has a good mix of the two, which helps alleviate issues 

of patrons or tourists parking in neighborhood spots for extended periods.

What's not working with the current system?  Seems to be working well for over 30 years.

whatever you do, just keep it simple

Whatever scheme is established it must be vigorously enforced.  That has not been the case in the last thirty years.

What is your ultimate goal here? It's not transparent yet some of your questions are leading. The county has greatly increased density here without forcing 

developers/businesses to supply adequate offstreet parking. The county allowed this so if it's a problem, it should not penalize homeowners for the 

decision by removing or reducing neighborhood parking permits.
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What I find most frustrating is how many contractors use our street as a personal parking area for their work & personal vehicles. I also find it perplexing 

that Arlington continues to pack ever greater density of housing in South Arlington, leading to further parking issues (among other school crowding 

problems).

What does language spoken at home, ethnicity or household income have to do with this survey?  That really turned me off and made me question this 

entire initiative.

What do I need to do to get handicap parking signs in front of my house?

What citizens (NON Arlington GOV) employees did you ask to establish the questions in this survey?  I have lived in several cities/counties in VA and 

Arlington SEEMS SET UP TO SERVE WHAT THE GOVERNMENT OF ARLINGTON WANTS AND NOT THE CITIZENS OF ARLINGTON.  A SELF LICKING ICE CREAM 

CONE!  EACH QUESTION SHOULD HAVE HAD AN OPTION FOR CITIZEN INPUT!!!!!!!

What can we do for more neighborhood enforcement of illegally parked cars? Those parking at corners in front of or ahead of NO PARKING signs 

constantly. Obstructing the safe travel/turning onto streets in my neighborhood. 

what are you going to do about the parking at the new site for HB Woodlawn? I understand there are not enough spaces for teachers. 

We're 2 blocks from a bus stop, and we do see commuters parking on our street/in front of our house at times. So the main concern is to discourage 

commuters from parking here.

Weekend restrictions should be lifted for Zone 22.  It is not necessary.

We would support temporary permits for construction workers, contractors, etc working in the area. They have to work and we support that. Our current 

issue is that we have the only non permitted block and so they park here en masse sometimes. It is an intermittent issue, not constant.

We would like mohave designated handicapped parking space in front of our house. However, the current rules require a posted sign. We believe a painted 

space is more acceptable in a residential area.

We would have to move if the parking restriction program was lifted.  All of the appartments across Lee Highway or along Wilson Blvd would park in our 

neighborhood.    In addition - people would park for free and carpool on way into District.  Or people would park and use the metro.    All the extra parking 

would make it difficult to also drive on our neighborhood streets as only one car can get through.      N Danville Street is a cut through street.  We routinely 

have 10 cars waiting for the signal at the end of our street as cars avoid pedestrians on Wilson and Clarendon at the Clarendon metro and signal on 

Highland.  The traffic impacts the walkability and kids in our neighborhood riding bikes.      If parking was removed - we would get all sorts of people going 

to bars, night clubs, and hanging out in our neighborhood if parking restrictions were removed. 

We would definitely would support establishing residential permit parking program on our street, as it is almost always difficult to easyly park in front of 

our house. There is a lot of commercial vehicles that are kept for days, and sometimes weeks in our street (Buchanan Street from Columbia Pike to 7th 

Street) making it a little difficult to have parking available for us as residents. We suspect that most of these commercial vehicles are from residents and/or 

visitors from the apartment community at the corner of Buchanan Street and Columbia Pike. It would be great if Arlington County could work on this 

situation.  

We would appreciate greater enforcement of parking restrictions on our street.  

We were in a location before that required a pass, and there were time during weekends (when pass not needed) that we could not park. Consider 7-day 

passes

We want to thank the Arlington RPP enforcement office for their responsive and professional actions when we have brought parking violations to their 

attention.

We used to have RPP  after so many years of parking problems from people not in our neighborhood. It was taken away in January to accommodate so 

many people near us in apartment buildings/condos. It's just not fare to us to have to make up for the negligence and the lack of parking in these other 

dwellings. 
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We used to have regular residential parking enforcement, (meter maids used to drive along the street) but, now, the only way you can get enforcement is 

to call the police.   Bring back the meter maid enforcement!

We support reducing the amount of parking required for multi-family buildings but if these parking requirements are being reduced, then residential street 

parking needs to be protected (i.e., residents of buildings with reduced parking are not eligible for street parking permits). 

We single-family home owners are way overentitled about parking. In high-demand areas, create parking benefit districts, and return (some of) the 

revenue to neighborhood improvements. That gives equitable access to residents, visitors, etc. Also increase on-street parking permit fees, ESPECIALLY for 

2nd, 3rd, etc. cars.

We recently lost our RPP and are seeing the hardship it is causing for residents who can no longer sleep through he night due to uber drivers parking at odd 

hours, beeping their car locks, and talking on cell phones. Additionally, there have been way too many incidents of cars or trucks left for multiple days 

making it impossible to have mulch delivered, our streets cleaned, or simple things like having friends and family over.  A few of us have video surveillance 

with proof of all of these statements.  It took one neighbor over 30 days to finally get an abandoned car towed from in front of his home.  If the county 

wants to make money, they could write at least 5 tickets per night in our part of the neighborhood.  We also have asked for speed humps.  We have video 

footage of a woman driving over 70 mph on our residential street and crashing into the barrier at the end of our dead-end street.  There are children who 

live here as well as pedestrians who walk to the park.  Why hasnâ€™t anyone responded?  -frustrated in Forest Glen

we pay enough taxes for everything without having to pay for parking on our street.

We pay a lot of money in the form of high housing costs and high taxes to live in Arlington. We don't want a bunch of outsiders coming into our 

neighborhood and skulking around. A lot of times dubious characters show up and make a bad social atmosphere. Undoubtedly some of these people are 

even criminals. On our block, we want the most restrictive parking regime possible. And whatever regime is implemented, we want it it vigorously 

enforced. We don't want outsiders to feel welcome around here. Thank you!

We pay a high price for parking in our parking garage.    So it irritates me that I am restricted from parking in front of a personâ€™s house.  BUT I have 

heard some people leave cars forever on the street.  Okay.  So no parking between 12 midnight and 6 am.  I agree with those signs

We often cannot park on our street, much to our dismay.  When my late spouse was still living, I often had to get up at midnight to help a caretaker find 

parking. It's so disheartening to get home and find commuters and employees of local businesses have taken all of the spaces on the street.  There is a 

private business lot around the corner with dozens of parking spaces that never get used (behind the Ledo Pizza on S. Edgewood). It seems the owner of 

that lot and the owner of those businesses could come together to work out something for letting employees and customers of those businesses to park in 

that lot).  

We need to keep permit areas to avoid overcrowding of streets with apartment owners and workers

We need to create more parking not more restrictions. I am strongly against more signs that restrict hours people can park on certain streets and meters 

are not a solution. 

We need more public parking for residents in Arlington that itâ€™s free, and free street parking during the night and weekend 

We need it. Especially with all the new apartment buildings and businesses on Columbia Pike. Also so many overcrowded rental properties

We need better enforcement.  We have new parking restrictions on s four mile run rd minor and major and i see tickets in windows for WEEKS/MONTHS at 

a time.  No one tows vehicles despite the new regulations so what is the point?

We need another bridge to DC, more parking, and more places to live with cheaper rent.

We must keep RPP otherwise apartment and condo dwellers, commuters, people going to the airport, etc. will park in the neighborhood for days or weeks 

making it impossible for homeowners to park at their homes.  Additionally, being so close to restaurants and bars, patrons will park in the neighborhood, 

returning to their cars late at night, making noise, etc.
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We live on the fringe of a RPP area and have overflow due to people avoiding the meters and RPP restrictions. But we donâ€™t have any benefit of the 

zoned parking. It would be nice to have the option of getting a zoned permit for the fringe areas that are getting the extra cars so we can park two houses 

away if necessary. Also newly constructed buildings should have parking included in the building. We are on N Jackson next to 17th without Z6 but are 

closer to Clarendon than N Johnson that does.

We live on the 700 block of N Barton.  Most of the block has zoned parking, but not in front of our house.  Therefore we cannot get a zone permit but it 

means everyone without a permit parks in front of our house, especially in off hours when we have guests.  The street needs to either be completely zoned 

or the zoned parking ended - or at least we need to be able to get a permit to park on our own street.

We live on S. Dinwiddie St. and are in full support of Residential Permit Parking. The current lack of RPP has created a situation where people store their 

cars on our street for an extended period of time. Swapping them in and out every few weeks, taking up spots for residents of the single family attached 

homes. My wife and I have to be very strategic about when we leave our house at night for fear we wonâ€™t be able to find parking on the street. My 

recommendation for S. Dinwiddie is strict resident zoned parking for the side of the road with the single family duplexes, with additional zoned (limited 

hour parking, such as 3 to 4 hours) on the other side of the street. I have had to park far way before after a late night at work and my wife has had to drive 

to meet me at a spot in the neighborhood to pick me up. This is a major inconvenience for a family with a baby. 

We live in zone 1A  1. We would like the No- Parking to be 7 days a week due to businesses on 23rd Street  2. Cars without Va. plates should not be allowed 

to have a parking permit  3. We need more parking violation supervision by parking enforcement. We have daily violators going without ticketing.  4. 

Parking should not be permitted across the street from a driveway. It makes getting out of one's driveway very difficult due to the properly street parked 

cars.  5. Construction companies should be required to have yearly parking permits for each of their vehicles for a fee. Construction of a home takes 8-11 

months to complete.     

We live directly across from the Fairlington Community Center.  Violation of our Zone 11 area is frequent by FCC patrons.  Several cars per day.  Wish the 

FCC did more to discourage this, such as posting notices at the front door asking patrons to respect the residential parking zone.  

We live close to the border between Arlington and Falls Church, near the Woodlake Towers apartment building. Falls Church residents are constantly 

parking in front of our home and our neighborsâ€™ homes, especially on nights and weekends, making it difficult for us Arlington residents to find parking. 

Many people in this neighborhood are elderly, have small chidren, or are disabled, so having parking in front of their own households is important for this 

reason. 

We live behind the East Falls Church Metro and Residential Parking Permits are essential to make sure that the residents of our neighborhood are able to 

park.  Not all houses in our neighborhood have garages and some do not even have a driveway. I have been mostly pleased with how the residential permit 

program has worked in our neighborhood.  There is also space for short term parking for those using the metro and also parking both on the street and in 

parking garages for the condos, businesses and townhouses that border the area near Route 29.  I would not have a problem with paying more for the 

permit.  I do have a problem with opening up the restrictions in our neighborhood because we will simply be swamped with EFC Metro commuters.

We like this program and really value the opportunity of zoned parking on our little street since we live directly across the street from a multi-use 

commercial use building!

We like the program the way it is and it shouldn't change. No one should be able to park in front of our house unless they are our guest with a pass or the 

temporary guests of our neighbors with passes. Even their employees or second cars should be parked in their driveways and not in front of our house. Our 

neighborhood is not, and should not be a parking lot. 

We have zone parking but if we did not commuters who definitely park as they could walk to metro or a bus.

We have tried for 21 years to get permit parking on our block, not the whole street just our block and no matter what we have tried the county will not 

work with us on the parking issue!
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We have problems with neighbors with 4 or 5 cars and 2-3 business vehicles often parking in front of our house.  This means we have problems with 

workers/visitors not having a place to park when they come to our home.

We have neighbors who we think rent- they currently have four cars sitting in the street that do not move, and are never driven. They also own two camper 

vans, which also never move. They drive four other cars. Their cars literally take up an entire block on 31st Street, this isnâ€™t fair. People should not be 

allowed to store cars on the street, nor should they be allowed 10 permits per household. This severely limits parking for the rest of us. 

We have limited guest parking in our town houses yet we are prohibited from getting residential permits nearby. I think we should be able to even if we 

need to pay extra especially for visitor passes. 

We have been pleased with the results of our participation in the residential-permit-parking program.

We have abuse around our home often. Abandoned cars included.  Church has events 4+ times/week (no parking lot).  I want to extend the parking 

restriction zone time, because we need to park blocks away on these event days.  Speaking to the Pastor/Minister has resulted in no changes.  They should 

have shuttle service, so residents have parking.

We have a problem with out of state vehicles, including commercial vehicles, being parked in nearby non-zone parking. They are using it for vehicles 

storage or often to store their car while taking a short cab to DCA and thus not pay airport parking. 

We feel strongly that new housing (& mixed use) developments MUST provide adequate parking for residents and their employees. 

We feel strongly that any new development should have enough off-street (preferably below-grade) parking to serve ALL its residents (not one car for 

every 2 apartments), visitors, and patrons.  

We don't agree with one side of our block (oakland St) is RPP, while Pershing (our block) and 4th St. do not. As a result, our blocks are more crowded with 

commuters and other locals outside the RPP zone. thank you.

We donâ€™t habe trouble with regularly permitted car parking. It is those people who have the paper guest passes that park to use the metro. They usualy 

disregard signs, park close to drives ways and have no regard for where they are leaving the car for the day. 

We do not want to make our neighborhood unfriendly towards our invited guests.  We have guests on a bi-weekly basis for one evening or family from out 

of town that stay a week 6 times per year.  Open street parking was a consideration when we decided where to purchase our house.  We do not want that 

change.  thank you

we do not need any more restricted parking 

We do not have a parking issue on this street
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We chose to buy property in Arlington County, and on our street specifically, because parking was restricted to residents and thus we would be able to park 

a vehicle on the street close to our house. We ruled out other properties that we looked at and found very desirable in other ways because of their parking 

situations (too many cars parked on the street making it difficult and perhaps even unsafe at night to find parking and possibly have to park too far away). 

We also liked the character of this neighborhood because it wasn't jam packed with cars circling for spots. The hours and types of our occupations (plus the 

various locations we need to visit for them) make it necessary for us to have 2 cars, and we can only park one in the driveway, so we must park one on the 

street. We relied on being able to easily/closely do that in choosing this property and we always park fewer vehicles than would fit on the curb frontage of 

this property. And we paid for the ability to park near our house in the high property value of a desirable neighborhood (and continue to pay for it in taxes 

based on that value). Condo/townhouse developers should have to provide on-property spaces for any resident cars exceeding the number of cars that can 

be parked on their curb frontage. They should not be able to pass that cost on to all Arlington property owners or tax payers by having residents clog up the 

surrounding/preexisting neighborhood. I understand that density will continue to increase in an urban setting this close to DC, but developers should have 

to absorb/pay for the negative externalities they create when developing property to a higher density than it was previously (especially if they are not 

developing as a matter of right and are seeking relief from the County). I feel very strongly about this issue and it will be one of the biggest factors in how I 

vote for County Board and whether we decide to leave Arlington County (which we otherwise hope not to do for many, many years).

We are Rosslyn residents.   We pay over 14K in property taxes.  We should be able to park in Rosslyn free.  We are over 65 years old and one of us has a 

handicap parking permit.  Urban village residents should be able to park in their own urban village without paying for meters.

We are in Zone 1B - so understand the absolute necessity of the permit program to protect the character of single-family neighborhoods, that existed prior 

to Crystal City, then metro.  With continuing dense growth in the region, commuters and travelers are now using distant non-permitted neighborhood 

streets to leave their cars while they apparently use National Airport.  The need for permit parking only grows, as density in the region grows.  New 

construction of high-rises, etc must include sufficient parking to keep streets as clear as possible.  I would also like to see fees for more than one car sticker 

to be very high, to incentivize use of garages and driveways.  Only three of us on a street of 27 homes use our garage to park.

We are in Clarendon.  The police oversight and closure of the Wilson Blvd turn onto Hudson Street, along with ZONE parking limitations (8AM to 1AM) have 

reduced some of the noise at night and trash lobbed into our yard.    Reduced parking by BAR patrons in our neighborhood is a MUST.  I am still often 

awakened by loud voices, car alarms, mufflers and music going by, etc.  

We are fortunate to live on a residential cul de sac with no through street access and plenty of street space.  It is a pleasure to have access for workmen 

and friends at any time of the day.  However, I find restricted parking access in other parts of Arlington very problematic.  Since we are a suburban 

community without intricate bus access on many, many streets, I do need to use my vehicle to get around Arl Co, although I use metro for DC activities.  

the constricted access is very difficult for senior citizens in the Ballston and Clarendon areas.  We need some middle group which would allow some short 

term parking without residential permits always.

We are far enough away from most businesses, etc. that outsiders parking on our street is not a problem.

We are active users of the program.  Perhaps additional time on the short-term pass would be helpful.  Or perhaps   shorter non-parking, say 9-4 vice 7-7.
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We appreciate the RPP as a means of preventing Metro commuters from parking for free. That is a ridiculous and parasitic practice that Arlington should 

not allow. Second, there was more damage to personal property in my neighborhood before the RPP in our neighborhood. That included theft and careless 

damage to vehicles by outsiders with no vested interest in the community. Third, I am pretty liberal about limiting the number of cars ALL residents own 

and park. I have previously written to the county that several of my single-family home neighbors own and operate an excessive number of cars for an 

urban area. And, while all of my older neighbors whine when they cannot park in front of their homes, all I ask, only a short time from Medicare age, is that 

I can park (or visitors can) within reasonable proximity to my house. ALL Arlington residents should be encouraged to limit their number of cars per 

household, regardless of housing type. This is not suburbia anymore, it's the city. If you find living here too onerous, perhaps it's not for your anymore.     

Forcing multi-unit building dwellers to have less than one parking spot per bedroom is folly. Again, if it is necessary to allow MUB dwellers to use single-

family home streets to park, then we should vote the bums out (that's meant to be humorous) for telling all of us parking in MUBS isn't needed. Either it is 

or it isn't. And, we know, it is.     Finally, so long as single family home owners remain the biggest, most essential tax base, outside of the commercial sector 

that's been on life support in recent years, the RPP along the Metro corridors and business areas is the least you can do for us. While young people, most of 

whom are transient residents in Arlington, vocally espouse their socialist views about parking wherever the hell they please throughout Arlington, most 

demanding no-cost parking wherever and whenever they want, they are impractical in their demands. (Yes, I have heard them go on and on about it at the 

public forums on RPP). First, no, kids, you can't park wherever, whenever for $00.00. Nothing in life is free. Second, show me evidence of your property tax 

contribution to the cost of operating Arlington government and services that you so liberally use, and then we can talk.  NOTE: I am a mother of two young 

socialists whom I love dearly.     Thanks for the survey. You questions were better than most Arlington has concocted without outside input, but there are 

more dimensions to this issue than a survey developed by outsiders without perspective and sensitivity to the nuances of our community can reveal. Thank 

you anyway. Good job. 

Way too much paid parking.  more restricted parking than necessary.  I am especially upset about new parking meters at the Shirlington Dog Park.  I always 

found parking within a short distance.  Paid parking does not belong at dog parks or city parks.

Visitors should NOT have to pay at all including childcare, contractors, home health aids, or retail shoppers. Street parking around my apartment building 

should be FREE and available for at least 4 hour increments.

Very poorly designed survey. Does not address existing issue that many residents are not eligible for parking passes/guest passes in their own 

neighborhoods because of their having garages and limited guest parking on site. Problem in our area is when 3 on-site guest spots are filled, it is 

impossible to find on street parking because of commuters filling all spaces. Even if one had restricted parking would not provide for service people/guests 

needing to park more than 2 hours. Also my observation is that Arlington enforcement of restricted parking is very spotty and that large numbers of 

commuters park in 2 hour restricted zones.

Very difficult to park larger vehicles is areas around Arlington. Donâ€™t mind parking in garages but often height of the garage and width of the space make 

it difficult to park effectively. Thanks for doing the survey 

Vehicle placards/passes should be printed for each vehicle registered at the house. 

Use of the day passes is not being enforced. Iâ€™ve seen numerous cars with a pink tag but no dates checked off. Renters and others give these pink passes 

to friends who then park in zone 9. People can order multiple packs of these pink tickets!!  This quadruples the abuse. Additionally, there is a stretch of 

19th Road just up the steps from the East Falls Church metro. People from Fairfax and Loudon park free here everyday because there is no enforcement of 

the 2 hour limit. These spots need to be zoned or fitted with parking meters. This stretch of 19th Road is filled every single day all the way to the zone 9 

restriction. Itâ€™s s shame bikers or walkers canâ€™t park there to get onto the wd&o trail because all of these non residents are parking for free all day. 

Thank you for doing this survey and for taking action on the feedback you receive. A zone 9-er. 
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Townhouses in my neighborhood were approved with the requirement that they have adequate on-site parking, i.e., 2 parking spaces/unit plus visitor 

parking. TH residents are also allowed to park on the street next to their development any time and in RPP zones from 5:00 PM-8 AM M-F.  TH residents 

should not be eligible for RPP permits in our neighborhood because it would leave no on street parking for residents of single family homes.  The only 

change to the RPP in my neighborhood needed is expand restricted hours to 24-7.   Some county officials erroneously state that RPP has only been to 

prevent commuters from parking in residential neighborhoods.  If you read the minimum onsite parking requirements and site reviews & approvals for TH 

developments, you can see that's a false notion.  Residents of TH developments for decades have not been eligible for the RPP because developers were 

required to have adequate parking on site.  If the county opens up RPP to TH residents in our neighborhood, I and perhaps other single family home owners 

in this unique area will be forced to pave our front lawns so we can park.   Condos & apartment residents should never be eligible for RPP permits

Tourist bus parking is frequent in front of our building.

Too much metered parking, not enough places for visitors to park around the Courthouse area

Too much attention to business community needs (customers, renters, etc) with respect to parking.  Not enough consideration for home owners and long 

term residents who have a vested interest in the community.   

Too many streets are residential permit restricted. People move around these days and need to be able to park near schools, businesses, and parks. RPP 

should only be for areas with no garage or car port parking available. I'm happy to pay the meter. Keep it simple!

Too many people have driveways and garages and don't use them

Too many folks use our street to park and walk up to Wilson Blvd to go to dinner and dance.  There are also a number of folks that use our street to park for 

free and take an Uber to National Airport to fly out of town.  

TOO COMPLICATED keep it simple. OVER REGULATION as usual and increasing. 

To restate, I believe that each house in my cul-de-sac, where parking is tight, should have one designated parking space in front of their property.  This area 

is on 21st Street North and located inside Parkhurst Park.  Thanks!

To be super clear, we do not want changes to the parking restrictions on South Wise Street! There is currently no parking problem here, and many of the 

designs described in this survey would create a problem. 

Those living close to metros and more urban settings with bars, dog parks, restaurants, multi-unit homes and offices (ie. Clarendon) NEED zoned parking 

and parking enforcement.  A one size all approach does not fit the entire county.

This survey was confusing. While you want to ask about RPP you fail to recognize other parking beyond a car port or driveway. My condominium owns and 

operates our parking but not the parallel nearby. Is that within the RPP scope of questions? No idea based on this survey.

This survey seems focused on single family home owners (who do seem to be favored by the County over residents of multi-family units).  Parking on public 

property should be more equitably treated to  serve  all residents and their visitors/service providers. 

This survey makes me nervous. Why would we need countywide residential parking? I have the impression the current system works well. Parking in my 

neighborhood is easy, but if the nearby schools grow and public transportation is not made attractive, it might not be. My house has no off-street parking. 

In that scenario, I would worry about being able to park. I'm not elderly or disabled but I do have small kids and need to be able to park near my home! In 

that scenario, of course I'd support zoning.

This survey is weighted toward homeowners who want parking permits. I am opposed to neighborhood parking permits. If you live in an area where it is 

hard to park, you have other benefits such as nearby shops and Metro. You can't have it both ways.

This survey is slanted and flawed.  The questions indicate that the county has already decided to expand the parking program.  It has already, and will 

continue to hurt businesses and use of services.  I know several businesses that closed partly because parking restrictions kept customers away and 

impeded employees.  It will also impede visitors to private citizens.  Another example of Arlington's war on cars and voracious hunger for revenue.
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This survey is easy to tabulate but a bore to complete so I gave up part way through.  We live on the edge of commercial.  I like the parking program and 

consider it very well-run.  We could use more enforcement but I'm not complaining.  I'm 80 years old, white with a white wife.  We have two black tenants 

in a side apartment that was once a dentist's office.  We park one car in our garage and one on the street.  They park on our driveway apron.  If our house 

gets torn down when we die, town houses would be fine but they should be set back and the street widened to accommodate their cars parked diagonally.  

I would never have thought of this by myself but I've seen it done here in Arlington and it seems to work.

This survey included a number of questions that provided "other" options, and ones that did not even though I found the provided options too limiting. 

Question 16 specifically did not include a "less than residents" or "free" option.

This survey has lots of problems unless you have already made up your minds and this is just to make us think you care or can make an educated decision.  I 

was part of the original parking program since I worked at Fire Station 5 and was one of the people that handed out permits.  It had a need and most of it 

was ok.  I had lived in the area previously and had family and friends that lived there.  It was needed and I know that there is a need now and it keeps 

expanding.      It would have been better if you had included an overview of the current rules and regulations and how it is handled.  It may exist but it is tax 

time and I don't have time to research it at this time.  Fortunately I learned to type at Gunston in 1962-3 and communicating with you this way is not 

difficult.  Typing was the best thing I got from Arlington County Schools.      In 1970 I worked for the Agriculture Dept in management services and worked 

with a graduate of Washington Lee HS.  His job was to design forms for a large part of the Dept.  He and I worked together and I learned that there is an art 

to making forms and instructions so you can get things done in an efficient manner and get the questions answered correctly.      This survey is not set up to 

collect the information correctly.  I am not in your business but it was difficult to give you answers that will help you do the best job you can with this 

survey.      Is there cost in current plans and what is it?    How hard is it to get passes and who can use them.    I park in driveway and on street in front of my 

house.    My guests park in my driveway and on street.     You didn't ask how many cars I can park on my driveway.      Many of the questions  7-8-9-10-12 

and others should have room for comment or different answer.    Does someone need to know my sex, salary, income etc.  yes I am crazy and have some 

educated.  You could have asked how many schools I went to what my grades were.  Yes I am stupid I worked for Arlington County as you do and you can 

figure out if we are smart of whatever.  Leave a space for comments on this.      I do have a sense of humor but it gets abused when someone at the 

Courthouse wastes my hard earned money.      Yes you can call me or drop me a note on the enclosed e mail.      Thank you for your efforts.  I survived and 

you may also.      I hope this is not going to become another toll road idea of money collection.  Or more nubs.  I was around for the first nubs and the old 

people who lived here all their lives would damage their car's on them.  Or another speed bump to damage my car.  Almost every intersection in the 

residential parts of the county has 4 way stop signs more gas is burned and Alcoa Aluminum is happy.      Good luck.  Randy   

This seems like a way for the county to make money. There is no reason for this in my neighborhood. 49 yrs here never had a problem. This sounds like a 

tax to me. .

This RPP started during the Carter administration to prevent government employees clogging the parking spaces around our address.  Without it, the 

neighborhood will suffer from commuter parking blocking the elderly access to their homes and mothers with babies and pre-school age children.

This questionnaire is pretty horrible.  You are not asking the right questions.  For the questions you do ask, you don't have relevant answers to pick from.  

Why are there county vehicles and police vehicles parked illegally all over my neighborhood even when they have their own parking lot and assigned 

spaces?  Also, there is no parking in Arlington, so my friends and I go to DC.  I metro to work, but nobody I know wants to go to Arlington to eat or shop 

because there are no parking options in Arlington.  There needs to be a lot more parking garages.

This neighborhood does not currently need a parking permit so would be upset to have to pay for one. Should only be in places with documented need. 

Might want to consider a separate permit good for the whole county for people who need to park in varied RPP restriction locations. Businesses and 

libraries etc should have enough planned customer/visitor parking when opened for business so should not affect RPP program if done right. We already 

pay for parking on the streets now.
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This is an essential program, especially for folks living close to HQ2.  I don't oppose higher density housing, but it needs to be done without diminishing the 

quality of life of all of the single family housing neighborhoods nearby.  One of the issues is parking - we all bought houses with the RPP in place to ensure 

we could park near our homes.  To remove it and require us to hike in from blocks away to our home makes our cars less convenient and secure, and 

greatly changes the assumptions under which we bought out cars.

This is a tricky issue--good luck with your recommendations! 

This is a thoughtful way to consider improvements for our county.

This is a flawed survey without sufficient options to adequately understand responder's sentiments. #1, any new housing should be required to provide 

adequate parking for the anticipated number of residents with cars,  base upon survey data reflecting the percentage of residents owning cars per unit. #2, 

families with young children and working mothers/fathers need to have convenient, affordable parking, as well as seniors.  

This is a complicated issue. We did have commuters filling all our streets before we had permit parking, but maybe a simple rule, eg max 4 hour parking M-

F, would eliminate excessive commuters, and be more flexible for neighbors and visitors. I also think rules that benefit homeowners over renters are unfair.

This did not address the real question, which is allowing builders of multi-unit dwellings to build without providing enough parking for their residents and a 

reasonable number of guests.  My dead end street is the first street near a townhouse community that has only one space per unit and two visitor spots, 

and a recently built apartment building that charges a ridiculous amount for a parking space (not even one included). So they all come and park on our 

street, leaving no room for residents.  It also makes it hard to go visit people in other areas, because there's nowhere to park. There's no parking near 

childcare facilities. It's a fantasy that you can put up tons of apartment buildings with multiple bedrooms and expect residents to have no cars or even only 

one car. No building should be allowed with fewer than at least one space per unit, and if it is expected that families or couples live there, closer to 1.5 or 2 

per unit.  Make the developers build enough underground parking. There also needs to be parking available near businesses, especially for businesses that 

sell bulky items. Also many jobs are in locations with very poor public transit options, so trying to use public transit is a joke.  

This "survey" is clearly skewed toward permit parking zones. Such zones are unnecessary in most of the county, yet none of the questions allow for the 

possibility of reducing or restricting the proliferation of such zones. This is a VERY poorly constructed survey.

Things that were not covered here, but need to be considered are:   1) My driveway can only fit one car, so that needs to be a consideration for permit 

issuance when thinking about reducing the number offered to a household. If a driveway can fit more than one car, there should not be a need for as many 

on-street permits. I exclude garages from this equation, as many garages (especially on older houses like mine) cannot adequately fit a car and most people 

use their garages for storage since they do not have other storage spaces.  2) Permit parking on our street ends in the middle of the street where the 4900 

block ends. This poses a problem for my neighbor who lives in the non-resident section, as the non-permit area gets parked up, and her visitors cannot park 

in the permitted section. Please consider the option to provide short-term parking passes (not permits) to those who live near to the permit area.   3) We 

had a resident of a nearby apartment always park on our street during the weekday in the non-permitted section. While I believe that on-street parking is 

public, there needs to be a better way to enforce those without nearby addresses from parking for long lengths of time without moving their vehicle. The 

10-day limit is too long in those instances.

Things seem ok to me. I can afford my permits, but also have access to a driveway so parking is convenient for me. I would not be happy if the rate for my 

neighborhood went up but am in favor of deterring misuse ahead of Amazonâ€™s arrival in my neighborhood. I like that there is only parking on one side of 

my street, itâ€™s too narrow for both sides.

They should enforce it 

They need to make Zone 8 smaller, there are too many cars in his area. The parking control people need to know the rules better and enforce them , 

They need to make provision for people doing temporary work at a house for example health care providers and contractors 
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They have reduced the number of free parking spaces on 31st South, and shortened the width of the road corssing 31 and EADS St.  ART bue drivers can 

part in a lot, why cant neighbors park there onthe wekend for neighborhood aprties, if there is No extra trash??

They do a great job monitoring the 2 hour people. 

There was a question about others that could park in RPP zones.  I think country policies should support the care of the residents homes and the residences 

themselves and not add further barriers to that.  As such, medical/home health professionals, all care givers (professional, family) for any care (child, 

health, eldercare), home service providers (electricians, handymen, contractors, home cleaning services, lawn service, etc) should be allowed discounted, 

free, or temporary passes.  They are not the target of RPP enforcement and are in the neighborhood to meet the residents' needs.  Often, these are also 

small business owners.  I would not want to add additional costs to their businesses.  There was not an option in the survey for that choice.

There should be some free short term parking (less than 2 hr) spaces around  neighborhoods.

There should be options for people with low incomes and seniors so they pay less or maybe nothing. People with disabilities should not have to pay for a 

permit. 

There should be no cost to get a permanent or temporary permit to park in any residential area for Arlington county residents. We already pay for the 

decal, use that to monitor people who park in neighborhoods during the day as part of their commute. There is no need to add signs, in fact all resident 

permit parking signs should be removed. All Arlington Residents should have the right to park in any residential area. For areas like Clarendon where the 

residential areas abut the commercial areas, that is the price the residential people pay for living close, but again parking would only be for Arlington 

County residents. Anyone from outside of Arlington would not be permitted to park there or only for a limited time, 30 minutes or 1 hour maybe, unless 

they get a permit. The non-residents should be the ones that need to pay if they want to. Visitors to residences should get free temp pass or sticker or 

resident they are visiting should be able to log in to a Arlington website to provide the visitor vehicle info for the time they are there at no cost.

There should be more county-owned parking lots that charge less than the private lots, especially in areas like Clarendon and Ballston.

There should be a limit on the total number of vehicles that a single household should be allowed to permit. Streets with parking on only one side but 

homes on both sides should automatically be part of the program. Proximity to high density housing, which causes spillover parking nearby, should also be 

a factor in determining the streets that should have restricted parking. County parking guidelines should clearly state how far away someone must park 

from a driveway apron. 

There should be a limit on the number of permits per household and of disabled placards. Rhodes St has only two disabled parking spots and both are 

permanently occupied by vehicles belonging to the same person who also has two more cars all with RPP but all four cars are rarely used and take the 

space of other disabled and regular residents. It may be easier to assign specific parking spots to households and allow a lottery for them if they are 

insufficient. 

There needs to be space for when guests, family and friends visit for several days, specific times for parking that require a permit is a logistical nightmare.  If 

there are places, events or activities that overflow into the neighborhoods, those places, events or activities should be required to provide enough parking.  

Without a parking place off the street, I would be very concerned about the second largest purchase of my life.  And, if I had to park on the street, I would 

be more tempted to take it to work with me.  I know the county is trying to reduce the total number of cars but, carrying groceries home on the bus is not 

all that easy.  And for a person with joint, bone or muscular issues, public transit is very difficult to navigate.

There needs to be some control over rental properties and the number of renters and their "friends" who stay at the property.  There are frequently 

instances where a rental has six cars all of the time taking up spaces for owners of the surrounding houses.  This makes it impossible for a resident to have 

parking available for their family and friends who are visiting.  
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There needs to be a better way to enforce the laws regarding "registering" your vehicle in the county when garaged in the county.  It is unfair to residents 

that pay vehicle taxes, zone fees, and all of the other fees the county charges you, and still not be able to find a parking spot because of the number of out 

of state license plates (mostly Maryland) that are obviously not paying these taxes and fees.  There are needs to be a restriction on the number of vehicles 

one household should be allowed. For example there is one duplex in our neighbood (a 2 bedroom) with 2 trucks, one car, one motorcycle all registered in 

Arlington. Plus they have 2 other cars and one work van with Maryland plates that are constantly parked in the neighborhood.  To top it off they usually 

park all 6 vehicles on the street and the motorcycle in the driveway.  This neighborhood is in desperate need of parking reform. Westmont neighborhood of 

Arlington heights. 

There needs to be a better way to allow visitors to park because it is nearly impossible for people visiting me to find parking that is not restricted.

There needs to be "Zones" along the traffic corridors, but we should provide parking discounts for commuters who frequent the businesses around that 

are, providing incentive to use the businesses without increasing taxes.

There is zero monitoring of parking violations where I live - N Hartford St.  We are very accessible to the metro so it's common for people to leave their car 

and get on the metro for work or sometimes even for multiple days. Many times there is no parking permit of any kind.  We pay for our parking so it's very 

frustrating.  

There is to much fraud with permits and enforcement is awful

There is so little parking in Arlington.  They're building so many apartment buildings.  It causes traffic jams and very little parking.  People need to park, but 

they sometimes take parking places in neighborhoods and it prevents people in neighborhood from parking.

There is permit parking across the street from the Fairlington Comm. Center.  Most residents work and those spaces remain empty during the day while the 

Comm. Center parking lot is full to overflowing.  Consider opening up the street parking between 9am and 4pm.

There is nothing more frustrating than returning home from work and seeing half of the Reserved Zone 4 at all time parking filled with vehicles that do not 

have a decal or visitor pass. My observation is they do not believe they will be penalized, and therefore are happy to take resident parking in order to be 

near to the restaurants/shops they are looking to utilize. Enforcement must be increased. I would recommend towing vehicles, not just providing tickets. 

Thank you.

There is no problem parking on the street in Arlington zforest greenbrier section

There is little parking in Arlington and yet the county board continues to approve more development.  I refuse to patronize any businesses --- shops, 

restaurants, etc. --- in Arlington because the parking is horrible.  Plus all parking is pay parking which is ridiculous. I do all my transactions in Falls Church or 

other surrounding towns.  

there is flex pass abuse on my street but as a nice and considerate neighbor I do not complain to the county only face to face with them

There is definitely work to be done when it comes to parking in Arlington

There is alot paid parking in the neighborhood. I would cancel the paid parking on Key bld from the Gold's Gym to Quinn Street. I would make this 2 hour 

visitor parking. This would help all the neighborhood since many of the homes and apartments have visitors. I would change the visitor parking on Ode 

Street and Colonial terrace 2 hours instead of 1 hour.  The present paid parking is often taken by commuters. I would keep the present residential parking. 

Of course this increase visitor parking would need to be monitored but Arlington County is already monitoring some of the visitor parking. Next I would 

change the paid parking hours in Arlington. I think it should be 5pm.   

There is a severe shortage of parking due to restrictions on adjacent streets in Arlington Mill.  We have no where for visitors to park. Also, there are many 

work vehicles which take up more than one space, block driveways, block view when backing out of driveways, and further narrow our already busy 

streets.

There is a need to identify chronic problem areas for frequent enforcement:  busses idling and parking in front of fire hydrants, parking with out a permit, 

etc.
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There is a need for electric vehicle charging stations in off street parking. Please provide it soon at 1300 Army Navy Drive.

There is a lot of abuse of on-street parking in my area by commuters, school employees, close-by non-Arlington residents, and commercial trucks. I believe 

Arlington should increase enforcement of all the above categories of non resident parking. See how Alexandria has enforced parking on Quaker Ln for a 

model of how to do it right. 

There are too many residents that park work trucks (in addition to their personal vehicles),  large vans, transportation charter vehicles such as vans and 

buses, and  other work vehicles that are large , unsightly, and intrusive in our neighborhood.  These vehicles should not be permitted to park on a 

permanent basis in the neighborhood and should seek alternate accommodations for these work vehicles.  Many times there are multiple work vehicles 

per household being parked and the resident uses their driveway and parking near their house to park their personal vehicles.  This limits the spaces 

available to park, and usurps too many spaces per household.

There are some streets based on size alone that should be resident parking only. When looking at the permit zone map, it doesn't make a sense how some 

lines were drawn. I will be applying to zone my street, but my experience with other county processes makes me think it will be very difficult.

There are six houses on my road, two being rental properties with multiple residents and vehicles each. Parking becomes a problem on week-ends and 

outside the restricted hours due to visitors, nearby apts/condos and residents who do not have permits but park outside of the restricted hours and/or 

clearly marked NO PARKING ANYTIME signs. It is a narrow dead end road and at times illegal parking presents a public safety issue as emergency    vehicles 

would not have access to the end houses. 

There are RPP restrictions on streets around my condo but as a condo resident I'm not eligible to get a visitor pass for street parking.  Therefore it is 

difficult to have guests visit when our condo visitor lot is so small and the street has restrictions as well.

There are no parking issues on our street, but in other parts of our neighborhood there are.  Those people should be able to park on their street at all times 

even though they are close to businesses/restaurants/bars that get very busy and have a lot of customers (who want to park nearby).  

There are constant violations to the parking permit program in my neighborhood. Additionally, I think that it would be more effective if there was not a 

time limit to enforcement. Oftentimes, the permit becomes much more necessary after 5PM, when everyone gets off work. However, this is when the 

permit is no longer required on my street. There are plenty of paid parking spaces provided by the county, which are very close to my street. Patrons of 

businesses and such can park there. I should not have to park three blocks from my house, in order to carry all of my groceries home, just because itâ€™s 

now happy hour and all the customers park on my street due to its convenience. 

There are certain areas, like around a public park, that have RPP zones that make it difficult for residents to visit those parks during the day. Which as a tax 

paying resident doesn't seem right. Understand each neighborhood is different, but if the RPP was to stop commuters and non-residents then this is just a 

consequence of that program I guess.

There are certain area in Arlington that the narrow street is allowing for parking on both sides, it creates problem when it's a two way street, cars can't 

drive past each other.   Can we restrict parking for those areas?  

There are a number of vehicles parked in my neighborhood (TJ) that are moved less than once a month.

There are a large number of commuter parkers in the neighborhood that use the Pentagon City metro station.   This makes it very difficult to find on street 

parking when needed.

Thee is a pick-up truck in front of 2829 S. Buchanan Street which has not been moved for several -- many -- months.  I wonder if it has been abandoned. 

With a handicap designation, I could use that space.

The zoning signage is all wrong!!!  The hours of enforcement should be 5pm to 8am, not the current 8am to 5pm.  There are plenty of spots available 

during the day, and when residents come home at night after work there are few if any available spots! People park after 5 to go to their gym, shopping, 

etc. Parking should be reserved for residents during the evenings, not during the day!!! The county is going about the RPP backwards.
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The zoning restrictions in my street are rarely enforced, and there are a lot of violations on my street, especially on evenings and weekends. It is hard for 

residents to park in front of their own homes (unless a handicapped space is procured).

The zones are too big. The majority of people who park in our zone come from across Washington Blvd because too little parking is available at their 

townhomes. This detracts from available parking for folks who live here, creates extra trash and noise, and impacts the sense of community for our 

neighborhood.

The zone system works well, it does not need to be changed.  My sense is that the only reason Arlington is thinking of changing it is to generate more 

revenue from its citizens - who are already bearing the burden of all the things agreed to by the County Board.  As a single person, I don't benefit at all from 

most of those things (I could care less about the school situation) and I'm getting tired of being asked to pony up more money for things that are of no 

benefit to me.

The zone restrictions are frustrating and confusing. There needs to be less zones rather than more and less restrictive time frames. Especially near business, 

I would rather use pay Mobile than deal with a bunch of different parking signs. 

The Zone 6 Parking in Lyon Park NEEDS to mirror the full restrictive zone parking that exists in Lyon Village.  As more apartment buildings have been built 

and retail has come closer to Lyon Park it has become a weekend guest parking zone where people park their cars for the weekend.  It makes no sense that 

Lyon village has different regulations. 

The worse time for parking is on Sunday church service and the lack of consistency parking enforcement.

The system used in the District works pretty well.  I lived there 12 years before moving to Arlington.  All drivers can park for up to 2 hours but residents can 

park all day.  Some modifications to that to encourage owners to park off the street might be desirable and maybe non-residents need to feed meters too 

but I believe non-residents need to be able to park near friends, restaurants, charity workplace, etc.  

The survey seems to indicate that there will be more parking restrictions.  Hopefully they will not be made  without the input of those effected.  The cost to 

citizens should be minimal.  New building construction or renovated sites should include adequate parking.   Decreased buses  on the weekend make it 

more difficult  to use Metro if you don't live in walking distance of a station and then use  your car to park near one.

The survey seemed to be biased.

The survey did not touch on peak times, such as park use and school drop-off/pick-up,  that on street parking might be used near my house.

The situation in my immediate neighborhood is complicated.  There are condos, town homes, and low-income housing.  Then, employees of the National 

Guard HQ park during the day.  To really make parking a big problem, small business owners keep their trucks and other vehicles indefinitely in spaces close 

by.  There have been 2 road homes parked for years which have never moved.  The county wants to build low income housing in the center of all this 

without providing at least one parking space per unit.  (Maybe, allowing only 24-hour parking might help.)   

The signs are out of character with the historic landmark designation that my townhouse condo has.

The short-term visitor booklets should have more passes. I keep running out, and it's just from normal visitors. I'm not abusing it or anything. 

The RPP program makes a positive difference on my street.   

The root cause of the problem is over-development to satisfy evil, greedy, rich developers. STOP the over-development. Tell Amazon and Gerber to go back 

to where they came from---we don't want them.

The residential permit program was a Supreme Court case, if the CB change the rules they can not â€œgrandfatherâ€•, similar to zoning, the right of way is 

owned by the community.  The concept of grandfathering apples to physical structures, the right of way usage Cannot be grandfathered. If this â€œhaltâ€• 

does not end soon it is disproportionately affecting communities experiencing significant change.  While benefiting those communities  that experienced 

the change in the 1970s-early 2010s

The residential permit parking worked fine when Crystal City was fully occupied. With the coming of Amazon, I recommend no changes for area 1C
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The residential permit parking program works well for us. The one opportunity for improvement may be to allow for short-term vendor visitors to get 

special passes - for example when the plumber is on a call, or when landscapers or housekeepers are doing weekly/monthly services. One area of concern 

is the proposals to construct new apartments / condo highrises, but not require adequate parking for residents. We expect those individuals to seek parking 

in the residential side streets, which would increase noise, traffic, pollution and crime. 

The residential permit parking program is not broken, but can be usefully updated.  New multifamily construction projects must include adequate 

provisions for parking for residents rather than relying on limited on street parking options.

The residential parking program was essential to maintain the peace and safety of our street with the mass of daily commuters to the private high school 

that does not maintain sufficient parking for the students

The residential parking permit system is working. The greater issue facing parking is the increased density in all neighborhoods with inadequate county 

planning for the increased car needs of residents.     As someone who worked with the neighborhood association and county staff on this issue for the 

construction of an assisted living facility adjacent to the neighborhood many years ago I can tell you that county staff ALWAYS misidentified the reliance on 

public transportation. They continue to do so. Many developments have been issued permits to build in this neighborhood with grossly inadequate parking 

requirements. The developers have been granted bonus density and reduced parking requirements with little to show in return. The county simply must 

require adequate parking. 

The residential parking permit program seems never to be reviewed.  A block from my house there has been RPP permits required for something like 30 

years even though the problem it was to solve with persons parking in the neighborhood diminished years ago.    In Claremont near Walter Reed St most of 

the parking congestion is mild but there are occasional problems with residents and visitors of nearby townhomes/condos who don't have enough parking 

spaces.  They then compete with homeowners who don't have driveways.  Presumably these condo residents would have permits as residents (living just a 

block away) so RPP would not solve the problem.    How bad does the problem have to be before it is worth the trouble of RPP?  Not clear to me.

The residential parking pass program is working well on my street (12th St N in zone 5). Visitors are allowed to park for 2 hours during the day without a 

pass, which allows people who are actually visiting the neighborhood to park while preventing commuters from parking on our street and walking to work 

in Rosslyn. In contrast, Oak St North is unpermitted between N 12th and N 14th Sts and is regularly filled with commuters from outside the neighborhood. I 

would be upset if the parking program was changed on my street to allow commuters to park all day on weekdays. 

The recently reduce the parking spaces to builders - it is a terrible idea because it will force people to park on the streets.  Resend the reduce requirement 

for the number or garage parking spaces in new construction.    Although parking is usually not an issue, when given their friends the guest parking permits, 

but for handicap and elderly it can be an issue because it can be too far too travel and he usually would have to shuttle them to and from their cars.

The recent increase in hours required for parking meters in Arlington (from 6 pm to 8 pm) is unnecessary.

The recent changes to parking hours that require payment have had a negative impact on local businesses and has increased the expense of shopping and 

eating out.

The questions were a little misleading.  My understanding of an RPP is that parking for people without a permit is time-limited while parking for people 

with a permit is not.  The questions implied that people without a permit cannot park at all, even for a short time.
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The questions in this survey seemed designed to solicit answers in support of particular viewpoints.  Appreciate the idea of surveying residents, but the 

survey should be more open ended.  I live on an RPP-zoned block and the County does not permit me to obtain an RPP.  It is a real problem.  Visitors have 

literally nowhere to park.  Contractors and others providing services to my home have no place they can park.  When I drive somewhere else in Arlington, 

despite paying $10k per year in property taxes to Arlington and $2k per year in car taxes, I cannot park on various streets.  So I cannot park on my own 

street, and cannot park in numerous other streets in Arlington.   The RPP program is a special interest program run amok.  The program should be reformed 

to treat all Arlington residents equally.  If you live in Arlington, you should be able to get an RPP sticker -- period.

The questions "Should the following groups of people be eligible for a permit to park on an RPP-restricted street near their destination?"   seems to miss a 

better question:  "Should new businesses and new developments be required to provide adequate parking for staff, new residents and customers?" 

The question about parking on the street for me has two answers.  In the middle of the day I have no problem parking on the street and letting a friend or 

worker have my spot.  At night it is harder to find on street parking near my condo.

The public streets belong to all the taxpayers, Arlington parking permit program is taking a public asset and making it the property of the few. I know the 

Burger Court found this taking to be legal but now that we have a real President that is appointing real Americans to the High Court I wish someone would 

take the Peoples Republic of Arlington to court again and see if this taking of a public asset would stand the test of time. 

The public right of way is a valuable resource for Arlington. It should not give away that use for free. It should use it to generate revenue.

The proposal on how price of a permit should vary by number of cars was unclear, but the per-car cost of a permit should increase as the number of cars 

increases.

the program should not exist.  you already tax our cars... that is enough.  Everyone should have access to all areas of parking.

The program seems to work pretty well in my neighborhood. I've lived here for 27 years and haven't had an issue with parking because we are in a zoned 

neighborhood. Most of my neighbors are pretty respectful about where they park.

The program on my street is only during business hours to discourage commuter parking for the Metro. That's great, but can be an issue in the evening 

with apartment/condo residents parking on the street because their buildings do not include enough parking. Either there needs to be more parking in 

residential buildings (even those near Metro) or the RPP program hours need to be extended.

The program is very important to prevent commuters from parking on the street during the day and avoiding the $100's it would cost them per month to 

park in their building's garage.

The program is nothing without enforcement.  Every condo or apartment building in the county should be able to park it's capacity and guests.  You want to 

build the density - you should also be parking the density.  Everyone has a car!  I waited 40 minutes on Lee Highway March 30, Saturday for the 55 bus - it 

NEVER came.  I had taken the bus/metro downtown to see the Cherry Blossoms - No 55 ever picked me up on Lee Highway near Rosslyn at 1 pm in the 

afternoon.  Very unhappy about the transportation and parking enforcement in this County.

The program is a rip for the county to make more money. Then when you get a ticket you have to pay it or appear in court. System is rigged for the 

city/county

The Program is a good idea to curb commuter parking around the Rail stations.  However, parking enforcement is not always monitored.

The program has been suspended for the County's review of this program for quite a while.  Our neighborhood is mostly unrestricted parking, and the issue 

has become much worse for families who want, and in some cases, must parking in front of their home to access their house do to limited ability or 

disability preventing them from walking great distances.  I encourage the County to consider all feedback and make swift action soon so that our 

community can find some relief.  Thank you .

the program as is works well for me in my neighborhood (zone 6)
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The problems with parking in South Arlington are due to the county allowing and encouraging housing that does not provide adequate parking for its 

residents.   The county should allow for residential parking permits but should also explore additional remedies such as making parking available in 

alternative areas controlled or rented for the purpose by the county.  Also, the apartments in the area can be observed to have parking that is not used--is 

this due to price gouging on parking by the landlords that is impacting neighboring areas?  According to a recent neighborhood meeting, there has been no 

investigation into this issue.  There is in Arlington a huge dichotomy on how North and South Arlington are seen and a huge disparity in their treatment by 

the county.  North Arlington enjoys high-end recreational amenities and attention to needed services.  South Arlington gets only low-income housing.   

Even transportation initiatives get defeated for South Arlington, which is something that could ease the parking problem.  I am very disappointed in how 

Arlington is dealing with this issue.

The primary parking difficulty on my street (1201 South Buchanan Street) is that my across-the-street neighbor runs an illegal car-repair business out of his 

personal garage. His "clients" are towed in in the middle of the night, and take up parking spots on the street while they wait for repairs, sometimes for 

days at a time. If this is a problem on our street, I have to believe it's a problem elsewhere in south Arlington as well; "enterprising" individuals taking up 

parking spots that could be used by residents or legitimate visitors, on a dead-end residential street where, honestly, the ACPD wouldn't think to enforce 

parking codes because no one should be parking here for any sort of commercial purpose.

The price of residential parking permits is entirely too low.  My condo provides parking for residents but the extremely low RPP fee encourages residents to 

own multiple cars that take up public space.  There is very high demand for what is very nearly free street parking. Many of the problems of the program 

could be alleviated by raising prices to reduce demand which would support Arlington's goals of reducing car trips.

The population is at its maximum for the road capacity.

The policy that allows residents to reserve several spots for a moving van is ridiculous. I have had my vehicle towed twice from a legal spot, because it was 

too far away for me to check on it every day, and a resident had it towed for their moving van. We need to either rethink the moving van policy, or ensure 

that each apartment building has sufficient dedicated spots to keep one's car within eye-sight.

The permit zones are a useless to residents (voters!) because Arlington is chicken about enforcement. There's a jeep that has parked illegally at night for 

the past several months at the 6th & Oxford stop sign, with no tickets. Half the cars on Oakland between Wilson and 6th are illegally parked.  There are 

tons of MD and FL plates for cars that clearly belong to Arlington residents.  Arlington government shoves all tax burdens onto a few, and fails to do the job 

we are paying you to do--enforce the laws.  I plan to vote for salary cuts for county workers because you give away all of the benefits to developers (with 

reduced parking restrictions) and do nothing for voting residents who invest in and form part of the communities, including oversight and slower driving in 

our own neighborhoods.  If you want us to support tax increases, start enforcing the laws. 

The permit system in Foreast Glen never should have been approved and the County was rightto rescind it.  

The ParkMobile app is frustratingly overpriced compared to meters that just have a slot for credit cards.

The parking spots on North Rhode Street are so narrow that drivers cannot get out or into their cars when other vehicles are parked on either side. The 

lines should be redrawn to allow enough space for residents to enter or exit their cars, even if this results in a loss of total spaces. What good are more 

spaces if they are unusable?

The parking spaces at Arlington Oaks Condominium need to be repainted. There aren't very many spaces to begin with, and the existing ones have 

overlapping lines because they were painted poorly. It's confusing to residents and visitors and wastes valuable space. 

The parking space  in front of my home is the first coming down the street.  If one of my two cars is not parked in the  space parking becomes a free for all. 

Many times when I come home from work my space is not available.
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The parking situation in Arlington County is getting worse. I live in South Fairlington and the on-street parking is getting harder and harder to find for 

residents due to communters coming in, parking and then taking the bus either to D.C. or to a Metro stop. This is a situation that should be enforced better -

-- and it was years ago. Patrol cars used to be in the neighborhoods and parking lots to find cars without parking permits and/or cars parked for long 

periods that still had out of state license plates. That type of pro-active enforcement has stopped and is contributing to the congested street parking and 

headaches for residents.

The parking problems in my neighborhood occur overnight and arise from nearby high-density residential development.  I park in my garage but frequently 

have to call police because outsiders have parked blocking my driveway or the fire hydrant in front of my house.  Noise and litter are also concerns 

(outsiders don't care about our neighborhood) and speeding at night is a big problem.

The parking policy should be simple. If there is no problem with parking availability in a neighborhood, it should be open/non-restricted. If there is 

moderate demand for parking, residential areas should have residents-only permit parking. If demand is very high, meters should be used.    I am not 

comfortable with having numerous exceptions to the permit policy.  If short-term visitors are allowed, business customers and service providers will not 

have a problem.     New high-density development in high-demand areas should be required to provide at least some additional parking.

The Parking Permit program is too restrictive for short-term visitors. We pay a premium already to live in Arlington. One solution may be to eradicate the 

program entirely. Another may be to allow for a finite amount of time from 9-5 on the street. People should not be penalized for living, working, and going 

to school in Arlington. 

The parking is out of control. She has a street in which their is not meter and leaves no parking for the residence. A lot of commuters liter. 

The parking in my neighborhood (Penrose) gets congested because people park and then catch the express bus to DC because they can park free all day.  A 

permit system (if enforced) would help reduce this problem.  Even though there are apartments & condos on my block, there is usually ample parking for 

residents. 

The parking in Crystal City has always been difficult. I have been in the area since 2005 and seen it get worse each year.  Traditional approaches will not 

resolve this problem, in my opinion.  There must be innovation, for example use some of the new construction strictly for parking; stack vehicles using the 

new parking elevators; access existing parking structures in the area to identify surplus parking opportunities; resist the temptation to capitalize on the 

parking crisis as a means of city revenue instead work for the public good to provide free or low cost parking that's environmentally friendly.  Thanks! 

The parking available in shopping and restaurant areas is dismal. 

the other issue is cut through traffic in my neighborhood.  It has increased exponentially

The options provided for answering many of these questions are too limited, simplistic and/or biased.  Therefore, I have not answered many of the 

questions.  The assumption that there should be a charge for residential parking permits is objectionable especially in view of the amount of personal 

property tax I and other property owners pay to Arlington County.  Arlington County government has for too long allowed development that does not 

provide for or take into consideration the need for adequate parking.  Thus, Arlington County government is a significant part of the problem.  Parking 

issues continue to increase in my immediate neighborhood and are negatively affecting the quality of my life. 

The option of parking without paying for a permit was not there - for library/community centers/etc.  Arlington should require a minimum of 1 parking 

space per bedroom in apartment buildings/condos/hotels/etc.  The builders need to provide the parking.

The only thing my non metro accessible neighborhood needs now is restrictions on work vehicles, especially windowless vans.  nearby condos need to have 

their own adequate parking, which is 1 space per bedroom, not 1 space per unit.  commuters need to be prevented because some people are staging work 

vehicles, especially construction vans, on our street, especially people from ffx, which restricts work vans on the residential streets.  we don't nees permits 

now, just remove the vans!
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The only real problem I've had with residential parking - There's a new set of "luxury townhomes" on Stuart Street, and a large set of Residential parking 

was replaced with fire lane. Additionally, seems like there's additional cars on the street all competing for spaces. I'm fortunate that I have a garage, but I 

also notice that so many people fill their garages with stuff, and not cars. It is very very difficult to have guests over (have guest permits, but very rarely 

street parking available)

The only problem on this street is that those who rent homes here have a car for every renter, sometimes four or five..

The more rapid transit the better. We use metro frequently and are thinking about selling at least one of our cars.  

The meters being changed to 8am - 8pm is terrible. 8am - 6pm is expectable.  Don't limit me to just 2hrs either. Weekends should be free. 

The meters at Shirlington dog park are too expensive on the weekend and evenings. 

The major parking problem on the lower part of S. Four Mile Run Drive between Columbia Pike and Geo. Mason is not enough spaces for local residents 

and guests.  On the upper part of S. Four Mile Run Dr. there are plenty of parking spaces but visitors to the condos at 4500 and 4600 S. Four Mile Run Dr. - if 

they park on that upper road - must go all the way to Col. Pike or Geo. Mason to come down to the lower road [except for one staircase near Col. Pike].  If 

the county could install 1 or 2  more staircases from the upper S. Four Mile Run Dr. to lower S. Four Mile Run Dr, visitors could more easily access parking 

now going unused in that upper road

The laws have been clear for decades that multi-unit developments need to be able to satisfy their own parking needs.  Altering the street parking rules, 

especial for environments near popular retail, metro stops, or other attractions will be a material change to our community and way of life.  This is 

unacceptable to allow visitors and renters to dominate the communities of those of us who own, invest in, and financially support (biggest tax contributors) 

our communities.

The last few questions were offensive and had nothing to do with parking in Arlington County.  

The first priority residentual street parking should be given to residents and visitors. Second would be to tenants and renters. There are some residential 

areas which have small businesses. Short term space should be provided for their customers. In short, new construction should provide ample parking for 

residents and businesses, something Arlington inadequately requires.

The El Chilango taco truck has been parked at the same place for years (you can find it on Google maps, Fairfax Dr and N Quinn St).  This is a residential 

neighborhood with an established business on the street.  The truck is in poor shape, not fit to drive in the streets. I don't think food trucks should be 

allowed to park in residential neighborhoods.  I especially don't think they should be allowed to park in the same location for more than a couple of hours.  

When people crowd around the truck, pedestrians are forced to walk on the busy street.  I would like Arlington County to look into this.

The economics of parking has unintended consequences.  I think most people would answer some of these questions differently if that were explained to 

them.  For example, what is the impact on the Chesapeake bay if we accidentally encourage people to build more driveways?   What is the effect on air 

pollution if we open up R-B corridor residential streets to customer parking?      I wish this survey had asked more questions about equity and expectations 

for parking.  For example, should residents of a house in a dense neighborhood expect to park as close to their door as residents of neighborhoods with 

fewer houses per acre?  Should residents of a new apartment building one block from a subway station have the same expectation to park a car or two on 

their neighbors' street as residents of a historic garden apartment with limited bus service?     One question about apartment building parking was poorly 

phrased, because it makes it sound like someone is opposing people parking even in front of the apartment building, rather than the real issue which is 

spillover onto streets that are blocks away.  That will probably get a skewed response.    I'm not sure how helpful most of these responses will be without 

any of that kind of context.  What use is it to know that 65% of people prefer a "simple" system and 35% want it to be tailored to individual 

neighborhoods?    

The ease of parking near my apartment building was one of the main factors for living here. I work in DC and can't afford to drive and park every day. A 

change to the parking situation around my house would impact my decision to continue living in Arlington.
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The customer very much appreciated Murielene for assisting her with this survey.

The current RPP system works quite well.  Am very satisfied. 

The current program works well. 

The current program works very well, and in my opinion, will continue to work well so long as all of the people in the new apartment buildings that are 

going up around town don't get permits.  These buildings in many cases are being justified by the fact that they're close to metros and public 

transportation, and thus the builders don't need to put in parking spaces for every unit because many people won't have cars.  I'm skeptical of this, as most 

people in Arlington need a car for one reason or another.  This is probably going to push people to park on the street if they can't get spots under their 

buildings, which will increase the number of people applying for residential parking permits along the metro corridors in particular.  The County should 

keep its promises and not allow these people to have permits as a disincentive to keeping vehicles.

The current program is great. It strikes a good balance between ensuring sufficient parking for the neighborhood while not being too strict. If it were 

stricter, it would be obnoxious to live here and try to deal with a bunch of parking rules. 

The current parking permit system is outdated and too inflexible.  In addition to improving the availability of permits, Arlington also needs to improve the 

availability of parking, which includes incentives to private lots to make 24/7 parking available, instead of only daily parking for commuters.  

The County supposedly wants to encourage Metro use but then makes it nearly impossible by restricting parking around the stations even on streets where 

residents have long driveways, so PLENTY of parking.

The county should use the Personal Property sticker as its residential parking sticker.  A resident of the county should be able to park on any public county 

street.

The County should require developers to include reasonable on-site/underground parking before approving new construction.  

The County should NOT make apartment, condo, and townhouse residents eligible for parking permits because it will encourage more cars and further 

overcrowd parking resources. For decades, developers have been required by ordinance and site plans to provide adequate on-site parking for residents 

and visitors to prevent overcrowding of on-street parking, e.g., townhouse developers are required to provide a minimum of 2 1/5 parking spaces per unit 

meaning that a 20 unit development has 2 spaces per unit and 4 visitor parking spaces.  In addition, residents are allowed to park on the street next to their 

development making. Except for townhouses built before the minimum parking ordinance, townhouses have adequate parking if it is well managed and 

enforced.     Unfortunately, some townhouse developers who sell or rent their townhouses to groups of 3-4 adults, promote and misrepresent them by 

saying that in addition to 2 spaces per unit, thereâ€™s plenty of free on street parking, in effect encouraging bringing more cars into areas already suffering 

from parking overcrowding.  Individual townhouse and condo owners who sell or lease their units also frequently misrepresent the availability of street 

parking either directly or through real estate agents.  Making townhouse residents eligible for permits would encourage this.    Townhouse owners and 

renters who have 3 or 4 cars park their extra cars on the street or in the spaces designated by ordinance for visitors, forcing visitors to park on the street.  

In my neighborhood, townhouse visitor spaces are always filled by residents, contrary to the ordinance and/or approved site plans with no enforcement by 

the developer, association, or county.      Townhouse residents often make their own parking problems by using one or both of their garage spaces for 

storage and other purposes such as game rooms, etc, although they may not admit it, and park their cars on the street.      Residents of apartments and 

condos in my neighborhood and most others have plenty of parking available on-site but prefer not to pay the monthly parking fee and park not the street.  

Residents of apartments built before the ordinance requiring on-site parking should be grandfathered in.    Use of motorcycles and motorscooters should 

be encouraged because theyâ€™re much more efficient then cars & SUVs, reduce pollution, put less wear and tear on roads, and 5-7 can be parked in the 

same space as an SUV.  They should continue to be able to park without permits.  The County should designate areas in business areas such as Court House, 

Clarendon, and Ballston where they can park free.

The County should investigate the concept of county-owned/operated parking structures dotted throughout areas where parking density is high
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The County needs to be more careful before approving construction of those enormous, "dormitory" houses which replace small single family dwellings in 

residential neighborhoods.  They often have more than the permitted number of unrelated residents, and generally a lot of cars parked out front.  We all 

know them when we see them.

The County has not always done a good job at providing parking for essential delivery. For example, at Fairfax and N.Lincoln Streets the large apartment 

building was built with NO off street parking or circle for deliveries, including USPS, FedEx, UPS, Amazon as well as many restaurant deliveries and guest 

picks-ups. These necessary activities create a dangerous driving situation as the delivery vehicles block the width of one lane where drivers are trying to exit 

and/or enter N. Lincoln Street.

The county has allowed dense development in and around residential areas without requiring adequate parking to support apartments, condos, retail, 

schools, hospitals, metro stations, etc. I pay property tax and should not have to subsidize parking for commercial, residential and government facilities. 

Residential neighborhoods are not parking lots. I strategize my errands and movements around the parking situation in front of my house. Why should I 

have to do this?

The county board has created the problem. The board has consistently required less and less parking spaces as new construction has taken place. The car 

diet policy is also to blame-it does not fit with the reality that most people have 2 cars, at least at the present time-which is the reality we live in. I have 

lived here over 34 years, single family residential across from an apt building. They have free parking. It was only when 2 additional apt buildings were built 

that we needed residential parking permits. No one wants to pay the cost of a parking space due to the already high rents. After less than 6 months of both 

buildings opening, we often could not get out of driveway because cars were blocking the driveway. Meanwhile, the parking garage for those buildings is 

never full. Police sometimes refused to ticket/tow cars that blocked the driveway even though we had no parking (not residential parking) signs with 

arrows for the driveway. Their theory is that if you can get out, it's not blocked. It is subjective and should be changed-if it's past the sign, ticket them. 

Before we got permit parking, people used to park here for days, take a cab and go to the airport. We only needed the residential parking permits AFTER 

density was added to the neighborhood. If you look at your data of when a new neighborhood requests residential parking permits, it is directly related to 

the increased density that the board approved without the parking spaces necessary to support those people. This problem has been created by increased 

development with the underlying theory that people won't use cars. That theory is wrong-or there wouldn't be a problem you are now trying to fix by a 

misguided attempt that will hurt the average homeowner who lives in a single family house. Face the facts-more people have cars than want them to. Cars 

to go/car diet/mass transportation only work so far. Deal with the reality and actually answer the question-why are there more requests for residential 

parking than before? BECAUSE WE HAVE MORE CARS THAN EVER BEFORE. Anyone who has been here for 5 years or more (and I've been here for 40 years) 

knows the traffic is worse. We have cars. It's time the county faces the reality of car usage and not the idyllic world where everyone takes mass transit.

The claims behind Arlington doing so much to attract large new businesses have been that these will improve the quality of life -- but the congestion from 

so many more people coming to the area actually makes things a lot worse for the locals.  By not forcing the new businesses to ensure minimal impact on 

prior citizens of Arlington, the gov't is serving the citizens badly.

The challenge I see is that the planning does not include enough parking for the normal use.      Residents should not have to pay for permits to park in front 

of their homes.  County planning is trying to force reduced driving and parking needs but the transportation options to many areas do not yet exist in a 

robust enough manner.  Doing business in Arlington during the day and finding parking, or finding out the parking duration of locations is a perpetual 

problem.      Changes to parking duration times and changes to costs should be noticed by the county but it is not.    The county knows the duration of 

parking locations throughout the county but does not provide a map or something else that enables one to plan where to park.  Try to plan ahead for 

where to park for a 5 hour or even 3 hour meeting in Arlington ... The count could and should do more to help than just restrict parking, and charge for 

permits 

The caller's name is Arlene A. Corbin.
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The caller would like more attention paid on the weekends for the parking in front of his house. 

The caller wants to know why the survey is taking place and if it is to make the situation better. The caller could not get the survey to work on her 

computer at home.

The caller states people are fined and the parking needs to be more controlled, especially for businesses repairing cars. The caller states the businesses are 

parking on residential streets and she believes parking meters need to be added.

the caller said she does not like that anyone just parking in front on her home but she has to pay for people that she invited to her home to park 

The caller is hoping that the moratorium lists very fast so her area is able to apply for RPP.

The caller has the RPP program in her area already and does not want anything about it to change.

The caller believes we need more street parking because there is not a lot based on businesses and bicyclists. He also says his street is used as a cut through 

street and he would like to know if speed bumps can be installed. He would also like more street lights installed.

the caller believes people must use their driveways, if they have one, to park not the street. The streets are too narrow to pass when multiple cars are 

parked on the street. 

The caller  states it would be a  mistake  to change the way they park on her street. It works beautifully in the Arlington Village area, It is first come first 

serve 

The biggest problem we experience without RPP is vehicles that are parked and do not move for months or more. We have seen individuals drive to the 

neighborhood to access these vehicles. We have called the city numerous times and no action is taken, which is ridiculous. Some of these vehicles look like 

they are not operational. One man even appears to live in a vehicle outside our home. 

The biggest problem on our street of George Mason Drive, NO ONE IS PAYING ATTENTION AT THE SPEED LIMIT...NOT EVEN SCHOOL BUSSES! It takes us 

several minutes to get out of the garage or on the street because everyone is speeding. We have children along this road and it is just a matter of time that 

accidents will happen. Can we put speed camera between 6th street and South George Mason Drive or a speed bump to slow the speed of drivers. Also, it 

is also for safety of people coming out from the Foreign Service Institute trying to cross to the other side of George Mason Drive to catch a bus or and 

vehicles crossing.  We hear a lot of flat tires because of the speeding and hitting the curb on the 6th street. If the county would like to have more funds, put 

a speed camera. This will totally solve the problem and increase safety. Thank you!

The best solution would be not to restrict parking, but rather, have any new housing have associated parking as part of the plan (parking lot or garage). 

The balance between adequate parking for multi-family buildings and street parking in older single family neighborhoods with limited off-street parking 

needs to be part of the approval process for new construction.  Large new multi-family buildings should be required to have sufficient on-site parking 

offered at a *reasonable* price so that the surrounding neighborhood is not the preferred (or only) choice to accommodate significant overflow. 

The answers are provided for my house @ 5172 11th St S Arlington 22204. Your Survey contains some question answers that do not address the issues of 

Multi car households ( more than 2) and the restrictions on # and cost of Additional permits. 

The answer to lack of parking is to CREATE MORE PARKING, not to make it harder by putting in restrictions, meters, and time limits.  This only makes 

visitors not want to come, ergo, also makes people not want to live in that area.

The ability to have a parking space in front of our house is a lifesaver for us as my daughter is disabled and we have no driveway.  Without permitting, it 

wouldn't be possible.

Thanks for surveying citizens about parking solutions.

Thanks for doing this.  I think it was needed and hopefully my feedback is considered.  Thanks for trying to make Arlington better!

Thanks for continuously improving this service. Y'all rock!
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Thanks for asking.

Thanks for asking! 

thanks

Thank you!

Thank you!

Thank you for your efforts.  Columbia Hills was just built in our neighborhood and I'm hoping that there are no parking issues for me and my family in front 

of my own residence.  I appreciate the request and opportunity for feedback. 

Thank you for this thoughtful survey. It gives me confidence that smart people are working on  solving the growing parking issues in Arlington 

neighborhoods. 

Thank you for the survey & this extra comment space. When developers sell the County Board on the idea that only SOME of their unit owners will use 

automobiles...well, that's a joke. Of course for the foreseeable future, most Arlingtonians will own or rent a vehicle & need a place to park it. PLEASE don't 

allow condo/apt. construction without builders providing at least 1 parking space per unit. I know APARTMENT owners w/ 1 unit who have 3 cars. I know 

individual home owners who collectively own 4 vehicles & park them on the street. But the #1 parking problem I see in AC over the next 10 years is 

developers being permitted to build multiple family units without providing garage parking for each & every unit. They can do that by simply adding a floor 

or 2 for parking spaces (towers) or include parking for each townhome, not relying on city street parking and the AC Board's on-the-record, commonly 

known LENIENCY toward developers! Thank you.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Thank you for taking the time to do this research!

Thank you for taking on this topic.

Thank you for providing the opportunity to comment!

Thank you for contacting residents about this issue.

Thank you for considering our opinions.

Thank you for conducting this survey.  We have limited parking around us - many spaces taken up by near by apartment renters. 

thank you for asking residents' opinions to influence policy decisions

teachers should be able to park in a RPP at no cost

tangential:  Get rid of the random electric scooter parking 

Surveys are great!!!  Polling the residents it impacts and evaluating their input before making any long term decisions is critical step in implementing a good 

long term plan.    Thanks!

Survey is biased towards accepting parking restrictions and allowing construction that would impact parking. Disagree with both initiatives. 

Survey implies the county doesn't think there is a parking problem. why keep giving wavers to apt building to reduce parking spots....our sheets will be 

overrun with apt and town house dwellers/visitors from across lee highway where there is not enough spots. DO NOT CHANGE THE PARKING RULES. And 

what does race/ethinc origins have to do with parking?

Surface parking is the worst possible use of land and if you can't get rid of a specific lot, at least put solar canopies above it or something

Sure seems like the RPP is a band-aid for the core problem of unwise zoning decisions.  Trying to balance parking supply and demand by artificially limiting 

supply isn't a viable long term solution.

Suggest using small sticker that can be attached to the rear view mirror.  Bumper sticker is too difficult to remove and is unsightly.  Get rid of tax sticker!!! 

Fairfax County can enforce without a sticker.   Why not Arlington.  Just another way to tax residents.  Ridiculous.  
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Suggest the County consider an app such as ParkMobile for residents to utilize approved restricted parking privileges as opposed to displaying placards 

and/or decals

Street parking should be free to residents county wide. 

Street parking on streets that are narrow should be limited to one side of the street. Our street that we live on is almost impossible to drive on because it's 

too narrow to have cars on both sides. Only one vehicle can get through either direction at a time. Many times you are close to an accident because people 

whip through it not paying attention. Instead of worrying about meters, parking permits and other such items, you should look at how narrow the streets 

are and whether parking should be allowed on both sides. Also please make any two hour parking spot 4-5 hours. Where I go to the dentist the street 

parking is only two hours which does not allow for a full visit. Street parking is the only option there, so it's frustrating that I can't re-up on parkmobile for 

more time. 

Street parking next to Lenox Club (401 12th St S) makes it difficult to exit parking garage. Parked cars, in combination with a wall and trees, obstruct the 

view of oncoming traffic making exiting th Lenox club dangerous during times of high traffic.

Street parking isn't a right. We should be using more street space for bike lanes and to make streets safer, not to allow people to store their private 

property. I'm a car owner near the metro, and I own a spot at my building. 

Street parking is really affecting function and aesthetics of our streets.  We need more OFF-THE-STREET, urban parking opportunities.   We need to manage 

the large building development to include: OFF STREET parking, BELOW GROUND electrical, IMPROVED public transportation (covered, inviting bus stops) 

access, SHORT-TERM parking...    Residential streets need to be clear (free of LONG term parking) to move traffic.    Thanks for provide me an opportunity 

to weigh in as a citizen.      Let's plan this right for right now and the future.  

Street parking is already too difficult for visitors given that our building does not offer visitor parking. When visiting other parts of Arlington for shopping, it 

is difficult to find free street parking due to the restrictions that are already in place. If a new housing complex were to be built, the company should 

provide off street parking for residents and visitors to take the burden off the city.

Stop with the parking meters.  They are what makes it difficult to find street parking when I need it near my home.

STOP charging me for the RIGHT to park my vehicle in front of my house. $25 dollars a vechicle is a massive revenue generator for Arlington. And yesterday 

not everyone has to pay. The vast majority of Arlington residents North of Lee Hwy have no restrictions. So why do I have to pay for their right not park for 

free.   Given the Socialist view of the County Board one would think they would make everyone pay.   If your not going to do that than make the parking 

permits free again, they were until 2003.   Shame on you all!

Stop being so devious about how to extract our personal emails and phone numbers.  You have my survey ID number and my address--just use those.  Or, 

just ask for this information up front, rather than requiring people to divulge personal information in order to be entered into a prize drawing.  Plus, 

Arlington County Government claims that our emails and phone numbers "will be kept confidential." How do you know they will be confidential?  You 

might try to keep them confidential, but hackers might take them.  For all I know, Research.Net has poor security measures in place.  Plus, because 

Arlington County Government and Research.Net are two different entities, the offer of confidentiality has already been breached.

STOP allowing multi-family buildings to be built without at least 2 full-size parking spaces per residential unit.  Why does the County want its streets to look 

like used car lots?

Stop allowing construction in arlington with less than 1.0 off street parking spots per person.  Residents in those buildings will still have cars and end up 

parking in the neighborhoods nearby and limiting everyone elseâ€™s parking. Limiting parking doesnâ€™t force use of public transportation.

Stated that she lives  at the back at a dead in street and there is only room for 1 permit parking and 1 visitor 

Start ticketing vehicles that are parked over the white lines of the spot in which they're parked. Some vehicles are so poorly parked that they take away any 

adjacent spots that are empty.
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Standalone single family homes have a right to the parking spot in front of their homes.I do not have permit residential parking permit zone. I am 50 feet 

from such a zone. I have a corner lot. Already there are up to 8 Metro Rail commuters parking on the street on the side street adjacent to my house. My 

street is a cut through between N. Ohio St. and N. Roosevelt.Backing out of driveway is unsafe if cars park on either side of my driveway.  I chose to live in a 

single, standalone house in Arlington 31 years ago because of parking. There are too many apartments being built in Arlington. Our schools are 

overcrowded, social services stretched, and commuter traffic through residential single home areas. Why is continued growth necessary??? Growth of a 

town is not infinite.

Speed limits need to be enforced in Zone 4 on Wilson and Troy Street. Cars are nearly hit everyday by speeding vehicles while trying to park in this clear 

residential parking zone. 

Sounds like just another â€œprogressiveâ€� money grab.  Will be moving out of this hole soon into a â€œREDâ€� area of the State.

Sorry to be anti teacher, but I don't think they should get Parking perks.  They work at a time that is very conducive to other, greener methods of getting to 

work and should be setting an example for students.  I have been getting to work with a laptops and books across state lines  via bike and bus for close to 

17 years.  That said, it drives me crazy that there is not easy parking at Columbia Pike Library.  People park in the 30 minutes spots for extended periods of 

time - no enforcement.  Charge people to park.  Save the subsidies for green modes.

Something needs to be done. I live near Wakefield and the four mile run trail and there is usually no on street parking, despite there only being single 

family homes on the street, after 7 pm. Non-residents park their commercial vehicles and vans on the street and there are no recourse for residents

Someone who does not live on our street sells cars and parks them on our street.  They take up three to four parking spaces at any given time.

Some single family homes have multiple families or boarders in residence which prevents neighbors from parking in front of their houses.

Some single family homes are being rented by the room creating as much as 5 cars per house. 

Some side streets allow parking on both sides of the street. This is a problem--it makes sense to allow parking on one side of the street for these narrow, 

residential streets.

Some residents have up to 6 vehicles parked on street  I think this number should be limited

some questions are worded poorly, not all options defined. #15 is the worst.

Some of these questions are too restrictive.  This is residential parking.  So no for businesses or other non-residential visitors.  I do think that permanent full-

time home health workers should be eligible for a permit.  And I am not opposed to there being hours that it is permit and hours that it is not permit 

parking.  I also think that number of permits more than price is the control mechanism (not discussed here).  For example - only one per home in my 

community (rowhomes). At the end of the street are garden apartments with space for parking in the rear (off-street).  They should not qualify as they have 

off-street parking (1 per unit).  The spots in front of those properties should not be residential permit parking and available to all guests in the neighbor 

hood and households with multiple vehicles or zipcars.  Our homes are 864 square feet.  Limiting to one would eliminate situations where a friend/family 

member parks a vehicle on our street for long-term and is not a resident (which occurs frequently).  Or someone parks a commercial vehicle because it is 

not permit parking and then residents can not park.

Some of these questions are leading and the survey is flawed as a result.  Not all possible options are presented and therefore, the results are invalid.  

Some of the limited choices for who should be allowed to park in RPP ares were to limiting and not fair. For instance a healthcare giver should not be in the 

same category as a construction worker and a construction worker service providerer shoild also have easy access as necessary. Very very important. 

Some of the limit on hours (for instance max 4 hours on the access road in S Four Mile Run Drive) don't make any sense. 

Some issues with parking is not as much as space and the number of cars, but the fact that some drivers don't park properly or are wasting space. And that 

is difficult to enforce.    On the long run, the problem could be solved with people having less cars, or smaller cars. From a county standpoint, this maybe 

could solved with more or better public transportation options.
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Some driveways may seem like they are "functional" but they are not. Ours is squeezed between the house and fence (undersized lot) and thus, one can 

not even open a car door when a car is parked there. For this reason, please do not make a determination of "need for permit parking" based on the mere 

existence of a driveway. Also, please remember that the RPP was part of the deal that the county made with residents concerning increased density and 

that the county must not back out of that commitment. Our street has MANY school buses that storm down the street (mostly empty), both ways, every 

day, making our street far more dangerous than it should be. If commuters or apartment dwellers were allowed to fill those spots during the day (when the 

buses go), it would make the streets very difficult to navigate (No pull over space) and even more dangerous. It is important that the county not start to see 

one group of residents as the enemy (or the wealthy, or exclusive, or privileged). We are all tax paying citizens who have purchased property with certain 

expectations. If you start removing rights or imposing costs to these citizens, you simply break down the social contract. We rely heavily on the RPP 

because of where we live and would be extremely angry if the county decided to remove or reduce this successful program. It seems silly that you push the 

"car free diet" but you are trying to bring in more residents with more cars, and thus trying to "free up" more parking. Beware waking the beast of the 

content, law abiding, tax-paying, good citizen. There are many of us and we will start screaming in loud unison if the county starts to see us as a group they 

can roll over. This county used to be quite functional, which was one of its best characteristics. Lose that functional base and many other things tumble as 

well. We have been here over 30 years. Don't throw us under the bus.

So many of the answers to the questions depended on whether we're talking a bout the street my house faces -- Lee Highway -- or the street at the end of 

my alley -- N. Nottingham 

single side parking on narrow streets with clear marking of which side allows parking

Since we live close to Metro and Ballston, we NEED restrictions. Too many commuters tend to be inconsiderate of the residents.

Since we do not have off-street parking, the permits are essential. It's bad enough we need to pay to park in our neighborhood in the first place. Please do 

not increase the cost!

Since the opening of the Arlington Community Center on Dinwiddie and Columbia Pike parking has been a nightmare and even with the ability to buy a pass 

and park in the structure at the Center when parking is not available for our second car, it has been full.  We pay loads more property taxes the people at 

the community center.  We should not see these people parking up our streets and what is more that the traffic congestion is insane on our street now.  

The buses are always clogging and we cannot safely turn out of our condo drive at Park Glen.   I have been an owners for 18 years and the insanity that is 

now there in part to the ugly community center is a problem.  It is time for Arlington county to get some transportation and civil engineers out there to get 

it corrected.  And for crying out loud the fences around the trees make the place look like a ghetto.  Treat people like animals and they will behave like 

animals.   

Since our house is right next to a business, parking can be hard sometimes because the signage doesnt make that much sense since you cannot park in 

front of the house from 8-5pm which doesnt make any sense since no one is home. It matters when everyone is coming home at 5pm and we cannot find 

parking. You can park on the other side but the same thing with the times making no sense. 

Since I am not close to a bus stop, I'd like to be able to drive and at least park near a bus stop. I wish permit parking was only within half a mile from the 

Metro, rather than one mile. 

since Arl likes to have meters for street parking on streets that have bistros, bars, other food places those establishments lose business to places that have 

free parking.

should not have to pay to park in front of my house

should Arlington County parking fees be lower for local Arlington residences then non Arlington residences in pay to park parking zones/areas.

She would like to know how to apply for handicapped parking in front of her house. She already has the handicapped sticker, but she is wanting to know 

about the handicapped posting. 
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She stated the survey was to long.  but would like to be entered into the raffle. 

She stated that the bus lane has made difficult for Crystal Drive. 

She said that the street parking was reduced because of the bicycle lanes that were added and she said that the new parking arrangement has caused a 

death trap when she turns off of 19th St onto Veitch St and she is concerned about being T-boned because you are not able to see when you turn left there 

with the traffic on Lee Hwy.

She said that she thinks that the parking permits should be very limited because she went to a restaurant where it was residential parking only and it made 

it impossible to find a place to park. 

She said that she feels as if the county wants to restrict cars more and more even though there are taxes on the cars for the use of the county roads. She 

said that restricting areas for the cars to access the walking areas causes problems for the different communities. She said that she hopes that this is not 

the beginning of issuing parking restrictions for the entire county. 

She said she feels like there should no restrictions for handicapped residents/visitors. There is an issue of individuals double parking in order to save spaces. 

She said that she believes that residents that pay for a participate  should get an additional pass for visitors 

She said people that don't live in the neighborhood shouldn't be parking their or on the streets  

She hopes you can resolve the parking situation in certain areas. 

She get a lot of traffic as she lives close to the hospital and she feels like something should be done about the parking and a way to slow the traffic down. 

Several of your questions were leading and biased.  I would support new construction ONLY if adequate parking were provided onsite such that there 

would be no need for residents, visiters, service providers, patrons, visiteres, customers, etc to park on the street.  The correct solution to the on-street 

parking problems and  concerns, to the negative impact on neighbors, older adults and people with disabilities, multi-family and families with multiple 

generations is more off-street parking.  The county has done s poor job at this and created the problem they are now trying to solve.  I donâ€™t support 

parking restrictions as a income-generator for the county ... charging  residents a tax for parking when we already pay high taxes is not the answer or the 

solution.  Penalizing people for needing transportation and choosing to drive is not ok and putting a burden on south Arlington that north Arlington does 

not have us also not ok.  Our lots are smaller, we donâ€™t have as much space for off street parking (driveways and garages) and yet, with more low  

income housing, we will carry the brunt of the cost of having what others in the county with larger homes dnc higher incomes take for granted ... parking in 

front of their homes.

Several months ago, parking was restricted on my street because they were putting in a water line.  We got no notice that they were going to restrict 

parking on the street for a month.  I spoke with a County Commissioner about this, and he said he was going to get back to me.  He never did.  They then 

restricted parking again a few weeks later.    I also think that we could have more parking on my street.  The "End of parking" signs don't go to the end of 

the street or the driveways.    Also, and I know that you can't do much about this, but people often take up enough space on the street for two cars.  I have 

a smart car.  I find that really frustrating.

Several cars park on Thomas St between Carlin Springs Rd and Henderson Rd that are not registered in VA or Arlington County.

Several answers are worded to assume acceptance of county practice.  Survey seems intended to validate county positions.

Seems to wok well in our neighborhood

Seems an easy solution to parking is to require any new construction to also provide for parking on premises. This might also include additions to existing 

homes.    But long term, ride sharing (esp. autonomous taxis), will make parking less of an issue. This will happen quicker than most people realize (with 

Tesla far in the lead).

Seeing how all of the affordable housing apt building are only being build in S. Arlington, parking is going to get even more problematic in the 

neighborhoods near Columbia Pike.
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See lengthy comment above

RRP should to be stricter in areas closer to a metro station such as zone 6, we have several violators and also the time needs to be change 8-5 is not 

succificent for working adults, most resident are at work so when they come home parks are already taken.

RPPs should not be required around buildings with garages or private lots (like the RB corridor). If residents donâ€™t wish to pay for those, they 

shouldnâ€™t be given preferential access to street parking â€” especially over visitors who are not able to park in such off-street garages/lots because they 

donâ€™t live there. 

RPP should be flexible -- sometime to reduce commuters' parking, sometime to reduce non-resident overnight parking. Q13 is strange -- my neighborhood 

is R5 and R6 -- I would fight any zoning changes to allow townhomes/multifamily not because of parking but because it would be out of character. My 'real 

thoughts' on Q14 would depend on the structure of the RPP. 

RPP permits should be free of charge  for residents.

RPP is necessary to keep loud drunk people out of the neighborhoods in Clarendon. Zoned parking though 1am was introduced in Lyon village for this exact 

reason. Changing the system to allow business customers park in the neighborhood would be very disruptive to neighbors.

Restrictions should be more on nights and weekends when residents need the parking, the main issues is our street is on Fridays until late

Restricted parking areas, particularly near shops, restaurants, etc., such as in Clarendon, should be changed to allow short-term parking by county residents 

to run errands, visit friends, go to restaurants, etc.

Restrict homes to a MAXIMUM of TWO on-street parking spaces in front or near their OWN homes.

Residents without driveways/garages shouldn't have to *pay* for their first two permits for street parking.

Residents who rely on street parking should not have to compete with non-residents to find a parking spot on their own street. This permit program is 

essential for Arlington residents. Please don't get rid of it.

Residents should not pay...

Residents should not have to pay to park on their own street; however, there should be a limit for the amount of cars a house can have. We have one 

house on our street that has 12 cars. They take up every spot. This type of parking needs to end. 

residents should not have to pay for a parking permit in their own neighborhoods.  Each household should be issued at least 2 possibly 4 if you include live-

in grandparents or children who can drive.  Medical caregivers are not paid very much and should not be required to pay for parking when rendering aid to 

invalids.  They should also qualify for a special permit that allows them exemption from paying meters and most other parking restrictions.

residents on our street requested permit parking about 20 years ago when Virginia Hosp. Ctr underwent an expansion.   Another expansion  is planned, so I 

support the permit parking in our neighborhooed

Residents of my particular building receive free parking in the building parking lot so I don't think a large number would purchases permits for street 

parking if this were to be implemented

Residents of larger apartment and condo buildings should have dedicated parking lots. If there is adjacent street parking, they should be able to park there, 

metered or not, but no RPP parking. They shouldn't take up street parking in front of someone's TH or SFH because these residents often do not have 

dedicated parking lots. Part of what makes Arlington great are the businesses and schools. Streets surrounding a business or school should be open for 

these workers to park there.

Residents of Arlington should be able to park in all permit zones!!!

Residents of apartments, high rises and other high occupancy buildings should not be allowed to park on the street.  The board should ensure that they 

have adequate parking on-site.

Resident-only parking in zone 8 should continue until 6:00 PM, not 5:00 PM
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Residential streets should be reserved for the residents of that (relatively) immediate area, along with guest passes for guests of those residents.  Just 

because there may be "space" on occasion for outsiders doesn't mean it should be available to anyone.  It's nice not to have any cars, frankly, at times in 

the street.  Outsiders never care about whether street sweepers are coming through, etc so the street never gets effectively swept.   Parked cars are always 

a potential driving hazard when they reduce the driving lane to a single lane to oncoming traffic.  Add bikes to the mix and it's all a real hazard.  Way too 

crowded for what should be a peaceful, safe route to and from one's home, whether by car or bike.

Residential permit parking is essential where I live in Arlington County.  Every night the street is full because of parking for a nearby Fairfax County 

Apartment/Condo Building.  Arlington County residents should not have to bear the affects of these buildings not having enough spaces for all their 

residents and guests.  The building I am referring to is relatively new construction and more parking could have been planned.  Please extend the hours of 

the residential permit parking to the evening hours and weekends on S. 14th St. near the Fairfax County boarder.  Also, I am opposed to the teachers 

having a permit because their should be adequate parking on the school lots and if not a garage could be built.  The visitor passes work for friends, 

workman, etc. so no special permits if you are not a resident of that zone.

Residential parking should be free to all Arlington property tax payers. 

Residential parking should be a metered systems (or parking app.)  Allow 72 hour, or even unlimited, however charge everyone for RPP based on how often 

they use the resource.  It could also require a special code to be eligible to even pay and park by zone.

Residential Parking Permits/signs are worthless unless they are "enforced".  Too frequently, people park blocking my driveway and don't care to move too 

quickly when I ask them to park in a designated parking space.

Residential parking permits should be free to local residents.

Residential parking areas within 1 mile of any metro station need to be monitored more closely than residential parking areas greater than 1 mile from a 

metro station.

Resent large amount of public funds wasted by Arlington Co Bike Mafia; funds much more effectively spent supporting metro or providing reasonably price 

public parking. (6 weeks before 1 saw 1st cyclist on newly designated bike lane in front of my residence)

Require new construction projects to have their own parking facilities. In other older areas, allow for commercial parking facilities to accommodate growing 

parking demands.  I love living here in Arlington and am confident that you will find the right answer!

Request Permit Parking be extended to this block.

Rental houses in our neighborhood use garage for storage and have 4-5 cars. They seem to always have enough parking permits (not short term) on their 

bumpers. They take up 3-4 spaces on our street, leaving only 2 spaces for the remaining 6 houses to share. There needs to be limit to the number of 

permits per address. I think they get more permits by saying that the car with a permit moved from the area. You should make people remove (scrape it off 

even if in pieces) the old permit before giving a new permit and limit the number issued, please. Those of us who own our homes and have lived here for 30 

years donâ€™t like the short-term renters taking over our neighborhood, and making it hard for our visitors to park.

Rental group house residents compromise parking and somehow avoid registering vehicles even after years. Some resident owners also somehow avoid 

registering vehicles after several years.

Rental apartment complexes which charge monthly fee for each renter's vehicle drives renters to park their vehicles outside the apartment complex on 

single-family home streets. Overcrowding of apartments and single-family homes also leads to parking in front of other people's single-family homes. In 

both cases, the vehicles can be parked for days at a time. When the street in question does not have driveways for the single-family homes on it, there can 

be real problems trying to park in front of your home.

regulen mas estacionamientos en los alrededores de las casas, muchos teniendo garages en sus casas y aparcando mas de 3 autos en ellos, todavia se creen 

duenos de la calle y no dejan parquear a nadie mas que viva cerca y no encuentre parqueo tarde en la noche o por algun motivo tenemos un auto prestado 

del dealer sin sticker de la propiedad en la que vivmos y desafortunadamente tenemos que buscar parqueo en la calle
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Regarding this survey: Gender and race had "prefer not to answer" options. Household income should also have had an option to prefer not to answer. 

Regarding the question on newly constructed residences... I feel it would be best if there was enough parking for each unit to have 1-2 spaces associated 

with it.      The biggest issue in my neighborhood seems to be that the businesses in the area (especially the restaurants) do not validate for parking in the 

garages within their buildings, and people can park for a limited number of hours or on certain days of the week without a RPP, so they do, making it 

difficult for residents to find spaces within 3-4 blocks of their homes during peak business times.  I'd ask that businesses (especially newly constructed 

buildings with commercial space), be required to provide parking for their customers, whether by having their own garage/lot, or by validating in the 

garage/lot within their building/complex.    Thanks for gathering our input on this topic!

Regarding questions about whether teachers, staff and apartment building residents should be allowed to park in RPP zones, the schools, apartment and 

condo owners should build ample parking into their facilities. That should be a requirement of developers/builders/owners.

Regarding parking for homes with access to a driveway, I would support one vehicle being permitted to park on the street.  Too often in zone 8 individuals 

with access to a driveway fail to use it for one or more cares, despite having the capacity to do so.  Further, several families have more than two cars to 

account due to high school or college age children.  These families frequently park at least one and oftent two or more vehicles on the street at the 

expense of other residents access.  Finally, due to the narrow nature of many streets, no parking signs and follow-on enforcement should ensure that no 

vehicles are parked directly behind/ across from a residentâ€™s driveway - limiting access to pull in or out without risk of collision.

Regarding Park Mobile app - there should be a discount program for residents of Arlington vs non Arlingtonians. 

Reduce/eliminate parking minimums

Reduce taxes.  

Recommend building multi-level garages where space permits in order to get cars off the streets as much as possible.

Realizing there is free underground parking by crystal dr after 6pm. there should be signs posted noting this fact. people coming into the area find it difficult 

to park so they double park near stores

re: who should be eligible for parking permits: medical professionals, teachers, etc. should not have to pay for parking permits when visiting their 

clients/students.

Race should have nothing to do with this.    How you identify is non-scientific and pandering.

Questions are not sufficiently specific because some of us have access to off-street parking for visitors but at a high price (charged by landlord).  Your 

questions assume off-street parking available to households is without additional cost!

Questions about business seem out of place . Those seem to be a zoning problem. Perhaps if limited could be handled bu pass book use.  

Questions 14 and 15 are extremely biased. Arlington should not allow developers to build multi-family buildings with inadequate parking. There should be 

at least 1.5 parking spots per bedroom for each building. Similarly, Arlington medical buildings, schools and community centers need adequate parking for 

expected staff and visitors. It is unreasonable to expect guests and service people to arrive by bus or Metro. The Arlington "car-free" campaign isn't making 

much impact on severe parking problems in areas like Clarendon, Courthouse, and Ballston. 

Question about use of garage for storage:  can't use it for parking because it is old and too small for today's vehicles.

Question 15 is very poorly phrased - where is the option to "support new construction in my neighborhood IF parking is included in the new development 

for those residents"? Or does Arlington no longer require parking to be part of new condo and apartment buildings? If not, that's a very bad idea, and will 

backfire on the county when parking is unobtainable on residential streets because of zoning.    For question 16, why not just allow folks to park on 

residential streets for 2 - 4 hours? Getting a parking pass from the person you're visiting is a pain. I tried to visit a friend near Ballston, and there were 

exactly zero parking spaces that were not zone restricted within a 3-block radius. Ridiculous.
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Question #7 was unanswerable.     The biggest issue in residential parking is the county's ever-diminishing requirement for parking spaces per unit of 

multifamily housing. This pushes excessive numbers of cars onto streets that were never intended for such density.     Why not ask the question about the 

county's basic operating principle: Do you believe in the maxim that if the county does not mandate adequate parking that people will not drive or own a 

car? Yes or No? I think you might find an overwhelming NO on that one.    What about the issue of commercial and recreational vehicle parking for long 

stretches in residential neighborhoods?

Question #7 regarding visitors.....who's visitor? Mine? Neighbors? Visiting the county? Visiting the metro? DC? Not a very good question to get useful 

information.

Question #13 is lacking one answer: the option "I would not support new housing construction (e.g., apartments, condominiums, or townhomes), if it 

would create more parking demand than there are spaces available, unless residents of that building were not allowed to park on the street"  Question #14 

does not include options depending upon how crowded the parking is. For example, on my street, currently there is usually some parking available. So I 

support allowing guests to park for a reasonable amount of time without needing a permit. However, on other streets, such as N Edgewood a block from 

Washington Boulevard, I can understand why homeowners need to give their guests a permit to display on their windshield.     Please keep parking and 

resident levels the same, instead of allowing new development where it would decrease parking ratios. Despite developers - who have a monetary 

incentive to push - you will be doing citizens a service if you hold the line to keep quality of life in Arlington high. One reason we do well on national surveys 

of good places to live is when we don't have a difficult time parking on the streets where we live.   Thank you.

Q7: left blank,my preference was not included. Parking permits should be issued to single family home residents regardless of whether they have a 

driveway or not. They pay copious taxes, and should have permission to park on the street without having to share with apartment/condo residents who 

don't have a garage or don't want to pay garage fees. Whether the single family house has a driveway etc. is immaterial. 

Public streets are a public resource, and should be treated as such. They are for the use of all members of the public, whether drivers, cyclists, or 

pedestrians.

providing a reasonably priced  parking garage for non-compact vehicles or work vans owned by residents of the county, particularly in the  arlington mill 

neighborhood might help

Property owners who do not use their garages and driveways should be at bottom of priority list for parking.  Seniors over 70 w disabilities should be given 

some sort   of priority.

properties with parking lots must enforce and enable overnight parking on the property rather than street

Program should be flexible to make sure parking available to homeowners, costs of zone stickers should be market rate

Probably too hard to implement - but on our street (near the hospital) having 1/2 the spaces earmarked for the program would probably be sufficient.  

While it benefits us to have the whole street - doesn't seem fair.

Private Residential complex should provide the option of one parking lot to each apartment without additional charge. 

Priority needs to be given to homeowners being able to park in front of their homes.

Pricing is the key to rationing parking. Free short stays and more costly longer stays (2 hours or more) would fix the real problem--DC commuters parking 

on Arl streets and taking the metro to DC.

Price for street parking should be based on supply and demand.  It should represent the actual economic value of the space.  Street parking should not be 

subsidized.

Prefer contact via email. For option on non-resident permits consider time limits for visiting.

Porque se permite estacionar toda la noche a movilidades con placas de Maryland sin restricciones , 
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Porque se permite estacionar a vehiculos con placas de Maryland, sin ninguna restriccion, si los duenos de loa vehiculos, pagan impuestos en Maryland y 

viven en Arlington, deberia haber un mejor control

Poorly worded questions, especially those for which you planned to receive your desired answer!

Poor survey.  Let's discuss density!  If limited streets have new apartments build on them and then over subscribed multiple families reside, then they 

consume space.  Same is said for businesses.  Fix that with COUNTY ACTION when approving buildings...but wait, don't say "we do" because you sort of 

"don't".  watch the flow of increased crowding on residential streets coming up from Columbia Pike its getting worse and IS NOT ENFORCED!!!!  Come ANY 

weekend on Buchanan St S and there are cars jacked up in the street doing ILLEGAL mechanical work.  White work vans are wall to wall and creep into 

residential areas.  Now look at the site that's expanding at 50 and George Mason - they still cheat an park in the neighborhood.  And they keep adding 

congestion and cars and THE COUNTY DOES NOT ENFORCE THIER OWN RULES!!!  So, here we are, another opinion survey.  Something may r may not 

change but the county won't enforce anything and even if a ticket is issued, it will be dismissed and not enforced, likely while the violator is illegally parted 

in the lot outside court house.  

Pls. have a few spaces on each street, where people can park without permits. It is too restrictive. And most streets that I see have few cars parked on 

them. 

please, no more bike lanes and get rid of commercial scooters

Please understand I  park my car in my driveway, very hard to  leave driveway when cars are parked close to it.  Pershing has lots of traffic making it difficult 

come and go.  Commuters park against driveway entrance making it difficult to come and go. there is no ruling on parking. called police to no avail. It's very 

frustrating.  

please train your parking officers i got 3 tickets in front of my home during the term of about six years with no reason i was using the temp permit on two 

ocaccions i had to pay was not worth to go to court i though

Please tell the WGCC that their staff, members and visitors would NOT park on residential streets -- the country club has a ton of parking on site.

Please stop restricting public parking spaces and stop adding parking meters and stop enforcing them at ridiculous hours.

Please stop commuter parking on 12th street S and Monroe.  There are so many apt and condo buildings coming up and it's only going to get worse.  

Please review parking around the new HBW Heights school in Rosslyn to ensure that teachers and parents have parking to be able to access the school as 

needed. 

Please require new construction apartments/condos/office buildings  to have enough parking for residents/employees  so they arenâ€™t pushed into 

neighborhoods. Keep the flex pass. Keep 2 hour parking at the library, and neighborhood businesses. 

Please remove the rediculous hours - right now, you have to have a permit Sunday - Monday between 8am - 10pm. I understand that there is concern that 

those in the apartment building will park on the street, but it's a far walk. Even 9-5 would be better so that visitors for dinner wouldn't be inconvenienced. 

Thank you for a well made and QA-ed survey, with multiple gender options!

Please remove parking meters in Arlington - there are not enough places to park on the street for residents. 

Please remember that some of us have no garage nor carport nor driveway nor parking pad, even in single family homes.  Our only parking alternative is 

the street.

Please remember that some condo complexes (especially older ones built before households commonly have multiple cars) do not have enough parking 

spaces on private property to accommodate all residents' cars.

Please note: the postcard I was sent was in English with a bit of spanish and amharic. Our neighborhood and school are very diverse, and I think the survey 

results may be skewed economically and racially bc it will get a disproportionate number of english speakers. Hindi and Mongolian have a large population 

in arlington.

Please maximize revenue from street parking in order to reduce property taxes 
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Please make the RPP more accessible to veterans by providing a grace period for veterans who have relocated to Arlington. 

Please make sure to not eliminate the program.  It's needed to prevent commuters from filling up all of the spots near our homes, and to prevent landlords 

from charging insane amounts for available parking.

Please make sure any development (condo's, high-rises, etc) have enough parking ... aim for ~ 1 space per bedroom in the building.  The garages work well 

for people visiting shops/restaurants.  Street parking is still OK (due to restrictions) but would become an issue if restrictions were lifted or high-density 

apartment was built without enough parking as part of the footprint. 

Please leave our street alone!! We are fine without restrictions on parking.

Please leave Long Branch Creek alone!  We are happy for now  :-)

Please keep the permit parking program. Arlington needs it.  Make it better if you feel have to change it, but keep it. 

Please keep the permit parking program. All jurisdictions have one for many reasons.

Please keep bike lanes open!

Please inform Arlington residents of the specific guidelines when they are finalized. 

Please have a conversation with LA Fitness business owners (Clark Street next to Lidl Corporate offices) about a parking program that is a reasonable 

discount for their members. The parking on the street was horrendous & has improved somewhat since installing on street pay, however, there are 

instances when they make a parking spot where one does not exist & many instances of parking illegally in a handicap spot.  Thank you for asking!

Please go back to free parking after 6pm! 

Please give special consideration to historic residences such as Colonial Village who cannot retroactively provide parking spaces for residents.  New 

buildings should be factoring that in to parking garages and parking lots.

Please enforce the one hour parking restrictions where posted.  We have daily violations of persons parking their car for the entire day in a one hour area.

Please do not zone our street we love it just how it is and there is plenty of parking for residents, visitors, and workers. 

Please do not spend any further tax money on this program than already allocated; please do not complicate the system by charging different people 

different amounts, which is discriminatory in any direction.

Please do not incorporate a permit parking system. We often entertain and it would cause unnecessary hardships to our guests.

Please do not fuck up the residential permit parking program on Franklin Road.

Please do not do away with permit parking, if the County opens up parking to everyone, Commuters will be parking everywhere, and residents will be left 

fighting for parking.

Please do not disrupt the parking process in the Fairlington Glen community; it is fine how it is and time and effort should be directed elsewhere

Please do NOT cram more people into an already over crowded urban crush.  I believe part of the parking issue is people coming here for jobs that can not 

afford to live here.

Please do not change this program.  My family has lived in this house since 1932.  Parking was terrible until one good neighbor had enough and applied for 

zone 6 permits on our street and it has been wonderful parking ever since.

Please do not add more bike lanes. They increased traffic congestion, have made my neighborhood more dangerous by increasing blind spots when exiting 

driveways, and I've seen about three bicyclists use them in the past year.

Please create more parking in Arlington. It is very difficult. 

Please consider the limited parking available for residents who live in Fairlington Villiages.  Also, is there any way to limit permits to one permit per 

household but give others in the home available street parking?  Thanks!
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Please consider reviewing permit policy for construction trucks/vehicles/trailers that park overnight regularly on county streets in non-RPP zoned areas.

Please consider restricting parking in the Bluemont area specifically across George Mason.  My street starting at 8am until sometimes 9pm has commuters 

and students parking. Itâ€™s increased dramatically since the new residential, higher education and commercial space at the corner of Glebe and Wilson.   

We are along the trail so it attracts a ton of commuters that easily walk to Ballston businesses etc. ive called the non-emergency line many times to ticket 

parking thatâ€™s blocked driveways, sidewalks and sidewalk access ramps.  Some type of control is needed.   Thanks

Please consider extending the hours for restricted parking in Zone 8. It is often very difficult to find parking after 5 pm and on weekends. 

Please consider a RPP zone on our street. Thank you!

Please consider a different incentive to developers than allowing them to construct high density buildings that deliver less parking than even regulatory 

minimums.  

Please change the parking on Shirlington Rd near the Kemper Rd intersection.  The dump trucks and other commercial vehicles (to include semis) park in 

front of the townhomes all weekend long, limiting parking for residents/guests, and obstructing views when trying to enter the roadway.  It is dangerous 

and the trucks don't even fit in the parking lanes, but they are never ticketed or towed.  Thank you for the opportunity to comment!!

please change the meters back to 6pm! 

Please assess the racial disparity aligned with parking restricted areas.  My teen Black sons are constantly accused of "not being from Arlington" when they 

visit their classmates and park on the street. Thank you for doing this survey.

Please advertise to new residents the various parking rules, it's hard to know

Pleas keep the RPP. I live near Crystal City and am concerned about traffic and commuter parking for the new Amazon HQ in my quiet neighborhood. 

personal questions at the end of the survey are intrusive

Permitted parking in residential areas is an exclusionist and highly bourgeoisie solution to a much simpler problem. There's plenty of parking to go around, 

even just with the percentage of unused driveway spaces in town. If Arlingtonians in predominantly single home areas could agree to use their own drive 

way and curb space first, and otherwise make sure to park legally (i.e. away from immediate street corners, anywhere near the curb, not fully blocking 

roadways, cars, and driveways of others, etc) there would be no need for permitted parking. Any apartments, condos, and other types of housing I've 

visited in town have no such issues, available space included. Permitted areas have been an expensive hassle to visit, discourage business, and tend to be 

found in areas where space for parking is not a problem in the first place. Legal and safe parking, and in fact many county laws regarding the use of 

residential street space are not enforced as it is - why would permitted parking help this area park conscientiously? Even if it were to be enforced, in the 

vein of statistical relevance, a ticket of any amount will do absolutely nothing to alter the behavior of most residents.

Permits, meters, and tickets may be great for revenue, but they're a pain for residents and guests. Do the hard work to fix public transit and encourage 

more off street parking

permits should be simple in this area and free; e.g. one or two permits issued to residents , allowing the resident  to giver permit as needed to companies 

(e.g. repair service) or guests 

Permits should be available to residents of townhouse condominiums.

Permit program has worked well in our neighborhood.   The problem is not permit structure but less spots for parking!  Yorktown HS has inadequate 

parking space and even worse for sports events at the field.   

Permit prices should escalate exponentially beyond the first permit.
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Permit parking zones should not mix different housing types into the same zone.  I.e., Zones containing single family homes should not include townhouses 

in the zone.  Zones containing townhouses should not include apartment buildings, etc.  Each type of housing should have independent zones to prevent 

one type (i.e., townhouse residents) from consuming all the street parking of another type (i.e., single family homes).  This issue currently exists because 

the current zone layout mixes different housing types within the same zone, so townhouse residents consume *all* of the street parking on streets with 

single family homes adjacent to the townhouse areas, leaving little to no street parking available for the single family home residents.

Permit parking restrictions are essential for those of us who live near metro stations, to prevent all street parking from being taken up by commuters.  On 

weekends, when restrictions are not in place, I see many people park on our streets and walk to the metro station.  If this were allowed on weekdays, the 

area would be completely overrun by commuter cars.  I know a number of people who pay monthly fees to park in garages near metro stations and take 

the metro to work.  Without permit parking restrictions, however, all of those commuters would just park on the streets for free.  However you decide to 

change the parking program, please at least maintain restrictions during business hours for streets near metro stations.  Thank you. 

Permit parking only with limited permits to homeowners for guest, not to exceed space available on street in front of residence.

Permit parking is necessary in Arlington.  I believe that anyone who wants to do away with it is probably a non-resident or lives in an 

apartment/condominium and/or does not have a car!

Permit more housing, remove minimum parking requirements for new developments near transit, and increase transit options

Permit enforcement needs to be improved on streets surrounding the East Falls Church Metro.  Commuters routinely park next to the park at the end of N. 

Roosevelt Street.  Cars are also left there by people flying out of Reagan National Airport.

Permit enforcement is VERY lax in our area - Claremont, near Wakefield HS.

People who live in Maryland, DC and other Virginia areas dump their cars on Arlington Ridge Road for free. It makes the hill dangerous and residents 

canâ€™t park. They do it every day and leave trucks and cars for free on our local streets at a cost to Arlington taxpayers. Restrict parking by charging them 

or requiring permits and only permi Arlington residents to park here for 6 or less hours daily. We canâ€™t get by  on the roads due to all these cars and the 

hill is dangerous due to all the parked cars.

People should walk, cycle, or take Metro so there are fewer automobiles in the county. 

People park in front of my house - sometimes for a week!  They leave their car and walk with their luggage to the metro!  I really support permit parking on 

my street! And if I have family visiting overnight they can park in my driveway.  Really irritating to watch commuters park on a daily basis and go to the 

metro.  

People double park at street intersections making turns very dangerous. Double parking on intersections should be fined $500 or more because they are 

dangerous for law-abiding cars and for pedestrians. There should also be a community tattle-tale mechanism for people to turn in double-parking 

offenders.

Part of the reason I feel so strongly about the parking situation in Clarendon, is because of the high property taxes we pay and the amount of noise, litter, 

and congestion that we endure.  We have lived in our home for over 20 years, before the building development.  We love where we are and we love the 

local businesses/activity.  However, the traffic congestion is ridiculous, the trash on the sidewalks is gross (DC LOOKS BETTER), and noise is here to stay.  I 

am willing to tolerate most of that (again, someone should be required to clean trash and cigarette butts) for the pleasure of parking access to my home.  I 

am willing to pay for my parking decals and pay for visitors passes.  Hoping that everyone will take mass transit won't work.  Access into the neighborhoods 

(not the edge of major roads) like Westover, Country Club Hills and Bluemont take forever on mass transit.  Those residents need to be able to get to 

businesses along the orange line, and park.
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Parking was a huge concern of mine when moving into the city from the suburbs, and I have had a surprisingly great experience! The prices of the RPP are 

reasonable, the flexpass pass and guest passes are great. I just wish these same benefits were available for residents of larger apartment buildings, I 

currently rent in a small condominium, since many charge $100 for one parking spot. 

Parking stickers should be window affixed.  I am tired of pulling paint off of bumpers when trading in a car.

Parking situation is awful, neighbors have multi car driveways and still park on the street and I have no driveway

parking situation in my neighborhood changing with new construction and rentals.  New houses larger, more cars per household, less front of house space 

for on street parking.  Rentals increasingly multiple singles with multiple cars.. 

Parking signs and their placement should be reviewed by County and neighbors on a street after changes in building and driveways ( new constructions).  

protection for neighborhoods along the Metro lines must be  insured( no commuter parking for hours...)  More short term free parking options granted 

around schools, public buildings like County facilities, Post offices, Community centers, etc especially for 15 -20 minutes pick up or drop off  Devote 1 free 

short term spot every few blocks for business deliveries or drop off in crowded neighborhoods like along Wilson/Clarendon or in Rosslyn would help 

prevent traffic jams with double parked trucks or cars...  In question no 8 the time for visitors allowed for limited time should be during the day only until 5 

or 6PM. Parking spaces at night should be for street residents.  In question no 7 any resident of a given street should be able to get a permit parking  if the 

building in which he lives has no parking, except if the neighborhood has apartments or high rises that were built without underground parking ( which 

should not be allowed!) Everyone should be able to get a set of parking cards good for 3  consecutive days for guests or construction/remodeling of home

Parking should NOT be a matter for interest in one's race, languages, or age!   Parking is a mobility matter, ONLY.  I am legally very old, but totally mobile -- 

why should MY age, race, or languages -- or that of ANY PERSON -- position one as a specially favored competitor with otherwise LEGAL residents who are 

less mobile and need special access because of an inability TO WALK.  That is what handicap permits are for.    There is no justification for a failure to 

distinguish between capability and mere political convenience.   Arlington is appallingly PC these days. Elected people should be political; the professional 

managers of the county should ignore politics recommending rule making.   Professionals ought not so obviously PANDER to special PC interests -- the 

politicians do enough of that!  Disgusting.

Parking should be for residents and guests. Out of state businesses and non residents should not be permitted to leave cars and trucks for days at a time in 

our neighborhoods.  New construction - especially affordable housing ( being pushed in South Arlington) should have enough parking for residents of the 

development.

Parking rules/restrictions are not worth what the county spends.  Taxes are too high.

Parking restrictions needed ahead of completion of construction projects.  Parking is needed for construction workers on large commercial projects.  

Parking is needed for trucks staging for large commercial construction projects.

Parking problems exist because Arlington County is allowing developers to build without providing adequate parking. Residents of condos and apartments 

should be able to park in their buildings. Business patrons/owners/employees should be able to park at the place of business. Because these things are not 

happening RPP are desperately needed

Parking permits were put in place when the county determined there was a critical need.  The future plans for a new high school within two blocks of the 

neighborhood would more than support maintaining the current parking restrictions. 

Parking Permits should be free to homeowners.
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Parking permits should be FREE  for residents. [We pay for the streets, we should be able to park on them.]  .... Anyone should be able to park in any 

neighborhood for a stated limited time (e.g .2 or 4 hours)  without asking permission from the County government. ..There are time when I want to visit 

another neighborhood; perhaps to consider buying a home there, for example.   If I don't know anyone who lives there who might give me a parking pass I 

can not park in the neighborhood. The county needs to facilitate communication among residents. ... All new construction of multi-family dwellings must 

incude off -street parking and.or generous meaningful vouchers for public transit. 

Parking permits are NOT needed in my neighborhood. They would be an inconvenience to some people who have several visitors and to tradesmen.

Parking permit rules need to be flexible to fit the neighborhood. 

parking permit program to discourage communter parking in our neighborhood works and does not need revision.  All new construction should have 

sufficient off street parking for all residence.

parking pass requirements can force less social interaction and drive decisions not to shop or visit someplace/friends for lack of having a placard or being an 

out-of-towner.

Parking on my street is rarely a problem. We have a driveway and park in general driveway. Restricting parking to residents only would be helpful, as on 

weekends people parking to go to TJ often park in our block. 

parking on my street fills with commuters walking to metro and students and employees at Geo Mason.  There should be no parking on dangerous narrow 

streets such as 13th between Kirkwood and Johnson

Parking on my block is already crowded, and with the new APAH housing project on the corner with inadequate parking, I don't want my block to become 

their de facto residential parking.  The used-car dealership (located 1/2 block away) employees already park out front all-day.  I would like my visitors or 

service people to be able to park near me.  If it becomes worse with the apartments, time-limited parking could help.

Parking on my block evenings and weekends  is often not available for my guests because people living in close by apartments/condos routinely park on the 

street.  People also park on street during the day and use closeby bus stop. 

Parking on many streets in south Arlington is terrible.   The county needs to enforce the car tax so that taxpayers get parking.  Come visit all of the 

apartment complexes in the area--lots of cars with out-of-state plates with owners who are not military. Equal number of VA cars without a decal b/c the 

car is registered to their mommy and daddy outside of Arlington.   There is no fairness in Arlington.  Where are the police?  They drive down S. Courthouse 

Road everyday and don't notice there are so many cars on the street, many belonging to people who brag they dodge the car tax.   The police are supposed 

to "know" the neighborhoods they patrol, no?  Many of us are ashamed of them for turning a blind eye....Large sections of Arlington need zoned parking.

parking on county streets should be coordinated with street cleaning.  the last ten years at least we are unable to enjoy this service due to parking.  

Enforcement should be encouraged for parkers on the fall leaves raked to the curb as it prevents the vacuum truck from collection.  

Parking on 21st road north 22207 is a problem, we do not have RPP and local businesses encourage their customers to park on our street leaving no where 

for residents to park.

Parking on 12th St S is usually a problem because of the apartments.  The apartments have insufficient on-site parking provided and many park on the 

street.

Parking needs to be straight up enforced. It's a joke in my neighborhood (Carver Place in Arlington View) and it seems like people willy-nilly park where they 

want and get away with it. Having permits creates an us vs. them system that wouldn't be enforced so why bother. 

Parking needs to be easier in downtown Clarendon. It is so expensive for commuters to park there for the day so they can take public transportation into 

DC.

Parking needs should take into account the location in relation to public transportation.  For example, fewer spaces may be need in areas with good public 

transportation options.  
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Parking meters in residential areas should end at 6:00 on weekends, not 8, as recently was changed on the north end of Crystal Drive. There are no 

businesses, just visitors. Please change back.

Parking isn't terribly difficult in my area but it is a hassle at night because there is a 4hr limit on the meters.  It would be beneficial to bump it up to ~8-12hr 

limit in the evenings and on weekends.

Parking is SO UNDERPRICED. If we want to ease parking demand (which is absolutely not an issue on my street), we need to charge more, especially for a 

2nd+ car.    Let's also close some driveway curbcuts. If the county made me an offer, i'd sell mine (because i can just park on street for $20 a year!).     This 

climate isn't going to change itself back. Let's pay your salaries and save the planet at the same time - charge more for RPP!

Parking is horrible in my neighborhood, but honestly I think the biggest problem is just bad Parkers.  People park their cars too far apart which leases the 

amount of space available.  If you drew our parking spot lines, like in a parking lot, there would be more spaces for cars to fit.  You also need to re-evaluate 

where the â€œno parkingâ€� zones between the â€œZone 8â€� signs are.  There could be so many more spots available where there are currently no 

parking.  A lot of the no parking spots could easily be another spot, a lot of the signs donâ€™t make sense and seem perfect for another parking spot. Also, 

the auto body shop near me takes up so many spots parking the cars they are working on and none of them have permits or stickers or even flex/guest 

passes.

Parking is directly impacted by the variety and consistency of public transportation options. Housing and new developments must be assessed in tandem 

with transportation. 

Parking is difficult on Crystal Drive between 20th and 23rd due to many terrific restaurants.  But it is dangerous as so many cars double park making 

through traffic weave in and out often dangerously close to pedestrians.

Parking is atrocious in Arlington - we need MORE parking for everyone, not just permit parking or housing with no parking. It's hurting everyone.

Parking is an issue, I don't  use many businesses because parking is not acceptable. The State Theater and its surrounding area is prime example, No parking 

/not enough.

Parking is always a frustrating problem in cities. Please open more public underground parking with limitation on time for visitors or tourists to the city with 

a cheaper price. Parking on the street faces huge risk to get a ticket and will leave a bad impression to tourists or visitors. Also it will create inconvenience 

to the neighborhood of residents. 

Parking is a problem throughout Arlington.  New developments should have more that enough parking included for each unit.   Most people living in 

Arlington or moving to Arlington will have cars.  Arlington is not yet a walking Mecca.  Perhaps one day it will be.  Inadequate parking availability will not 

turn a current car owner into a walker in the near future.  If Arlington is implementing Parking Programs, residents should not have to pay for permits.   

Parking is a problem in our neighborhood, esp. since new apartments charge for parking and those renters walk across the street. We are very dense and 

have limited parking. Residential fees should be based on number of cars, and rise as the number of cars per household goes up. Yet we need to be 

reasonable.  The smallest houses are typically rented/owned by those with lower incomes than single family, less dense neighborhoods, esp. old row 

houses like ours without parking or amenities. 

Parking is a problem because too many people, businesses and schools are crammed into the county.  Arlington is overcrowded.  
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Parking is a big issue and one I am glad to see the County address.  In South Arlington/Barcroft, we have many new apartments and condos (which I 

welcome generally) but there are increasing parking issues as apartment dwellers and their guests spill into the rest of the neighborhood looking for 

parking.  For us this could probably be managed by some time-limited signs and permits.  Also we need additional look at exactly where parking is 

permitted.  Some Barcroft streets are very narrow and parking on both sides limits visibility and makes some  streets and intersections crowded, esp at rush 

hour.  I'm very concerned about speed on Buchanan Street and 8th Street south.  I also wish the county would insist that my North Arlington counterparts 

would open up their zoning and their neighborhoods to some of these multifamily condo and apartment units.  It seems unfair that the northern 

neighborhoods successfully resist this important and more affordable housing and we single-family homeowners in the orange-line corridor and South 

Arlington feel the brunt of the housing demand and increased high-rise development.  

Parking in residential neighborhoods should be free to residents and their guests.  Multi-family housing should be built with enough parking to 

accommodate residents and their guests (most buildings in Arlington, including my own, have no guest parking and not enough parking spaces for 

residents).  While the county is trying to encourage people to take Metro, we still have to deal with the reality of needing a car for shopping trips and to get 

to places that aren't Metro accessible. I commute to work on Metro but I still need my car to visit my father in NY, go to church (not near a Metro), and buy 

heavy groceries.  I need guest parking if any of my friends who don't live near Metro visit.

Parking in residential area should for residents and their guest.  To have residents and or home owners pay to park in their own neighborhoods is wrong.   

The issue are businesses or church overflow or commuters who displace residents.  Those elements are disrespectful of homeowners and residents who 

need their street parking spaces.  We pay enough property taxes.  Residents should have first preference to street parking in their neighborhood 

Parking in Pentagon City is already quite difficult for residents and guests.  Current and upcoming new construction (mostly residential) is going to make 

matters much worse.   There have been no increases to current infrastructure (parking, # of lanes, timing of red lights, cross-walks).

Parking in parts of the Penrose neighborhood is terrible.  Too many people with too many cars.  I had to recently park my car three blocks away when I let a 

visitor use my garage.  Plus, the weekday parking restrictions in front of Penrose Park are never enforced--cars can be parked there for weeks.  Also, there 

is something really wrong when the neighborhood is awash with cars without county stickers.  Once the stickers go away, it will be worse. There are too 

many cars up and down the streets without VA plates (let alone decals), although the car owners have lived here for years.  Every street should have zoned 

parking if for nothing else to ensure the car tax is paid.   And the concept of a car-free diet is absurd.

Parking in ballston and courhouse is a nightmare with all the restrictions and confusing signs. Not to mention the tow truck companies are very predatory, 

even at places not open for business. It causes me to drive further out and avoid Arlington businesses.  I purchase goods/services in other counties 

throughout the week when working. This takes revenue away from Arlington County. Being towed once for not understanding a sign at an empty building 

(bank was out of business) I have not gone back. When people visit I either go into DC or further out to fairfax areas.

Parking in Arlington should be free for all residents and limited time for visitors. 

Parking in Arlington is not properly enforced. There are many vehicles that park every night in my neighborhood without Arlington parking stickers and they 

aren't ticketed. Many cars also park everyday without Virginia plates and also do not have Arlington parking stickers.

Parking in Arlington County is terrible and there shouldn't be any parking meters in residential areas.

Parking has become such a hassle that I have to schedule what time I return home, leave for errands, etc...I am seriously thinking of leaving Arlington 

because of parking issues. 

Parking has become significantly constrained in my neighborhood by car service drivers waiting for or dropping off customers - often double parking, 

stopping in metered parking without paying, and in some instances stopping in handicapped parking spaces. Enforcement of traffic and parking regulations 

seems to be lax and uneven, even on highly congested streets. Some older apartment buildings have a dedicated space for picking up and dropping off, but 

many of the newer buildings do not, which is increasing the congestion.
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Parking has become a growing problem on my street, N. Florida St, in the last year. Residents from a Townhome development on Lee Highway are parking 

vehicles in front of homes on N. Florida St. with very limited parking spaces and leaving their vehicles for extended periods. This causes residents on N. 

Florida, who in most cases have young children, to have to park further and further away from their own homes. This is not only inconvenient to the 

homeowners, but often dangerous, as they and their children are forced to cross the busy road to load and unload their vehicles. This is especially a 

concern at the George Mason end of N. Florida St. I have reached out to Arlington Police several times about vehicles being left for weeks at a time, with 

out of state tags, or no county sticker, or simply not a neighbor's vehicle. To date, this has had no positive impact on the problem. Please feel free to reach 

out to me to discuss further. Thanks You

Parking garages should be integrated into new developments. The street should only be for temporary use. 

Parking Enforcement staff is very good and helps keep street parking available for those with permits.

Parking availability on my street is a HUGE concern.  Parking for visitors is rarely available in the guest parking lot of my condominium building and vehicles 

that are parked on my street are often parked there indefinitely or are from other jurisdictions (like taxi cabs).

Parking around my building (Crystal Towers) was changed recently to being metered until 8PM (It was until 6PM before). This has made it extremely 

frustrating to have visitors over, since now there are 2 extra hours they have to pay for parking, and my building does not give a guest pass to allow them 

to park on their property from 6PM-8PM. I would really like to see the metered hours go back to 8AM-6PM on weekdays, or allow for guests of residents 

(rather than tourists, shoppers in the area) to have some kind of displayable "pass" for the dashboard that allows them to park starting at 6PM for free. 

Parking & traffic problems in the Crystal City area have become HORRIBLE over the last several years and are only getting worse!   UNSAT & definitely 

detract from quality of life!  

Owners of rental properties, and rental occupants should pay more for the parking permits in RPP zones.

Overnight and weekend parking on our non permitted street is a problem. Individuals park their cars and then use one vehicle or call a ride share to go to 

their destination. Sometimes cars are left for more than a week. 

Overall, I think the program works.  It would be nice, but I'm not sure it's possible, if there was a way to allow Arlington residents to park in other restricted 

areas in Arlington to shop or visit.  Maybe a higher cost flex permit that works in all zones or just in certain shopping zones?  I know that our household and 

visitors would shop and dine in restricted areas if we could park for free -- like Clarendon and Rosslyn.  Since we can't park there for free or on the street, 

we take our business elsewhere where there is free and convenient parking like Falls Church or Tysons.    Also, we'd prefer that our current street parking 

hours be changed from the current 8-5 weekdays to all day every day -- especially for parking on our street which is mostly only one side of the street -- the 

issue is commuter, worker, and visitor parking all the time, especially after work on week days.  Restricted parking also ensures fewer college parties at 

night and on weekends now that Arlington has become and is becoming more of a college town.  As the rule, residents should always be able to park as 

close to their home as possible -- every one else is secondary.

Our streets are too narrow and driveways too close for all the vehicles that park because we have no restrictions. Therefore dangerous for pedestrians on 

sidewalks and crossing. And impossible for drivers to see when backing out of driveways.

Our street would be parked up solid every day without the permit parking program.  The Northbound side of the street (not zoned parking) is parked solid 

by 7:00 a.m.  Depending on what is happening at the National Guard and State Department the Southbound side (zoned) is often nearly parked solid.   Few 

are permit parkers.

Our street is consistently used for day care drop off and pick up at the Church at Clarendon.  It is frequently hard for residents to find parking and little 

evidence of enforcement.

Our street is a mess the rain, water makes puddles every time it rains, I have notified the county and nothing os been done.
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Our street has applied at least twice within the past 15 years for an RPP. We were twice denied, despite neighboring streets having RPPs, and our street 

well within walking distance of the metro. At least one Arlingtonian who doesn't live on the street leaves his car parked on the street 24/7, and non-

resident cars regularly use our street.  Those of us who own houses shouldn't have to stress about parking in front of our house because previous owners 

didn't anticipate the need for an RPP.

Our restrictions should be extended beyond 5PM M-F because many bar patrons park halfway in front of our driveway

Our parking restriction is weekends and holidays only.  I would like police to routinely enforce but they don't., we have to call.  Even then. they sometimes 

don't ticket.  I don't think the signs indicating restricted parking on weekends and holidays are clear to park visitors and since they seldom get ticketed 

there is no reason for them to adhere to the restrictions.

Our neighborhood parking situation is about to change with the opening of a new multi-family residential structure.  It will have paid parking only.  Result 

will be that the new residents will be parking on the neighborhood streets.  The previous structure on the property had free parking for the residents.  I 

anticipate the eventual introduction of restrictions on parking as a result.

Our neighborhood is fine. Please don't mess with it.

Our Neighborhood has dozens of commercial vehicles that residents park on the streets, and this means that the other residents do not have good/ample 

parking on these same streets.  This is a widespread problem on Cameron Street - especially around the multi family housing. Additionally, when these 

neighbors with multiple commercial vehicles park these additional vehicles on both sides of the street, it narrows the street to one lane of traffic.  These 

commercial vehicles need to be ticketed and towed for safety reasons because moving around them is SUCH a problem and has caused accidents - in the 

past.  This has nothing to do with parking permits, but everything to do with ticketing and towing these commercial vehicles.

Our household has a one-car garage and two cars. Our needs differ, and we found some questions difficult to answer.

Our household and neighbors feel strongly that the permit parking program remain in place as we live in South Arlington/Aurora Hills.  We already have 

traffic issues with our neighborhood being used as a pass through to Crystal City or 395.  We do not want more commuters or new Amazon employees 

parking in our neighborhoods unless they live here.

Our home is in front of a condo. Condo residents have a parking lot to use. However, street parking is closer to the front door of their bldg.  Thus, they park 

on the street. Street parking should be zoned to the homes that don't have parking like us.

Our biggest problem is group houses that  have up to seven vehicles and 10 or more on sports weekends with visitors. All vehicles park on street and create 

tension since they have a garage and long driveway and only one car ever uses it.

-Our Arlington RPP: we purposely asked for parking restrictions during daytime to allow residents to park on the street nearby their home (in addition to 

their driveway); we kept the evening and weekend parking open to all  - Helpful to coordinate RPP wit

Opinions subject to change as there are Arlington construction projects looming near where I live which I expect will make parking more difficult.

On-street parking on major roads (George Mason, Glebe, e.g.) should be removed in favor of protected multimodal lanes. If there are not enough parking 

spaces on side streets for residents, they should build more driveway/garage space.  Some spaces for business patrons (like on Columbia Pike) are okay, but 

should be 2-hour parking max and metered. Long-term free parking on a major road in dense Arlington is absurd.

One side of my street is zoned and the other is not.  Workers at car dealerships fill the opposite side of the street on weekdays and church attendees on 

Sundays and Wednesday nights.  This often makes parking on the street difficult, but we cope.  The non-residents leave trash- once even a soiled diaper.  I 

appreciate that parking enforcement comes usually timely when called.

One parking problem that we have on our street at times is people from other jurisdictions parking on our street for a couple of weeks while they travel--

free parking, instead of using airport parking.  The County is unresponsive to this.  

One of the reasons I moved to Arlington was so that I could have a car and park it near where I live.  
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One of the biggest problems is parking of construction-related vehicles all over the County as a result of all of the tear-downs and building going on in 

residential neighborhoods. They park wherever they want and never seem to have permits. Also, the household income breakdowns used in this survey 

make no sense. There is a WIDE range between people making barely 100,000 and those making 200,000. And over 200,000 is too vague as more and more 

Arlingtonians are WAY above 200,000 per year. Income gaps are a huge issue in this County and the survey results would be more insightful if there were 

more of a breakdown between and above these numbers, as there is under 100,000.

One note I wanted to make - I do think that homes with sufficient private parking (eg. carports, garages, etc.) should not have access to parking permits, 

but I live in a small standalone home that was converted into small apartments so it only has 2 private parking spots for all 3 apartments. My other 

neighbors do not move/use their cars more than once or twice a month so I have to park on the street everyday despite technically having "access" to 

private parking, so the County should still make sure that there is at least one spot guaranteed for each unit before implementing any new rule changes for 

homes that have private parking.

One issue I find more problematic than permits is the lack of good parking jobs! I see all kinds of poor parking jobs, people taking up multiple spaces, 

sticking out into the road, etc. often not moving for days on end and no tickets are issued.

On Stuart street, when they built the new million dollar townhouses across the street, a large portion of street parking became no parking zones, so even 

though they have garages, they still TOOK AWAY about a dozen of our parking spots (created a no parking zone that had been permit parking before).    

NOT COOL!!!

On street parking is above capacity because Arlington has permitted every square block to be turned into a high-rise condo or apartment.        Worse, 

Arlington permits predatory towing companies to roam areas and pull cars that are temporarily stopped near buildings while people pick-up food, get their 

dry cleaning, drop of a package to fed ex, etc.    So you either take up a legal parking space (if you can find one) or don't patronize Arlington businesses.      

Building owners, restaurants, managers, etc.,  can always call a tow company if a car is left too long in the wrong spot, but prohibiting the predatory towing 

companies that tow on their own without the owner's or manager's request would get rid of a big problem.

On Oak St between 12 and 14 there are not parking restrictions. There are a lot of cars from out of state and out of the county licence plates parking for 

free. I paid taxes and  for parking previleges. Arlington is loosing revenue.

On my street, the major problem is caused by renters.  I don't think renters and owners should have equal parking rights.  Out of 32 town houses, 10 are 

rented with 4 or 5 renters per house, each having a car.  You did not really address this issue.  On the question about who should have the ability to park in 

permitted areas you had a mixed bag of options, some like teachers and local businesses would be a new option; others like landlords and health care 

workers already can park and need that parking for access to a house on the street.  I think it is not useful to combine these two types of uses.  I also think 

the county should require more parking by developers.  Some high rise residents can't even have guests because there is no guest or extra parking.  I guess 

your question about new housing residents being allowed to park or not would cover this.  I think much of the problem is due to the county trying to get 

more people to use mass transit.  But that isn't really as feasible here as in Portland because so many people work late, work and go to school, work and do 

errands on the way home, are older, etc etc.

On my street it is impossible for visitors to park within a block in the evenings, given the number of people parking from the townhouse and apartments at 

the end of the block, and the people going to bars in Clarendon and wandering up the street drunk late at night.  I wish that there were something the 

county could do to improve parking closer to Clarendon.  In addition, the county should assume that each apartment unit's residents will have more cars 

than it currently does.  I myself have no problem parking because I have a driveway, but if I have workmen or visitors, there is rarely nearby parking. Having 

said that, I dislike the idea of requiring every visitor after business hours to have a parking permit -- it's impractical and overly restrictive.  Good luck with 

thinking this through!

On my stree everyone with the exception of myself and one other household has managed to install No Parking signs in front of their houses.  

Consequently the issue of RPPâ€™s will only affect me and the other household.
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On a personal level, I'd like to be able to park on the next street over (Brandywine) without worrying about a ticket.  We live on an unrestricted street and, 

as I understand it, aren't allowed to participate in the same program.

Old streets are not wide and the county is allowing existing homes to be built out into apt. complexes for extended families. This results in multiple(3-5) 

additional cars to be parked on streets, often in front of other residents homes preventing those residents from allowing their guests to park close. Many of 

these remodeled homes are inhabited by owner/contractors which means we have personal cars as well as work vehicles on the street. Before allowing a 2 

bedroom to be remodeled into a 4-5 bedroom, county should consider residential parking as a permitting issue

Often times there are commuters that park in our neighborhood during the day and then bus into the city.  This takes away lots of parking for residents in 

our neighborhood.  This should be monitored some how because we are paying county taxes but have difficulty finding parking on the streets due to 

commuters. 

Office buildings, including those of the government, ought to provide parking for people who use their facilities.  It is not right that people who are 

attending classes and other long-term programs have to park in our residential neighborhoods.  There should be stronger regulations so that new and 

rennovated buildings are obliged to provide parking at a reasonable or free rate.

Now that people are allowed to park on S. Walter Reed Drive (between Columbia Pike and Glebe Road), visibility for drivers is poor when coming down one 

of the side streets to turn onto or cross Walter Reed.  Very dangerous

Not sure why the cost for a RPP for a year is only as much as one day in a parking garage.  Why is someone able to monopolize a public resource for a 

nominal fee?  If the program reduced car ownership it might be justified, but instead the program seems to make it less costly for residents to own multiple 

cars and drive more frequently.

Not for the parking, but I do want to state as often as possible that the motorized scooters should not be allowed on the sidewalk--they are dangerous 

because riders do not know how to approach people from behind

Not enough room for me to talk about how serious parking in Arlington truly is. I hope one day I could sit down with someone and have a conversation 

about this issue because it really needs to be discussed. 

Not enough enforcement on my street, it's the dead end of N Roosevelt St., the 1700 block.  Lots of people park there and then walk to East Falls Church 

metro station.  Also, many houses are now rented to 4 youth, who have cars and boyfriends and girlfriends that park on the streets.  It's bad.  

not a very well constructed survey. sorry.

Non-residents should be able to park for a reasonable period near commercial areas (Clarendon; Ballston) without worrying about being towed.  Or simply 

allow all Arlingtonians to have a permit usable at all times.

None.

None.

none 

none

Non residents park on streets with no permit requirements to walk to the metro and avoid parking lot fees.

non residents except visitors of residents should not be allowed to park on street in front of the residents house. 

Non permit parking needs to be enforced much more.  that is the biggest problem we face; commuters use the 2 hour free parking and it is never enforced.  

No, but I have comments on meter parking throughout Arlington.

No questions about the real issue.  The lack of enforcement.   Issue in 22204 are vehicles that are garaged but are licensed out of state or do not pay taxes.  

Anyone who pays for a permit or their PPT should be able to park .  Out of Arlington vehicle parking is the major issue.  Rarely see any enforcement of this.  

Can point out ten vehicles on my street who have lived here years and still have MD tags and no PPT decal.
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no questions

No parking meters!!l

No other comments

No need to start permits in places that already have plenty of parking spots. Most residents of our neighborhood do not have driveways to park in. This 

discriminates against low income residents who cannot always pay to park in their own neighborhood. Please do not start metering in south arlington just 

to make more money.

No houses on my street have driveways/carports.  On weekends, especially on Sundays (during church) parking is a huge issue.  I schedule my whole 

weekend around when I can/can't park.  Need to enforce parking restrictions 7 days/week on streets where residents don't have driveways or change 

zoning to allow installation of driveways.

no further questions. 

No comments.

No comments.

No comment 

no

New townhome development to be built on current SunTrust Bank site at corner of Lee Highway and Underwood St.  Current Fenwick Court townhomes 

adjacent to SunTrust Bank use that parking lot for our guests.  Please advise if we can use new SunTrust Bank located at corner of Lee Highway and access 

road to Rt. 66 (adjacent to yellow farmhouse & across from Exxon Station.

New construction such as apartments/condos should provide sufficient new off-street parking.  However, temporary one day guest permits should be 

available to apartment/condo residents to accomodate their visitors.

new construction should have sufficient parking off-street for residents and their guests.

New commercial, industrial and multi-family housing construction should be required to include adequate   parking spaces for their respective needs. 

People attending worship in an RPP zone should be allowed to obtain passes - perhaps with a time restriction of 4 hours.

New businesses, condos, and apartments should NOT be build if they don't have the appropriate number of parking    spaces available to go along in 

Arlington County

New buildings should have enough garage parking for all residents.  Allowing new construction to have too few spaces is the chief cause of problems in my 

neighborhood and in many other parts of Arlington County.  Thinking that Arlington residents do not need a car is wishful thinking and very shortsighted. 

Sounds nice in theory but is unrealistic

New apartment buildings, offices, and retail stores should be built with PLENTY of parking spots for their residents, employees, and customers.  Stop trying 

to force people to abandon use of cars.  If people can ride bikes to get around their daily activities, they often do.  But many people need to string together 

work, errands, kids' activities, shopping, etc. and it is simply not practicable to walk/bike your way around on those days. For good economic development 

in the County, we want to ENCOURAGE ease of use (of the offices, stores, etc.), not make it difficult for people to park!  

New apartment buildings should be required to provide sufficient parking for their residents and visitors, and at a reasonable price. Parking in Carlin springs 

and Glebe intersection area has become more difficult since the opening of new apartment buildings 

never had any problems parking anywhere 

Neighborhood parking is my single biggest complaint about Arlington, and it is about to drive us out of Arlington after 30+ years.  I organized a community 

request for zoned parking and was told by the County (1) our end of Glebewood "has no problem" (HA! try living there) and (2) parking in Glebewood has 

been a problem for at least 2 decades and we don't know how to fix it. Notice any inconsistency in those two responses?
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Need to find a way to keep residents from "selling" their parking permits to commuters who then use it to park near the metro stops as they do in Ballston 

area.

Need to communicate residential permit parking program better, such as via mailings and emails. Would recommend offering more free or reduced price 

parking options in Arlington.

Need more parking enforcement please!

Need more housing, without parking minimums!

Need more affordable housing. With Amazon coming in, prices are already starting to skyrocket, leaving lower income people without and forcing them out 

of Arlington. 

Need more 12 hour parking near Rosslyn. Ongoing construction projects on Key Blvd have periodically blocked use of many 12 hour spaces. Alternative is 

paying $16+ at a private garage.

Need increased hours near Ballston metro so residents can find parking on weekends and after work.

Near Metro stations, zones should be reduced to stop commuters from parking in that neighborhood. 

n/a  

n/a

n/a

N/A

n/a

N/A

N/A

N/A

My zone here works pretty well. It only goes from 7 AM to 10 PM M-F though. There is often very limited parking on weekends. Fairlington community 

center nearby

My street is a quiet street. We donâ€™t have issues with people parking here who donâ€™t live here. However a neighbor parks going the wrong way and 

never gets a ticket. Also, we own only one car because there are many options for transportation and we donâ€™t need more than one vehicle. We bike 

and walk to many locations when we can. 

My primary complaint with the residential parking permit system is that when out-of-town visitors who are unfamiliar with the RPP system park on the 

street, they often immediately get a ticket.  There should be an automated or easy way to retroactively provide a visitor permit for the visiting vehicle in 

the event that they receive a ticket during the short period of time after they park and before we can provide them with a temporary permit.

My parking concern is all of the new housing (low income and condo) that are approved near my home with less parking than "recommended" for 

residents and zero parking for visitors/guests.  Looking at the number of spaces used at 3:00 am is a useful metric for residents - but parking during evening 

and weekends for guests is an unreported/undocumented problem. It's unrealistic to think that just because Arlington County is encouraging a low car diet 

that people (and their friends and relatives) are going to give up their personal vehicles.  I would like to see parking requirements for condos and 

apartments that are being built enforced instead of letting developers save money by scrimping on parking.
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My opinions on some of the questions in this survey are not fully captured by multiple choice answers. For example, I don't think service providers such as 

contractors should have permanent parking permits, but should instead get a visitor pass to park from the home owner client.  I support new housing 

construction but think that parking structures should be a part of the building design particularly for buildings that are built for higher income tenants. 

Perhaps that is a way to incentivize building of affordable units, to mandate that high income units have a parking garage while low income units are 

exempted.

My neighbors have 4 cars. One of these cars they do not use. They run an air bnb which adds another 1-2 cars to our street. They will not use their 

driveway but insist that I use mine - even when I am parking for a short period of time. Yes, they have permits, but that is not the problem. It is the sense of 

entitlement that runs rampant in Arlington. I don't know what to do about it but it is difficult getting my car out of the driveway. My situation is not unique. 

People with this many cars need a driveway to accomodate them.

My neighbors and i have attempted to get permit parking on at least one side of 4500 21st street for years. When we ask the county parking office, every 

time we ask , the rules and percentages change.

My neighbors and I are extremely interested in having our street permit parking for owners and guests only.

My neighborhood, Long Branch Run, would be better served by night time/ weekend parking restrictions than the current week day restrictions.

My neighborhood provides residents with designated parking spots. Additionally, there is free street parking. I have never not been able to park near my 

home and my visitors can always easily find a place to park. 

My neighborhood of Arlington is very well-connected to public transit (Metro, Metrobus), bicycle paths, scooter rentals, sidewalks, etc. Arlington should 

continue to encourage use of non-car transportation  and limit the amount of space taken up by parking. New development should not be required to 

include parking spaces, and the County should consider efforts to 'buy back' parking lots that are generally near-empty. So much of the space taken up for 

parking could be better utilized as sidewalks, bike/scooter lanes, or mini-parks. This should be a primary focus in the next few years.

My neighborhood didn't have parking issues for many years. Now there are new government facilities nearby and workers are parking during the day on 

the neighborhood streets. In addition, a new apartment complex is near completion, which will add to the number of cars parking in the neighborhood. As 

neighborhoods become more dense, we need to preserve parking opportunities/rights for home owners and residents.

My neighborhood consists of single family homes.  i would be upset if townhomes or condos were built and I no longer had street parking because the 

parking was not managed for an influx of new vehicles

My main opinion on this is that people living in apartments and other multifamily homes should have some type of option for street parking permits. The 

garages in the apartment buildings around here are expensive, and many residents can't afford to pay for the monthly garage permits. 

My main gripe with parking, particularly in Rosslyn, is all-day high-rise commercial tenant abuse of street parking. Tons of these commercial tenants do not 

promote enough public transit use so employees try and find the cheapest parking possible, which often is all day on the street, filling the meter. The 

metered parking should only be allowed for service vehicles (day work in residential properties) and residential visitors. I often have electricians, plumbers, 

etc. to my home for service calls and they can never find parking. They often have to carry very heavy equipment walking long distances. Parking on 15th 

Rd. N in Rosslyn should not be allowed for US Department of State employees or other commercial uses. Please restrict the use of 15th Rd. N so that 

commercial tenants can not abuse the residential streets in Rosslyn. Additionally, overnight parking should be allowed for residential guests. Guests to my 

home should have places to park. Unfortunately, the county approved the development of my community with not enough guest and/or street parking for 

guests of townhomes. Rosslyn might consider a city parking garage that can be used for residents and their guests / not for commercial visitors working in 

the office buildings.
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My issue with Arlington County is that this would NEVER be only helping with parking on our street.  The county would want to come in and OVER FIX 

everything, despite what the home-owning, tax-paying citizens want.  I also object strongly to paying for a parking permit - this allows with those with 

financial resources to unfairly gain access to parking.

My husband is disabled. It is VERY important to his quality of life that he be able to park in front of our house, or as close as possible to it. He is dependent 

on his car - walking, metro, scooters are not an option. Please take into account the needs of aging and disabled populations when doing parking planning. 

Even the young kids moving into condo buildings with no parking spaces will get old some day!

My condominium is located near the only street in Columbia Forest that is not zoned. Parking demand on that street is very high. I would like to be able to 

participate in the RPP Program to ensure parking for my guests as well as other residents of the community. We do not have enough parking off site for all 

residents or visitors. I would be open to exploring opportunities to install meters near my building or some sort of other pricing mechanism to manage 

demand. 

My concern with the residential permit parking program is that people in neighborhoods with parking permits can freely park in other Arlington 

neighborhoods with restricted parking.  But because I live on a street that doesn't have residential permit parking, I am unable to park on most other 

residential streets with restricted parking.

My concern is not parking where I live, but parking in Clarendon where I would like to shop or get onto the subway.  At present, except for Sundays, I have 

only 3 options--1. drive to a parking deck and pay a hefty price; 2. take a bus, which costs money and takes more time, and 3. park 6 blocks away to avoid 

the resident parking only signs--this often is not practical, because of the weather, and doesn't work for people with disabilities that prevent them from 

walking more than a block or two.  This makes it difficult or expensive to shop or take the metro, since I live on Route 50, over a mile from the metro.  

What I end up doing is restricting my travel to Sundays, when I can park a couple blocks from the metro or from Clarendon restaurants and shops.  That 

reduces my quality of living.  Maybe if you could allow people like me to park closer to the metro that would be nice.  Perhaps a practicable approach that 

would reduce the no. of people who could take advantage of this approach, would use high tech means that would restrict my access to only once a week--

that would rule out everyday commuters, the group that would have the most reason for finding cheaper parking.

My comments are for higher density areas.  I live in the neighborhood close to Ballston.  We have commuters who park on the unzoned (front) side of my 

property every day.  The side was zoned and does not have this problem.  I support growth in the area and neighborhood, but do not believe that 

neighborhood streets should be used for commuter parking

My clients live in 3 different parking zones. I do not have my own pass because I live in a condo. I visit each home from 45-75 minutes. I would like to have a 

multi zone pass for a reasonable price. Maybe a scaled rate based on how many zones a parker needs. 

My block got a residential parking program (RPP) because of one unhappy individual who has now moved away.  I don't believe my block needs an RPP.  

However, if a RPP is needed (or desired by my neighbors), I should have free permits for both of my cars.  

My biggest problem/observation locally are S Clark St and South Bell street between S Glebe Rd and 35th st.  These are 1 way streets with parking on one 

side and a bike lane on the other, however, the curb on the bike lane side is very small so people park and/or wait 1/2 on the bike lane and 1/2 on the 

sidewalk.  At any given time you can see 2-3 Dominoes delivery drivers parked this way across from the Dominoes.  I haven't ever seen anyone get a ticket 

for this despite the damage it is doing to the brick sidewalk and that it forces bikes from the bike lane into the car lane.

My biggest concern/issue is the number of work vans, trucks and church vans that have started to use our street as a parking lot. People come, leave them, 

and drive off in other cars (so not even sure they live close by). It takes up parking for residents, makes our street unsafe (hard to see around them) and, 

honestly, makes our residential neighborhood look like a commercial zone. These vehicles should not be allowed to park in residential neighborhoods 

unless the owner lives there. This needs to be restricted. (How you do that, I'm not sure - most of these are plain white vans and trucks with no logos to 

identify the business or owner.)
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My biggest concern is the large number of drivers who do not know how to park their vehicles (esp trucks) without creating a blind spot, or block a 

driveway.

Multiple car break-ins, car window smashing, theft of property from parked vehicles, vandalism of vehicles have occurred on my street over the past year 

(not all reported to the police). In the morning I see numerous commuters parking in the unrestricted street parking zones... they are willing to risk a ticket. 

Please increase the RESTRICTED street parking zones in my neighborhood to include the entire street (North Colonial Terrace). This is a residential 

neighborhood, there should be NO UNRESTRICTED PARKING. This will reduce commuter violations and reduce foot/vehicle traffic and the potential crime it 

brings in this neighborhood.

Multi-family housing (apartments, townhomes, condos) builders/managers MUST provide necessary parking for residents of the housing. Same is true of 

business like Amazon HQ2 - they MUST provide parking for their employees.   Also, the county must be more realistic to reflect actual vehicle usage by 

requiring more parking spaces for new development of residential and business properties. The county's current "car-free" goals are unrealistic and do not 

reflect actual vehicle usage in the county.

Multi Occupancy buildings with no parking are affecting the parking situation in the area.   Also, considerations have to be made for service representative 

and visitors coming to someones home 

Motorcycles should be required to park in designated parking spaces, and adequate spaces should exist.

Most people don't even know where to go or how to apply for a residential parking permit. 

Most households have more than 2 people living on our street and they have numerous cars.  I feel homeowners should be able to park their car in front of 

their homes since we pay taxes.  Households with more than 2 vehicles should not be allowed to park inthis cul-de-sac.

More scooters, please

more patrol for incorrect parking (between no parking signs, parking in wrong direction, parking blocking sidewalks)

More parking (public and commercial, above ground and underground) is needed. 

More enforcement (parking violations and fines) of Maryland plates that park overnight on arlington residential streets! These vehicles are sidestepping 

property tax in our community!  Restrict and fine food truck parking on residential streets (i.e. On George Mason at Columbia Pike, at Columbia Pike at 

Buchanan St)  Restrict and fine commercial vehicle parking in residential areas (i.e. four mile run and george mason)

more bike lanes and bikes and metro, less parking!!!!

Metro riders are the ones who make parking during the week quite difficult. Our neighbors would very much support zone parking as in Lyon  Village. 

Metered street parking is expensive in Arlington. I can understand that and am willing to pay. However, I would like to see more enforcement so that 

people who park in metered spaces without paying do in fact pay. This applies also to cars that park all day in spaces that are limited to only 2-hours.

Metered Parking on public streets should be free to residents of the county.    

Merlex Auto Group always parks their vehicles on the street, including in residential permit parking spaces during the permit restriction hours. They also 

always park their new, unregistered vehicles for sale on the street in commercial and residential permit parking spaces without license plates. They also 

park vehicles illegally on the street corners and in front of the fire hydrant, impeding traffic. Please enforce. 

Many older homes have tony garages or tight maneuvers to get a car into the garage. No one should assume that a garage means a car will fit in it. 
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Many of your questions seem designed to highlight/create tension among apartment/condo and single family homeowners. This tension is not necessary if 

the basic tenet is that parking is not a free resource. Everyone needs to pay for parking in some manner. Home owners generally maintain the sidewalks, 

grass, snow removal associated with the parking area adjacent to their homes; they deserve some break in the cost of parking and revenue from parking 

adjacent to homeowner property should offset homeowner real estate tax. RPP works well where it is available. Parking availability is already a problem. 

Parking is not a free resource. Parking meters are ugly. Recommend an app whereby parker acknowledges gps location and pays by the hour (credit 

card/paypall/etc) for parking, especially in residential areas without RPP. Any county resident should be able to track whether the parker activated the 

parking app and fee and automatically notify county officials with the authority to ticket the parker. County residents, especially where their residence 

boundaries extend to the street parking in question should receive a reduced/modified rate. In general, this questionaire was not well 

considered/prepared. It should contain various scenarios and associated solutions. The County has created much of the parking controversy near me by 

restricting Guard and State Department parking to unrealistic employee ratios. Bad parking policy by the County creates dirty, unsafe streets, infringement 

in the neighborhood streets, and NO improvement in air quality or traffic. Parking allowances in nearby new apartment/condo construction is making the 

same policy failure mistake.

Many of us are not legal residents of the State of Virginia.  We are commuters and may use  vehicles from out of state when visiting.  Significant corporate 

commuter population.  So how would you handle giving me a permit as a renter in the neighborhood?

Many of these parking situations should be decided on a case-by-case basis. 

Many of the streets in my neighborhood are too narrow to have street parking on both sides - e.g. South Barton Street. Street parking should be restricted 

to one side so that traffic may pass. If this requires residential parking permits, so be it.

Many neighborhoods DO NOT need any parking restrictions.  You already made it impossible to park by the local elementary and a mother was killed 

crossing the street to the school.  You should be ashamed of yourself and blame yourself for her death, you made the road more narrow where she was 

killed to slow down traffic, but all it did was make it so she was parked closer to the traffic when she was kit and killed (in front of her children).  You are 

horrible people.

Many cars with plates from Maryland park in Arlington   and many Business cars park in Arlington

Make street parking signs clear, I park in an area when going to a near by gym where the sign isn't clear because the arrows point in both directions.  

Make parking easier. No change is sometimes better. Do nothing is an option for bureaucrats.

Make parking available and reasonably priced. It's not fair to be charged hundreds for dollars to park where I live. 

Make more motorcycle parking spots in those awkward spaces cars can't park in or allow motorcycles to park in no parking areas that don't cause 

obstruction. I am forced to take up a car spot when I could easily fit in many places labeled no parking that do not block pedestrians or emergency vehicles 

Make it so people can park near their houses, so they can have the occasional overnight guest and be able to park, and that people with multiple vehicles 

or commercial vehicles carry most of the brunt of the costs to park. If a person works in the neighborhood (like a teacher), they should probably be able to 

park without paying. Do create parking lots commensurate with new construction.

Make all parking free and first-come-first-serve. Government should collect as little revenue as possible, and Arlington County is already oppressive 

compared with most other municipalities. 

Major potential problem is commuter parking for Crystal City expansion.

Lyft and Uber drivers and their "temporary" parking or the attempt to causes problems

Lots of people park on our zoned street without the proper permit.  We rarely see anyone enforcing the law.  
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Look into abuse of antique vehicle plates for older cars which are still used as daily drivers and on dilapidated/junked cars left on the street for extended 

periods of time. Cars are better made today and last longer, yet the rule for the antique plates is still 25 years. I know it's a state law, but I don't see any 

enforcement locally.

Long live the parking king

Living in Arlington is expensive. Try not to nickel and dime your residents so much. We already pay personal property tax on our cars in addition to paying 

for the sticker to just park your car in the county. 

Limiting on street overnight parking would solve the parking problems in my neighborhood. No need for meters. Just stop people from parking cars and 

leaving them there for weeks at a time.

Like everything else Arlington County does, itâ€™s a hot mess.  Figure it out. 

Let's not get carried away, as DC has, on requiring parking permits in various zones. It's a huge pain and very manipulative way for the county to make 

money on parking tickets. Arlington is not lame like DC, and we would not take advantage of our visitors, right?

Less Speed Bumps

Less affluent residents are likely to need MORE residential permits.  Make the 3rd permit LESS expensive, and a 4th even less expensive than that.  OR 

restrict parking only 9am - 4 pm so residents won't need a permit on days they work.   Keep Arlington affordable!

Landlords need to be held accountable for their tenants.  This applies not only to the residential permit parking issue but to the personal property tax issue 

as well.  I have rentals on both sides of me and a majority of the renters have never registered their car in Arlington and paid personal property tax.  Time 

to make sure landlords do something or fine them for this abuse.  I don't care if it is one house or multiple rentals they should be held accountable.

Landlords and property owners should be required to invest in sufficient parking spaces (i.e., a lot) for apartment residents where possible, but at the same 

time, homeowners should not be given a disproportionate voice just because they donâ€™t like lower-income and minority residents parking nearby. Multi 

family housing is important to our communityâ€™s growth and people need to be able to park where they live. Parking complaints are frequently proxies 

for NIMBYism and resistance to anything other than low-density SFH planning.

Lack of handicapped parking spaces in Pentagon City area, especially at Post Office and adjacent businesses on S. Fern St near 12th St.  As a result, I am 

unable to patronize these businesses, restaurants,  and the Post Office

Knowing more information regarding the RPP would be helpful in answering the questions. For example, do households with more than 2 vehicles pay 

extra for the third permitted car? Is there a limit on the number of RPPs issued to a household? 

Kensington Street between Carlin Springs Road and Wilson Blvd. should have parking restricted to one side of the street.  Lots of traffic on that street and 

often hard to get through.

Keep the residential permit parking program.  Street parking will be overwhelmed without it.

Keep the current zones the same.

Keep it simple! Improve and add parking for our visitors/friends/customers as long as they don't park over 24 hours. Encourage business/school employees 

to not park on the street. Stop turning street parking into bike lanes.

Just thinks needs improved enforcement especially during the day. 

Just install some metered spaces in high-traffic areas near retail or community centers (if not already present) and be done with it. You're already wringing 

every possible cent from the main corridor.

Just don't want commercial vehicles to park. 

Just don't do it; you've ruined Arlington County enough.
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Just a thought - as the cost of housing in Arlington continues to increase, people will increasingly be driven into group home situations thus exacerbating 

the limited street parking available.  That said - I still oppose the use of zone or permits for my neighborhood.  These regulatory measures complicate 

rather than simplify parking.

Jackson Street near TJ needs RPP for 24/7, not just evening hours during weekdays. This IS a big problem!

I've never had a problem finding parking in my zone. What has been an issue is finding parking on my street. I live right on the edge of two zones and its 

incredibly frustrating that I am not allowed to park 10 feet from my house. Adding dual-zone eligibility for houses close to zone borders would allow more 

flexibility when one zone is more crowded. 

I've known about the RPP since I moved to Arlington in 1985.  But I've never lived in an RPP neighborhood.  I did not realize anyone other than residents 

could apply for a permit.  (Not sure this is true now -- maybe survey is to explore that option.)  However, one thing that truly bothered me when I moved 

here in 1985 and worked at the Navy Annex was that I knew someone in that neighborhood who basically paved her whole front yard.  She then had a RPP 

permit to park her own car on the street and she rented out about 6 parking spaces during the work week to people who worked at the Navy Annex.  I 

think this should be monitored in some way because I'm other people do some variation of this scheme.  Later, I became aware of people driving in from 

far out and parking in on Park Dr behind Barrett School and walking to the Metro to work downtown.  I also think that Arlington should monitor 

Commercial vehicles like Limousines that park in unlimited parking zones on weekends -- like behind Barrett School as it is clear the vehicle is being  

"stored" at the location until needed.  These are businesses and I think they should have an off-street private location to "store" their vehicles when not in 

use.   However, overall, I think Arlington does a very good job of neighborhood parking restrictions although there are times that it inconveniences me 

personally.

I've actually had a bad experience with the RPP program.  I used to live in a townhouse on second street S and with no notice they did street restricted 

parking for TJ during school construction and shutdown the program for two years.  Second street today is filled with teachers cars.  The teacher lot and 

reserved spaces, which are further to walk to the school, remain empty.  There is no relief from bus parking restrictions outside of the school year and 

residents were told there is nothing they can do because the program is frozen immediately following the parking changes.  Outside of that situation I do 

find the areas where parking is restricted to be very inconsistent and it's not clear why some streets received restrictions and others did not. 

It's very difficult for visitors to find parking in my neighborhood. Seems like most people park in Pentagon City to go to Costco. My best friend was so 

frustrated visiting me from Maryland last time that he doesn't come over anymore.

Its too confusing

Its hard for her to get commercial parking 

It's a workable system. Permits and enforcement are important. Don't do any overthinking, over-engineering, etc. This is just parking, not social justice. 

Itâ€™s unfair it is no longer available and it appears to be concentrated in N Arlington versus S Arlington where the focus is on making it easier for 

apartment dwellers and their visitors. 

Itâ€™s pretty clear the county staffâ€™s long-term plan is to eliminate this program. Iâ€™ll be watching to make sure that the Arlington way of actually 

soliciting and respecting citizen input (without weasel-worded questionnaires) is respected in this case. 

Itâ€™s a parking problem when  Neighbors who have 3 to 4 cars taking up space ,when they can only drive one.  Nevertheless their cars stay parked outside 

over 10 days and never get a ticket.

It would have helped to have some context as to the problem and its magnitude - to better be able to propose remedies.
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It would be nice to be able to apply for a parking permit to go to Ballston, Clarendon, etc. For a citizen of Arlington I mean the limit of two hours or having 

to park in a garage is no good. My taxes and the fee for the permit should be enough to be allowed free and unlimited parking in my own county. 

It would be great if parking was free on Saturday. 

It was not a good decision by Arlington County on Joyce Street in zip code zone 22202 to remove parking for more trees between the River House and the 

softball diamonds.  The softball players park in the residential neighborhood.  That area of Joyce Street needs more parking spaces.  

It should be easier to identify abandonded or stored vehicles and have them ticketed or towed. Also, some commercial vehicles park overnight or over the 

weekend in our area.  

it seems to be working ok for N. Danville Street ... though i don;t like all the patrons from Jack's Barbecue on my street. 

It seems like some people from far away with the same zone Parking use our street to park to use metro and save money.

It needs to be easier to accommodate residents' guests that visit during the week. I always have trouble finding parking for out of town guests without 

having to pay or move the car every so often. It's a real pain for residents when they have visitors.

It is very difficult to find parking in commercial areas in Arlington (Wilson/Clarendon). We have the one parking lot that serves the community, offering 

parking on off hours. We could use a lot more of that--options for residents so they can visit businesses and run errands!

It is unreasonable to have such a low limit on the number of owned vehicles that are "allowed" to have a parking permit.  I already pay to park in front of 

my house (on an increasing scale for each vehicle) and then I have a limit on the cars I can park there.  Either everyone in Arlington should have a limit on 

the number of owned cars they can have or no one has a limit.  I pay plenty of taxes plus pay to park in front of my house, I should not be restricted as to 

the owned cars that I can park in front of my house.  Additionally, not being able to transfer the parking permit when purchasing a new vehicle reeks of a 

money making opportunity for the county only levied on those who can replace a car.

It is unconscionable that the County has suspended the RPP program during their lengthy review.  The suspension should be lifted now.

It is too complicated and too many street spots are designated no parking for some reason.  Open more spaces up to meters.

It is sometimes frustrating to have to pay to park in a County that we pay so many taxes to, in order to spend money to support businesses in the County. 

It is so confusing to know what parking we are allowed. We pay a lot of taxes to live in Arlington, and I do not know if that affords any parking access or not. 

Should be clear for everyone, on the signs and in information given when you are billed for vehicle taxes/tags.

It is possible that in the future parking could become a problem on my street for convenient visitor parking. In that case, I would prefer strict parking 

constraints and I would obtain a permit to provide to visitors who needed it. 

It is not fair to restrict parking, I don't live near the metro (south Arlington off Columbia Pike) and so I drive most places. I don't feel safe riding my bike 

because there isn't a bike only trail near me.

It is important to ensure adequate parking for those who need to drive from their homes to shopping, restaurants, and other places in Arlington, and not to 

penalize them for continuing to rely on their cars rather than bikes, scooters, Uber, or Metro (which is of limited use for such purposes  outside the Metro 

corridor).

It is hard to believe the county would do anything that would actually improve things, so best to leave things as they are.
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It is frustrating to see commuters regularly parking on our residential street when we are not allowed to use the residential permit spaces because we have 

a single car garage. Not only do we use the garage as a workshop, but we have two vehicles. So we are frequently in competition with both commuters and 

visitors to several adjacent apartment buildings for unpermitted spaces. Also, Taxi/Lyft/Uber drivers frequently use both permitted and unpermitted spaces 

for idling. My go to is to park three blocks away where parking is easier to find. But I finish work late in the evening and don't always feel safe walking to my 

home alone at night. Finally, the biggest problem I would say on our particular street is at the intersection of N Thomas Street and N Carlin Springs. Very 

frequent double parking/idling (visitors/taxis etc) northbound on N Thomas Street near the intersection which causes dangerous conditions for drivers in 

this busy urban-ish intersection who must go around idlers and enter the southbound traffic head on with no line of site. I am not sure who to report this 

issue to. We need some signage and enforcement to alleviate the problem.

It is free to park in front of my house, and there has never been an issue of availability. Iâ€™d love for it to stay that way. 

It is extremely difficult to find unzoned or unmetered parking near Virginia Hospital Center.We are there at least once a week and really need a solution to 

this parking problem.

It is difficult to find street parking on my street. Whenever I have a visitor, I have to plan to park my car with my Flexpass in order to get them a spot.  I 

know that this is a challenge in all big cities but there needs to be more enforcement and a push to move the vehicles off the street from time to time.  For 

me, street cleaning rules should be in a effect for this area to move vehicles off the streets once a week.  This would deter people from leaving disabled 

vehicles on the street for extended periods of time and to allow others to get spots too.  I find that in my block only a handful of spots are available during 

the day and right before 7pm. After that period of time, you have to look around the neighborhood to find something else.  I have had to park a half mile to 

a mile away for a visitor to park. That is not acceptable.  If enforcement was in full effect and street cleaning rules were in effect, you could remove and 

tow vehicles out and open more spaces for visitors and residents.

It is annoying for visitors not to be able to park on our street, but we are near Marymount and understand the need for permits.  I do hate to have to pay to 

park in front of my own house!

It infuriating that group homes (single family homes divided into apartments) with on site parking are NOT used by residents thus causing parking 

overcrowding on nearby streets. It is also impractical for residents with steep driveways to be expected to park in their driveway. FWIW, the is also a HUGE 

unaddressed problem of cars not being moved when street sweeping occurs as notices are ONLY sent by email. The county then wastes a lot of money by 

sweeping the middle of the street as cars are blocking the curb are which need to be swept! The is no enforcement for cars not being moved... gone are the 

days when temporary signs were posted to indicate when street sweeping will occur so it is obvious for people to know when to move their cars.

It has been two years since new applications to the RPP were suspended.  ACG should be embarrassed that the review has taken so long, and there is so 

little work to show to date.  There are many locations throughout the County that have legitimate needs to expand the RPP or change the enforcement 

hours.  The RPP needs re-start processing applications by summer of 2019 regardless of the status of ACG staff's RPP review.

It has become very difficult to park on our street -- S. Cleveland St.  The county put no parking signs in from the corners but did not mark actual parking 

spots.  The way people park often leaves one or more spots unusable.  Parking was already difficult on our street and now we often have to park a distance 

from our home.  We looked into a residential parking system but it is too difficult to implement.  

It defies understanding why those of us with garages, who rarely park on the streets, need to pay for permits to park even in the garages for which we 

already pay parking fees. This is just a blatant and reasonless fee imposed by Arlington and is disgusting.

Issue permanent disabled All Zones permits.
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Instead of offering a "No Opinion" on questions of whether or not you approve of permits in certain situations you need to offer a selection for an opinion 

because if we don't agree with permits being used period we as residents need to heard ! Arl. Co. Govt. is again too oppressive and greedy in using these 

residential restricted permits and paid metered parking as a way to gab more money from residents/visitors. As an Arl.  resident going to other areas of 

Arlington I am too often restricted by zone permits and high priced meters to do normal chores and visits. I spend too much time and gas looking for next 

to none free parking and parking that was once free now changed to meters. Greed is not good !

Income levels within this survey ARE NOT germane to the residential parking program survey.  This has all the makings of building in-fill buildings; increasing 

the number of people living in small spaces; increasing traffic and parking issues which are not needed nor desirable in a neighborhood already at capacity.

income levels should have no bearing on your survey.  Arlington's continued approval of insufficient garage parking for new apartment/condo construction 

is contributing to issues with residential parking on zoned areas, especially in Lyon Village and Lyon Park.  It is extremely difficult to find parking in our 

neighborhood in the evenings most nights and especially on the weekends.  

In those areas where parking meters have been removed, people tend to take more space than needed for their car, which wastes a lot of space. Removing 

the meters is good, but the parking spaces should still be marked, as they were with meters.

In the question on parking for new construction, there was no option for "yes to new housing, with on-site parking (parking garage, dedicated parking lot 

for new construction". That would be the option I would choose. 

In the EFC neighborhood, we need to have more restrictive parking hours--it's become a commuter and business patron neighborhood and residents and 

their visitors are left unable to adequately park.

In South Arlington the zones seem to be needlessly small. For example, I drive to the other side of 23rd Street to visit the library but if the parking lot is full 

my permit doesnâ€™t allow me to park on the street. (2 different zones and I could walk there in 15 minutes) I feel residents should have the flexibility of 

parking for a short time in zones other than their own.

In our neighborhood of Aurora Highlands/Arlington Ridge/Addison Heights, I do not notice parking to be an issue (it is plentiful and enforcement does not 

appear to be a problem). Regarding the decals themselves, if there were some way to link the decal to a license plate that would be nicer than having to 

apply a sticker-decal to the car itself. 

in our area, restriction should only be to 5PM M-F.  Not a problem otherwise, and just an annoyance for evening and weekend visitors. (ideally " 1 hr 

parking 8-5 M-F")

In my neighborhood, we don't have restrictions on parking. I prefer to leave it as is.

In my neighborhood, a short curb separates my townhome's driveway from my neighbor's, yet some local residents park their cars against this curb even 

though their car is too long for the space. Is this legal?

In every apartment complex I've lived at in Arlington, it seems at least a third of the cars are not registered in Virginia or in Arlington.  It is disturbing when 

my car is taxed by the county but the car parked next to it is not.  Perhaps the county should start doing sweeps of apartment lots and garages.

In Arlington, VA right now, we need stickers for property taxes & parking.  Surely there should be some way to eliminate parking permits or at least offer a 

discount for a combination of property tax & parking stickers.

In areas of high demand the streets are a public good and should be revenue generating. Just because you live in an area does not get you subsidized 

parking. If the parking is free or a nominal fee for the RPP all arlingtonians should have access to park there. Real market rate parking should be charged on 

these streets if they are not open to all arlingtonians. 
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In any adjustment of the permit parking program, what should happen is that the zone areas should be reallocated such that no single zone contains more 

than one single housing type.  Currently many zones mix housing types within the same zone (i.e., both single family housing and townhouses in the same 

zone) with the result that a majority of the street parking for the less dense housing type (single family homes) is 100% consumed by overflow from parking 

from the more dense housing type (townhouses).    Instead, townhouses should be a separate zone from single family home zones, such that 100% of the 

single family home zone parking is not consumed by overflow from the townhouse zone.

In answer to the question about builders of condos and apartments, I believe they should be required to provide 1 parking space for each unit.  That option 

was not given.  in my opinion, the residential parking program should not free builders from that obligation.

In 22204/Arlington Heights, would encourage greater monitoring of out of state vehicles parked for 30 days or more on the street. 

I'm very concerned about lack of restrictions for Air BnB customers which, potentially, could add 6 -8 cars on our narrow street (on steep hill).  As a Senior, I 

have few options if space in front of our house is unavailable.  I cannot walk up/down the steep hill (especially when carrying groceries).  I strongly request 

the county impose restrictions on Air BnB parking.  This is a quiet, residential-zoned neighborhood - not a commercial area, and parking restrictions should 

reflect this.  Finally, our narrow street barely fits the two Arlington school buses which pass twice daily.  Neighbors know to park touching the curb.  If not, 

the buses cannot pass.  Yet another reason to ban Air BnB parking on our street.  

I'm not sure where you are going with this survey.  I get that there might be problems with a growing Arlington that need attention.  But for streets where 

there are no parking problems, please, please, don't add permit parking just to be uniform for everywhere.  Please solve the problems on what makes 

sense for each neighborhood on an individual basis!

I'm in the Rosslyn area and concerned that the area will be further congested with the new buildings and school being builts. Traffic is already pretty bad 

and will get worse and I believe parking will be the same especially with the added influx of folks and the presence of all the construction workers in 

addition to the usual people traffic. 

I'm highly disturbed to see the county's trend towards allowing high density construction without requiring adequate parking.  While I support & use 

alternative & mass transit options, I recognize that the inability to keep a car remains detrimental - particularly to those with lower incomes.

I'm generally satisfied with the program, including the level of outreach to residents by the issuing authority, the types of permits issued and the apparent 

level of enforcement (neither ineffective nor draconian) 

I'm concerned with all of the social engineering that the County Board is doing today to limit what - in most locales - is considered normal behavior (owning 

a car and using it sometimes).  I am really sick and tired of the County Board, Transportation Commission, and Planning Commission not requiring 

developers to go to the expense of building parking in their properties.  I built a driveway and a garage freeing up street space for others to park.  Why 

should other developers forego building parking lots and pushing more people onto the tight streets.  I also do not appreciate being made to feel like some 

sort of common criminal because of the - horrors - fact that I own a car and use it sometimes.

I'm concerned that the cost of parking permits to Arl. residents is becoming too expensive -- especially for folks on a fixed income.

I'm concerned that restricting the size of the parking structure that VHC wants to build at the George Mason Drive facility will increase traffic driving on and 

parking on residential streets.  It will make it even more congested on streets like mine that don't have parking restrictions.   My street is already so 

congested that cars can't pass.  One has to pull over and let the other oncoming car pass.        

I'm concerned about parking (with or without a permit) being allowed on both sides of streets where such parking effectively reduces driving lanes to one 

for two-way traffic.
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I'm both concerned about the amount of work vehicles/vans that park on my street from the nearby apartments - in particular I may have 1) half a dozen of 

them taking up the spots and view outside my house each weekend and 2) when my own guests come they often struggle to find parking.  But I'm also 

concerned for my neighbors in the apartments that need to park their work vehicles/vans and what options they will still have if RPP is put in place.  They 

need options too and have less resources available to them.  Honestly, I just wish they would park work vehicles more spread out on more surrounding 

streets rather than concentrating just on mine since I'm closest to their apartments.  I'd like them to have open/free parking on various surrounding streets 

but maybe limit the amount of such space on surrounding streets.  Hopefully we can all meet our needs/desires jointly.

I'm a homeowner on a street with no driveways. Eventually, we would like to get an electric vehicle. But I'm not sure how we could install a charging 

station, since we don't have a driveway. And even if we did somehow install one on the street near our house, anyone could technically park there (even 

with a gasoline-powered car), so it wouldn't necessarily help us. Does Arlington have a program to help address EV charging needs on streets such as mine? 

(North Arlington Mill Dr.) 

I'm a concerned about parking after Amazon moves in.  I hope the city will develop more parking alternatives. 

If zones are removed, it should only be for Arlington residents.  I pay Arlington taxes.  Visitors should not be able to park for more than a short visit without 

a visitor pass.  No free commuter parking from outside the county in our neighborhood.

If you would stop encouraging builders to build new houses with a detached garages, you would open up more parking on the street.  Most people would 

park in an attached garage.  My detached garage is totally useless!  It is so hard to drive up the narrow drive to the back of my house. 

If you have an Arlington County sticker on a car that should be accepted as a permit. 

If you are going to increase the permit system, incentivize fewer cars - ie. first permit is very affordable for families of all economic brackets but then 

greatly increase the price for additional permits. But also have visitor parking (perhaps time restricted) available throughout the county  to encourage and 

enable social activity that keeps community bonds strong. 

If you are going to have an RPP, it needs to be applied in the same way across all neighborhoods. If one neighborhood has an RPP to prevent overflow 

parking from residents of nearby apartment buildings and condos, then ALL neighborhoods who live in similar situations MUST be granted RPPs. You cannot 

cherry pick where the "public has the right of way" argument applies. You must either have an RPP where all neighborhoods live by the same set of rules or 

you don't have an RPP and parking is freely available to anyone who wants it. 

If we must have parking restrictions, then each household should have two (2) free placards, not one.  The pink 3-day passes are too  expensive after you've 

used the free ones.  Senior citizens should have reduced fees if you must CHARGE us to park on our own street!!!!!!

If this program is to be continued it must be made flexible to adapt to the needs of different communities. Parking restrictions are needed for different 

reasons and require different sensible responses.  The restrictions must not be permitted to impede normal customer access to businesses, resataurants, 

libraries, hospitals, and similar needs,
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If the RPP remains, the permit zones need to be much smaller geographically. Zone 6, which I am most familiar with, covers far too large of a geographical 

area. As far as I know, it covers Clarendon and Courthouse. If I were a resident of Clarendon, I can't see why there would be a need for that resident to have 

a RPP parking spot in Courthouse, which could easily be 0.5 miles from my residence. That doesn't make sense.    As an Arlington County resident who pays 

taxes (albeit indirectly by paying rent to my landlord), I should be able to park (for free or I'll pay the meter) on an Arlington County street that my taxes 

paid for. It is a public street, that my taxes paid for, so parking should be open to the public, not reserved strictly for people who live on that street. It's not 

their personal parking spot.    It drives me nuts that residents who have an off-street parking spot park on the street, or that new single-family home 

construction doesn't provide enough room for the new home resident's vehicles. Having said that, I do support reduced parking minimums for condos and 

apartments (especially if they are within reasonable walking distance to a Metro station).    Perhaps a market-based solution is in order -- install more 

parking meters in the adjacent residential neighborhoods (I'm thinking of Clarendon in this example) until it's beyond reasonable walking distance to the 

commercial neighborhoods/Metro station, with extended hours beyond just normal business hours, and residents who pay for an annual (?) permit can 

park there for no additional cost, and others who want to park there can and pay for a few hours. If the cost is high enough, there will be sufficient turnover 

to ensure everyone who wants a parking spot can get one. Or, move to the DC model -- residents can park all day, and visitors are limited to two hours 

(although I'm not sure how this is enforced today).    More generally speaking, if parking on the street cost more than parking in a garage, people would be 

encouraged to just drive into the garage and park their car there. This would also encourage parking turnover on the street. I think Montgomery County 

does this (meter rate > parking garage rate). Perhaps Arlington should try something similar.    Has Arlington considered charging for parking on Sundays? 

That would also free up some parking spaces on the street.

If permits are given to service vehicles, they would be misused. Residents can give temporary permits to service providers.

If parking in my neighborhood got as bad as my previous neighborhood (courthouse) id want the RPP program- it worked well.

If new developments are built, there should be adequate parking available for the residents. They should not be forced to park in adjacent neighborhoods. 

If builders are NOT required to provide adequate parking for the people in multifamily buildings, we will need more zoned parking and expansion of hours. 

Keep in mind that roommates have cars and that visitors often park overnight.

If Arlington is to continue to grow it must not reduce the amount of parking available to residents and visitors.  People may choose to car share or use 

alternative transportation methods but having convenient parking will allow people to feel more free to visit, shop, and invest in our county.  

If a new condo or rental building is built, the builder should include 1.5 parking places per unit, as an average; but no less than 1 parking place per efficiency 

or 1 bedroom; 2 parking place per 2 bedroom units, and 3 parking places per each 3 bedroom unit, etc.

Iâ€™d like to see stricter enforcement all around and vehicles parked wrong in  cul-de-sacs. They take up to much space when the pull in to a cul-de-sac. 

This doesnâ€™t allow the proper room for larger trucks i.e. (garbage, fire, moving, school buses or street sweepers) to turn around.   

I wrote to the County regarding parking because they allow commuters to block all parking in front and back of our building when we pay taxes and it 

blocks our egress from the front. I asked that commuters be moved away from front and was give a bunch of nonsense. It will be worse when Amazon 

arrives. No hope here in Arlington. One big parking lot for DC commuters. 

I would suggest a program that allows residents to apply for permits to park on the street where they actually live plus signs that allow non-residents to 

park at certain times during the day.
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I would strongly support RPP in our neighborhood. We have way too many people who treat our streets like a commuter park & ride, a place for businesses 

to leave their extra trucks, or as a place to store old run-down cars for months on end. It's almost impossible to find street parking on a weekday and has 

become a huge nuisance. I understand the need for non-residents to have parking but that's what metered spots and garages are for, not quiet 

neighborhood streets where kids play. Would also love to see increased enforcement against Uber/cab drivers who stand in the middle of the street and 

block traffic and visibility.

I would recommend the paid parking move back to M-F 8am to 6pm

I would really like lines drawn on the pavement to indicate parking spaces on roads that require parallel parking. If not lines, then maybe stakes of some 

sort that could easily identify parking spaces. People tend to waste valuable space by not parking close enough to No Parking signs or other vehicles, yet 

sometimes they park too close to other vehicles which traps another vehicle in a spot. Designation of some sort would alleviate a lot of these mishaps. 

I would rather have designated free parking lots (within city limits) within a mile of busy areas like clarendon/rosslyn so most cars don't even have to find 

parking near the business out of more convenience of an open spot

I would prefer to see an easy-to-access official way to mark temporary reserved spots for people with a need for them - pregnant women / with infants, 

people on crutches, moving trucks or appliance delivery, disabled visitors, etc; I would also like the county to designate overnight parking locations for large 

work trucks that don't fit on our small residential streets - my street is home to several contractor-types and the Walter Reed Community Center parking 

lot is empty overnight while the large trucks are parked along the road blocking two-way traffic and impairing visibility.  For areas with higher daytime 

parking demand like Clarendon or 23rd St I would like to see RPP + free or paid (depending on demand) parking for up to 2 hours during the day - people 

visiting local businesses or residents can stop for awhile, but workers and commuters shouldn't be leaving their car all day in high demand spots.  Finally I 

would like the County to come up with a plan for people without reserved private parking to be able to own electric vehicles - I would trade in my gas car 

for a Tesla tomorrow except I don't have a guaranteed parking spot where I can install a charger.  Encouraging a shift to electric cars would be good for 

Arlington's air quality and in alignment with our green values.  

I would prefer that new apartment complexes offer some parking for its residence. 

I would prefer county-owned parking garages with a varied rate structure such as they have in Bethesda, MD to what we have now. Shopping or dining out 

is Arlington can be problematic because of the lack of spaces and the cost. Our meters are priced too high.

I would NOT support a residential parking permit program in my neighborhood, Fairlington.

I would love to see zone parking during daylight hours on S George Mason Dr from S Edison St to S Frederick St.  Commuters uses this street during the 

daytime and if you remove your vehicle, you cannot get a parking space until after 4 pm. 

I would like to see the parking meter hours changed back to end at 6pm. Extending them to 8pm dissuades me from going to some commercial areas in 

Arlington and itâ€™s unclear to me that the extended hours opened up additional parking spaces.

I would like to see the area in front of my home zoned for residents of our street.  We live near a large overlook on 25th St S that gets lots of random cars.  

Sometimes I can't park near my home.

I would like to see much larger zones (like in DC) that would allow residents of one area to park for free in nearby commercial areas.

I would like to see more enforcement  of no parking in areas at intersections and pedestrian crosswalks. Streets in residential areas need enough space for 

parked vehicles and safety vehicles. I frequently see streets where vehicles park too close to the corner and cars are parked on both sides. It is difficult for a 

normal car to pass. I don't think firetrucks or construction equipment could get through.
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I would like to see more 2-hr parking zones instead of the RPP near local businesses, schools, libraries, metro, etc. I think it's important to support our local 

businesses, but I hate to pay for parking in my neighborhood or worse, not be able to find a spot to park in because I don't have the right zone number. Our 

Crystal City neighborhood has many zone numbers within a mile. Also, parking on my street isn't a problem, so it is annoying when I have a worker come to 

my home or another visitor, and we need to worry about it.

I would like to see less restrictions on parking and more free parking in Arlington.

I would like to see current parking monitored in my neighborhood, Alcova Heights.  Many overnight Maryland tags, yet the people seem to live in Arlington. 

I would like to have south Arlington included in the flex park program.  We have neighbors selling cars in their houses and they park those cars for days on 

the street so is hard to find a parking spot.  

I would like to be able to park using a RPP, but I don't think my home is in a RPP area.

I would like to be able to park at neighbor's and friend's homes in my neighborhood, but am just outside the zone for a residential parking permit.  I would 

like a permit for limited times for visiting in my neighborhood.

I would like for Zipcar parking ot be free at meters in Arlington like it is in DC.  Also, I hate that frequently when I take a zipcar and go to return it, I find a 

non-zipcar person has parked in the zipcar space - presumably either to avoid paying a meter or because they couldn't find parking elsewhere.  I would like 

better enforcement of not ticketing/towing non-zipcar users parking in the zipcar space.  It makes me consider buying a car because using the zipcar is too 

stressful trying to return it if someone is parked there.

I would like a similar survey about dogs and enforcement of leash laws when you get a chance. . . 

I would hate to see the residential permit parking by my house (N 26th St near Marymount) change.  It works fine, and I have heard no complaints from 

neighbors or Marymount.

I would generally not have an issue with small business employees parking in neighborhood or folks visiting the parks. The problem is that their numbers 

become quickly overwhelming with our proximity to Crystal City and the sports teams that play in the park - a single softball game in the park can fill up the 

available parking for blocks.

I would be more in favor of altering the program if restrictions are in place to prevent commuter and commercial vehicle  parking on residential streets. I 

have no problem with residents (apartment or otherwise) and their guests parking on the street

I would be embarrassed if i was working on this program. The lack of care/work on this is a joke, i have made countless phone calls with no response. We 

let commuters and daily visitors who work at construction sites park all over our streets for free but i pay taxes for the county for my vehicle and property.  

it is a joke how this has been handled.  it is unsafe for the residents, i have random people parking and getting back to their car at 5 am and 10 pm every 

day of the week. this is causing me to look at houses outside of arlington county. they leave trash all over the street; 7/11 coffee cups, mcdonalds food 

bags, cigarettes.  I would love to know you would feel if this was your house.  i have a infant and a new one on the way, i don't feel safe having strangers 

walk across my property every day just because i live in a nice area that is "close to downtown" with free parking.  this is what they all say to me when i 

confront them.  
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I work in the apartment industry and so have been involved in the development stage. In order to help with parking issues, you need to work with 

developers to find a better balance regarding what you allow for residential parking and require for retail parking. As you try to push people to do more 

without cars, you also push more people to street parking.  With limited parking in buildings (as sometimes required) at times there is not enough parking 

for all residents so they are pushed to street parking and other times, the decreased parking increases the prices of the parking and so residents try to park 

on the street instead of the building in order to avoid the higher costs.  Often times, required retail parking eliminates potential visitor parking within a 

building and pushes more visitors to street parking.    Additionally, with urban high-rises, you really should allow the building to retain at lease 3-5 spaces 

for those visiting the leasing office while looking for an apartment (as opposed to Arlington's claiming them all of them and charging). 

I wonder why one family can park 8 old oversized vehicles on the Utah st bridge over rt 66 ...24/7.  Maybe they have permits to do so. 

I wish there was a way to have those who have driveways use them.  And for it to be illegal not only to block a driveway but to park behind a driveway. It is 

often an obstacle course to get my car out of driveway. 

I wish the metered parking would be free after 6 pm on Saturdays and free on Sundays on Crystal Drive/12th Street South

I wish the Country could do better at parking enforcement since some people do not pay for parking a lot of times.

I wish Arlington were not reducing the number of parking spaces required of developers close to Metro. In particular, requiring less than one space per unit 

is a bad idea...not everyone can conveniently use Metro or other public transportation. Perhaps County Board members and all their personal service 

providers (repair people, cleaning people, etc.) should be required to go car free for a month to get a different perspective on how useful and convenient 

public transportation is for routine, everyday use.

I will never support any moves to make towing peopleâ€™s cars easier or more common. 

I was not aware that residential permits had a cost and don't understand why they would. I assumed zoning was simply to allow residents to park in high-

demand areas where otherwise, they would fight for spaces.

I was not aware of this program. Potentially give flyers to apartment buildings to increase awareness.

I wanted to add parking to the front area of my home, but was denied by zoning for surpassing lot coverage. Ease up on that, and I will install a larger 

driveway and won't need to park on the street.

I want to reiterate the need for this program. My only concern centers on enforcement, which is only done on resident request in my neighborhood (zone 

12). 

I view programs like this as merely an additional tax. If parking is a problem in an area, the county should offer residents FREE permits, earning money 

through enforcement against violators alone. And in such cases, signs should clearly state restrictions. Last comment: I have concerns that time limitations 

in certain areas (read: Clarendon) could lead to increases in drunk driving in certain circumstances. For this reason (and others), I would prefer the county 

focus more on making it easier for ride-sharing platforms to operate than charging residents more money for a parking permit program.

I understand the need for resdiential parking restriction where homes are near the metro and other high demand areas.  But I do not believe home owners 

should have to pay extra to have visitors passes or self passes for parking. I have an issue with the extended hours they have put on local arlington meters.  

I believe is is harmful to resturaunts and other local businesses.  Arlington use to have unique charm and having perks that other surrounding areas did not.  

We now are becoming overbuilt and slowly taking away those items that made arlington special.  Such as free parking for the handicap. They have been 

removing  handicap spots and making it more difficult for folks to find parking with all the limitations.  Many times I will go out planning to go to a local 

shop but give up because the parking options are frustration and you never know if it is private meters county meters the actual hoirs of meters.  Next 

thing you know you will start charging for holiday and sunday parking!
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I understand the difficulty to find parking in Arlington.  Homeowners don't want strangers who aren't invested in the upkeep of the street the park on to 

overnight park at their residence and apartment residents want to live near work, go home not stress out about keeping their car.  DC metro area doesn't 

have reliable public transportation.  Arlington should consider initiatives that allow us to cut the chain of car ownership.  Seriously cut the cord, not fun 

recreational past times like bike share and scooters.  These are 

I thought that your options for visitor parking were inadequate and did not reflect my views.   Even in parking-limited areas, there should be some provision 

for brief visitor parking.  Parking belongs to all of us.    Privatizing it by limiting all of it to residents only is a TAKING.  It is just plain wrong and impairs the 

quality of life in Arlington.  

I think we should abolish the residential parking permit program altogether.  Taxes pay for roads and they are public and common areas of the county. This 

program turns the whole county into one big home owners association, which is a disaster of an idea.

I think this survey signals some odd potential policy choices.  And some false ones. We really don't have the option of opposing apt bldg. based on whether 

they get residential permits.  And  we have been told the new apt. dwellers won't qualify for RPP, so are we thinking of changing that? What sort of 

complexity would be involved for allowing RPP various types of persons?  On another subject; parking enforcement. For RPP in our neighborhood, 

enforcement is infrequent. And sometimes inconsistent, as when no construction workers were ticketed during a period of intensive illegal parking.  You 

mention making it easier to call in complaints. My experience is that the parking enforcement office (which has limited hours) is sometimes rude and not 

infrequently unresponsive. 

I think there is some waste in printing too many passes, print 5 or so that can be reused--placed in window, then returned to owner.

I think there are certain areas of Arlington where a residential parking program is very important. On the street I happen to live on, parking is not a concern 

right now. However, should it become difficult for residents to find parking, I think parking should be restricted. And I think apartments and condos and 

schools need designated parking of their own, not just street parking.

I think there are areas in the county that definitely need permits due to nearby metro stops or businesses/churches, but not all residential areas need 

them.

I think the RPP program should be scaled back but not eliminated. There are some neighborhoods that could be severely impacted by unrestricted parking, 

but there are others, like Lyon Village, that have all-day parking restrictions (e.g. on Key Blvd) even though few residents park their cars on the street. I was 

also surprised when I saw that someone had applied for RPP restrictions near us, in a neighborhood where you sometimes have to park a block away from 

your house but never farther than that.

I think the RPP is a necessary program especially given the location of certain neighborhoods near places such as the metro or busy retail locations.

I think the program generally is good and does not need major changes

I think the most important thing is to reduce the number of decals/passes per household. Between decals, FlexPass and using visitor tags for their own cars, 

a single household can fill up half a block with their cars (and do)

I think the current program works well.  I made a ,is take on one of the items but could not go back - please add the feature next time. Thanks for doing this 

survey.

I think that people who park in garages within Arlington County and can prove that they pay for this service should NOT have to pay twice to have a 

residential parking sticker.

I think that care givers and service providers should be able to park in zoned parking areas with a guest pass while they are providing service to a client. (No 

charge)

I think that business owners /employees should have parking at their business and not need residential permits.  I believe that libraries, etc. perhaps could 

have a couple of supplemental parking spaces (with specific hours) on street by facility, if insufficient parking in facility lot.  Teachers should be able to park 

on street without paying for a permit.
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I think that all new housing should also include adequate parking.

I think teachers, social workers, police and firemen , school staff should be given a special permit to park on the street -paid by the county. That was not an 

option  .Some residential streets become very narrow when there is significant parking on both sides. Hard to navigate and get out of your driveway.

I think sustainable develop requires adequate parking to be planned into new construction in addition to all the new measures like bike lanes, cars to go, 

scooters etc.  ALL the above needs to be the mantra.

I think residential parking permits should be free to residents.  In my neighborhood, Army National Guard overwhelms residential neighborhood-county 

should do more with Guard to deter overflow into neighborhood. Parkers also idle their cars, drive too fast, and fail to yield to pedestrians. 

I think permit component of program works ok, but there is not enough vehicle enforcement to ticket parking violators.  It is bad that we follow program 

and use passes for visitors, but each day there are several noncompliant vehicles.  Thus we often need to drive around the neighborhood in search of 

parking when we/visitors need street parking.    

I think parking is an issue. I would favor adding spaces whereever practical. I prefer outdoor spaces/lots and the spaces have to be big enough for a truck or 

suv. Thanks.

I think parking for employees of nearby business, apartment dwellers, students and teachers in residential areas should be contingent on whether or not 

there is already sufficient parking provided by the school, business, or apartment. Employees often need a place to park all day and the garages are too 

expensive for many low wage employees. Parking cost too much of a percentage of their pay believe it or not. 

I think overnight parking for visitors should be available.

I think our street (19th St N) should be included in the Zone 6 RPP.

I think it's ridiculous that meters have been changed to be active until 8pm in Crystal City. It's a pointless money grab. 6pm was sufficient and didn't 

discourage evening business in a very professional (rather than residential) area that has decreased business after working hours. 

I think it would be nice to have earlier hours for open parking closer to shops/restaurants

I think it should only be put in place if there is an issue with parking but if there is no issue there should be no parking pass. Only should be done in places 

that would be helpful. 

I think it is wrong for builders to be allowed to provide inadequate numbers of parking spaces. It seems like Arlington County is willing to allow apartment 

buildings and developments to be built with less parking based on Metro and other transportation, but everyone should be able to park where they live if 

they want a car. Metro is unreliable. So is ART. Not everyone can bike, scooter, or walk everywhere. Uber & Lyft are too expensive for some.

I think Arlington Country residents should be able to park anywhere in Arlington. There shouldn't be restrictions, as long as they have a county sticker. It's 

absurd that I can't park at local park for example because it's outside my zone. 

I think apartment and condo properties should have parking on-site for residents, but they should be able to get guest passes to park on street like any 

other resident in the neighborhood.     To put my comments in a context, I have not had problems with the current program, found it problematic or known 

of misuse.     I think busy streets should keep restrictions because during peak times, parking lanes serve as by-pass lanes and help with traffic flow 

especially with the countyâ€™s programs to narrow streets.

I think any residential permit program should balance the needs of the residents with the needs of businesses and visitors with a goal of making sure that 

on-street parking is available to the residents who pay taxes to Arlington!   Parking regulations should not be so lose that parking is overrun by business 

owners/employees, teachers, repairmen, etc. such that no parking is available to residents who are home during the day.  Nor should it be so tight that 

there is no where for visitors, business people, teachers, repairmen, etc. to park during the day.  Tough balance!

I think any Arlington county resident should be able to park in any public parking space as my taxes support these roads, curbs, etc.
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I teach for APS and think we should be able to apply for permits in the neighborhood of our worksite WITHOUT fee.

I support residential permit parking in certain areas, near the hospital and metro, etc, but as of right now I don't want it for my street, but that might 

change if if people habitually park in front of my house and I have stubble parking.

I support public transportation being so cheap and accessible that using a car becomes obsolete.

I support measures to decrease car use, where possible, for Arlington residents. Parking costs and permit fees are still too low to discourage alternatives. 

Thank you for adding more bike lanes and walking infrastructure! 

I support building more residential and modern commercial/retail buildings on the SW side of S Four Mile Run Dr in 22204. I also support revitalizing 

Columbia Pike.

I suggest service providers in well marked vehicles be exempted from parking restrictions. 

I strongly support (Arlington has already done a great job on other roads) of increasing bike and pedestrian infrastructure along Columbia Pike, Glebe Road, 

and other major thoroughfares which are currently predominantly used by cars. I would support parking programs that go hand in hand with this goal

I strongly believe that new housing, especially townhomes and single family homes that have garages need to have a restriction of some sort where they 

are required to park in their parking area and not occupy a street parking spot.  Those of us in many of the apartments, especially garden apartments in the 

Westover area, do not have a garage option and are restricted to street parking.  The addition of new townhomes with each family parking multiple cars on 

the street in lieu of their two car parking garages has been a frustration for many of us.

I strongly believe that any construction of apartments or condos should include enough  parking  for those renting or owning.  Partial allocations do not 

count.  Without this sufficient parking, overflow into neighbors will and has happened.  Those of us without driveways should be able to park in front of our 

home.  Those in the apartments/condos should not have to search for a place to park in the neighborhoods and have to walk multiple blocks.

I see people all the time walking back from the Ballston metro and getting into cars in the zoned parking area, so I suspect residents are selling their place 

cards or temporary passes. Printing the license plate # on the place cards would be a good start to enforcing the parking regulations.

I run errands in Baikeys Crossroads, not Arlington, because parking is free and more plentiful.

I responded to questions abut RPP access for teachers, health care workers, etc as NO because its a residential program, and to me these would all be 

guests/visitors who might have access to visitor passes. 

I relate to the pain of commuters coming into Arlington and parking on our residential streets all day leaving residents no street parking.  I also do not agree 

with current policy of no parking between 8-5 without a permit.  All people should be able to park on a residential street during the work week for a limited 

number of hours (2-3).  This eliminates the actual problem (all day parkers).  Also Arlington County should not consider any new housing that does not 

come with parking.  Condos/apartment buildings should have a parking garage.  Any new home construction (to include make overs) should have to have a 

driveway/garage.

I recommend that the County not approve any more multi-family building construction without suitable parking -- one parking space per unit.

I recently moved here from D.C. where the parking permits made a lot more sense than here.  Regardless of the dwelling (single house or apt building) all 

residents could get a zone parking permit and there was only one type.  It was easy to figure out when/where you can park and to get a visitor pass.  I look 

forward to when Arlington can have a more simplified system for residential parking.  

I really would prefer my neighborhood to remain single family homes with no restrictions on parking.  However there is a school nearby and kids park their 

cars around the school.  If the parking should intrude on my ability to park in front of my own home, I might want to revisit this survey

I really wish there was a better way to report parking violations--especially when they are repeatedly performed by the local business in our neighborhood. 
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I really hope you're not thinking about instituting RPP where I live...we don't need it in my residential condo area which is not near any businesses and 

already has over-stressed parking in our lots.

I really appreciate the idea of survey about the subject, but honestly i feel , Arlington county should focus more on improving public transportation system 

and extension of Bike lanes through out the county . Environment should come first in every aspects of development and programs. More private vehicles ,  

less efficiency, more pollution. Thank You for hearing my voice

I realize that this survey hopes to address permit parking for all neighborhoods but I found it difficult to answer some of the questions. For example before 

7pm I have no problem finding parking but that is because I consciously try to make it home by then or avoid going out at night so I donâ€™t have to park 

far. I know that parking in my neighborhood is in high demand. Then whether certain groups should be eligible, I donâ€™t think business owners and 

employees should have to pay the same amount. Although I think service providers in general should not pay more than residents i think construction 

workers should have to pay... but the cost should be paid by the construction company. Then community center and library patrons... some are lower 

income and paying would be a burden. Judging from the questions, I can tell that each neighborhood is unique, but then Iâ€™m hesitant to make things 

neighborhood dependent. 

I rarely shop in Arlington b/c the parking is hard to find or expensive. I used to go out with friends in Arlington in the evening but know I do not because the 

meters go too late. Instead of so many private lots that only for parking of certain businesses (or tow) there should be community lots that allow for 

parking  for multiple businesses. It's ridiculous to have to keep moving ones car. Many cities offer this and reduces the amount of driving on the roads. 

Having meters forces people to keep moving their cars also. 

I personally don't have any issues with the current state of parking in Arlington County.  With that said, if we had to have more zoned parking then I would 

prefer to only have those zones in high demand areas.

I often don't go into the Clarendon neighborhood due to lack of available, free parking. It's easier for me to drive into Georgetown from Rosslyn and find 

available, free parking. Thus I spend more time and my money in Georgetown. 

I noticed there are two types of paid parking: sunday only free parking and saturday/sunday free parking. I wish there were more options for 

saturday/sunday free parking around area where i live.

I notice some neighborhoods have them, others do not. My street doesn't have them while another street, within 50 yards, does have permit signs. I'd like 

to learn more about permits because it's difficult to find parking in evenings after work because anyone who has a townhouse has more than 1 car. Another 

issue is when visitors decide to come and stay for more than 24 hrs, it takes up space from other people who truly live in that neighborhood to park close 

to their homes during evenings.

I never visit or support businesses in the Ballston-Rosslyn cooridor despite being an Arlington resident because even with a county sticker, I canâ€™t park 

there without being in that â€œzoneâ€•. There should be a discount for parking in urban zones for taxpaying, county residents.

I never got my flex pass last year, and when I finally contacted the program to get one they said I couldnâ€™t have one because it had been more than 60 

days or something like that.  I donâ€™t think that is fair.  If I was entitled to a pass but it wasnâ€™t delivered I should be able to get it.  

I love living in a neighborhood that is close to everything. Parking is often a challenge. I wish that our restrictions lasted a bit longer. Many times as I park 

far from my house with my 2-yr old and 6-yr old and all our gear, I pass 10-12 vehicles without permits after the daytime restrictions end. The renters who 

have one occupant per bedroom also frequently have overnight guests. The house next to ours routinely has 6-7 cars associated with it each night (the four 

people who live there, plus an overnight guest for two or three of them). Would love to see permit parking only during the day, and two hour parking from 

5-10 pm. 
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I love in a condominium complex so we have permit parking applicable in our area.  The main issue I've run into personally is inconsistency in parking 

permit rules and hours street by street.  For instance, I used to rent in Sheffield Court on Wayne Street.  Residents who didn't pay for parking would park on 

the streets of 9th St North or on crossroards of Barton, Cleveland, Danville.  Cleveland between 9th and 10th has different parking rules than every other 

crossroad within 5 blocks.  Communication and consistency of off-hour parking should be established.  People would get tickets without even knowing their 

parking rules are different.

I lived at Dorchester Towers bear Columbia Pike. The building has more tenants/cars than parking spaces. It was frustrating to walk past 3 blocks worth of 

empty street parking spaces on frigid, windy nights because I had to find a non permit zone area. Rich homeowners now need to share with the plebes as 

population grows.

I live two blocks away from Ft. Myer.  There are people who work at Ft. Myer or who take one of the local busses who park on my street every day and I 

have never had a concern regarding parking.  Too many residents don't use their own driveways so, to the extent residents might complain, they should 

first police themselves.  Finally, I'd rather efforts go into paving my street rather than worrying about parking when there is always ample parking within 

two blocks of my home.  

I live right next to Gunston Middle School on 28th S. In November, some construction vehicles put up signs that blocked off all the parking on one side of 

the street (about 30 spaces). The signs said no parking from 7am to 5pm mon-fri starting in November and ending in December. Then in December they 

changed the signs to say no parking from December to January. Each month since then has continued this way. I pay to "garage" my car in Arlington, but I 

have no garage parking, and now even the street parking has been taken from my by construction. This is ridiculous and infuriating. Even when the 

construction wasn't there, it was difficult to park on the street because people who use the middle school fields after hours want to park on the street 

instead of at the school.

I live one mile south of the Clarendon metro stop. Parking problems have not come to my neighborhood, so no restrictions are justifiable.

I live on the corner of S. 23rd and S. Inge St.  If there wasn't an RPP program commuters would park in our neighborhood and we'd never get parking.  I 

think the current program works very well.

I live on one of the few blocks in Barcroft that does not have a residential permit and I am highly in favor.  The National Guard Center employees park every 

morning in front M-F in front of my home to the extent, I cannot even see to get out of my own driveway.  It also creates problems in the Fall for the 

County leaf collection and also when work needs to be done at the house.  I am strong supporter of additional restrictions on these parkers that reflects 

what other neighbors in Barcroft have accomplished by restricting parking to residents of the neighborhood and guests.  

I live on Glebe Road in an area that does not allow on street parking. I would be upset if the side streets near me would be restricted to residents and I 

were not allowed to get a permit on ALL of the nearby side streets

I live on Arlington Blvd on the service ed right below Kenmore Middle School we have a big issue with cars parking in front of our house and the neighbors 

houses people from another neighborhood or out of towners I'm really getting fed up with it as a taxpayer we shouldn't have to come home to have to 

drive around and find a parking spot when I should be able to park in front of my own house 

i live on a NO PARKING STREET and this is not a choice in the questions. i cannot park anywhere in my neighborhood where there is RPP.  i can only park in 

my driveway and visitors are on their own to figure it out.

I live on 16th St South, between S. Taylor and S. Stafford. We have restricted parking on the street, but are not allowed to get parking stickers, because 

someone at the county screwed up and didn't put our block on as part of the people eligible to park here. So no one on my block is allowed to have a 

sticker!! How do we get this fixed? When I asked someone on the phone, they told me that I would have to start a petition and fill out paperwork ect. 

That's absurd, I'm not the one who made the mistake!!!
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I live next door to the Campbell Parking Garage in Shirlington â€” at no time can I invite a few people to my home, because parking is way too hard and 

most of all the top deck of this garage is always empty. I know a certain deals was made between Shirlington and Arlington county, but it absolutely makes 

no sense at all and basically it is really upsetting. I live here, I pay taxes, I follow the rules and I feel this need to change and now, not in 50 years. !!!! So I 

appreciate if you can fix this problems and at least provide these parking spots for visitors and people coming to Shirlington. A great place to live! The 

empty parking deck issue has been discussed since the 12 years I purchased my condo and is passed on from one person to the next with nobody ever 

doing anything about it. Please fix this! Even though I am fully aware that you will just ignore me, I do appreciate if you read this. With regards, Annemarie 

Feld  

I live near the National Guard Readiness Center.  Many visitors try to park on my street.  I've called parking enforcement to come ticket the cars.  New 

construction needs to ensure they provide parking, rather than rely on neighboring streets.  It's frustrating I'm sure for those maybe just attending a 

meeting to find a place to park.  

I live near subsidized housing.  Most of the time the parking is underused, yet the rest of the neighborhood is completely packed.  The parking restrictions 

in this area should be reconsidered.  Also, there are no other options, despite all the building, such as public parking lots.  In the winter, I would want to 

park somewhere that had more protection for my car, but there are very few options.

I live near Arlington Hall Station, and there are restrictions on the blocks closest to Arlington Hall.  I'm on the next block, and there are commuters parking 

on the street in front of my home and then walkingt to Arlington Hall.  When there were 3 cars at my house, this was a BIG problem.  Arlington Hall should 

be required to add parking on the site so that their employees don't have to park in adjoining neighborhoods.

I live near 20th and Hayes which has a 4-way stop. No parking direction signs near the stop signs are missing. Constantly cars are parked so that the rear 

bumper is intruding into the intersection causing a safety concern. I called the county to have no parking signs installed, and the reply was no parking signs 

are not required and drivers should know not to park within 8 ft of an intersection. General public does not know this law and no parking signs should be 

installed to allow better vision at the 4-way stop at 20th Street and Hayes.

I live less than 0.5 mile from the EFC metro station and the RPP signs end right before my home (even though I am less than .5 miles) and every day there 

are 5-10 commuters illegally parking on the street directly in front of my house. Some of these parkers come from out of state and none of them live in the 

neighborhood. I have tried reporting it, but never get a response.  As an Arlington homeowner, I would desperately like to see Arlington County do 

something about this issue. Thank you for seeking our input. 

I live just blocks away from Clarendon which is very high density. Yet, the spaces across from my home has no restrictions.  People park there for days and 

use it for commuting since we are only 2 blocks from Metro.  I think it should be zoned and enforced. 

I live in zone 4 - would prefer to have stronger restrictions on visitor parking. Currently permit is required from 8am-5pm Mon-Fri, would prefer longer 

hours and 7 days a week. There is a LOT of commuter/visitor parking and residents selling/lending their passes to non-residents.

I live in the Laurel Green condominiums on South Taylor Street and we are surrounded by two large apartment buildings that don't allow me to park in 

front of my house. With the Centro Arlington development coming, I think it will only get worse. 

I live in South Arlington & really impacted by the Government's facility.In the past our street was residential parking permit but the last Arlington County 

employee who was in charge of the program said that because there was a school on the block (other side of street) we had to have 2 hour parking in front 

of our house. NO one comes to enforce that law! In the past even thought that school has been there all the 40+ years we have lived here we were able to 

have residential  permits. At the end of the block of 6th  Wakefield ....the Wakefield folks have permit parking even though they are only steps away from 

the school!!!!

I live in Pentagon City in one of the many apartment buildings... it seems impossible to enforce a residential parking permit program here. There are way 

too many cars for the amount of street parking available. Buildings that go up need to ensure that they provide enough garage parking for their tenants at a 

reasonable cost.
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I live in Pentagon City and there already is not enough street parking. Furthermore, people disregard the no parking signs, which results in people parking in 

areas they should not. This prevents the trucks from being able to make deliveries to Whole Foods. Instead, the trucks can't make the turn to back-up due 

to the illegally parked cars and the trucks just keep beeping for like 20 minutes at a time. If Arlington County is going to permit more building that doesn't 

have adequate parking for residents and visitors (which is a horrible idea!), Arlington County needs to make sure it actually enforces the current parking 

rules in terms of number of hours and no parking, which doesn't happen now! Every single day there are people illegally parked there with no 

consequences. I've even had to call the police non-emergency number to deal with the issue, but it only temporarily solved it for a couple of hours.

I live in Glen Forest Neighborhood. We had residentail restriction parking and then it was taken away. It has been a nightmare. I work long hours, travel for 

business and have to worry about coming home and not being able to find a place to park.

I live in Claremont on the south side of Dinwiddie.   Many of the residents don't even have a drive way, let alone a garage. Construction workers from the 

Rt. 7 construction and students park on our street; often taking parking from residents and their guests.  I have repeatedly picked up litter like beer cans 

left from construction workers who come back to their cars to drink after getting off work.  Alexandria is developing a multi-use housing project across 

route 7 that will attract many residents and their guests along with business patrons that will come for the diner that is going in.  We need relief NOW!  

We've petition the county for zoned parking and were told the program is on hold.  Come on Arlington!  We deserve the right to park near or in front of our 

residence, especially when we have young children.   We pay taxes, and we vote!

I live in Cathcart Springs, a townhouse development with 76 homes. Some of us have N Park Drive addresses and some have 4th Road North addresses. 

Only those with N Park Drive addresses can apply for a Zone 8 Permit. This is capricious: why should my neighbor, who to his great fortune, has a N Park 

Drive addresses be able to get a permit while I canâ€™t? Weâ€™re neighbors! When Iâ€™ve asked the County staff to make an exception since we should 

all be treated equally, the staff has indicated that the County has not given staffers the authority to make exceptions. Thatâ€™s ridiculous: They should 

have the authority to do their jobs!

I live in an Apartment.  If I arrive home late, I cannot get a parking space in my lot.  However, I cannot park on the street from 6 pm - Midnight in my 

neighborhood.  If I come home at 9 pm or 10 pm, I cannot park. This is no way to live.  And I can never have guests over due to the parking situation. 

I live in an apartment building that has two levels of parking underneath the building (which we pay for monthly), therefore I have no opinion on the 

subject of this survey--I should have skipped it.  I only took the survey to find out what the questions were.

I live in a townhome with no private driveway or garage and there is a huge construction project right across the street from me.  My main concern is that 

once the building goes up and the businesses are open I will still be able to park on the street close to my home. Occasionally construction vehicles park on 

the street as well - while not terrible it can be annoying.  

I live in a highrise so many questions at the beginning of the survey do not apply. My 20-floor building has about 6 visitor spots with two-hour parking 

passes. There seems to be a crunch during the day whenever I have a handyperson over -- so this makes me slightly nervous. My condo comes with a 

parking spot which I rent out to prepay my mortgage. I love being on Arlington's car-free diet!:-)

I live in a condo ,but cant get a neighborhood residential parking permit- I pay plenty of taxes for the last 30 +years- so why not???

I live at the corner of 18th ST and N Herndon.  My garage is on 18th St and the parking is restricted on one side of my driveway but not the other.  I cannot 

get a parking permit so I have to share the side of the driveway that anybody can use.  This often ends up being a person who is taking the metro. I don't 

mind this if I could get a permit so I could actually park beside my driveway as well!  Also across the street from my driveway parking is restricted but when 

you go across the street it is not restricted.  I am just confused as to how this decision was made in terms of permitted parking.  Someone at the county 

tried to get me a parking permit because he understood that this did not make any sense but he was unable to help me.
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I live at N Highland and 5th (500 N Highland). Highland has the permit parking (zone 6), but 5th does not. We get commuters daily parking on 5th, who walk 

to the Clarendon. I am confident if we removed the permit parking on Highland, commuters would quickly become a problem. Typically, however, parking 

is not an issue as I work normal business hours and my guests have access to parking outside of business hours.    I oppose construction workers being able 

to obtain permits. I am from Houston and know the total chaos construction worker parking can cause for neighborhoods, however I support home care 

and home help getting permits.    Apartments and condos should ONLY be allowed to built where currently zoned, and under the condition they some 

provide parking for purchase for their residents.    We have a book of temporary passes that we can use for visitors, and those are a good solution for most 

visitors.     I am happy with the parking program currently and for where I live now I would say it doesnt need changes, but I do see commuters abuse the 

free parking on 5th daily, so that could become more of an issue moving forward. That said, geographically it makes more sense to cut the permit parking 

off at Pershing, not 5th, as it is a more natural divider. 

I live almost to the end of the county in a very residential neighborhood.  If there were to be changes to the zoning, my answers might different.  Higher 

density, more parking problems.

I live across the street from Wakefield HS on Dinwiddie Street - the street parking in front of my home is of great concern to me. Currently there are no 

parking restrictions and during the week the spots are occupied by students/staff and during the weekend the spots are occupied by DC Taxi Cabs and 

apartment complex people who store their cars there. I find it very difficult to find parking for my own vehicle and also do not want outsiders constantly 

around my home. Happy to discuss further if you contact me via phone or email. Thanks!

I live across the street from a McDonald's and a Holiday Inn. Holiday Inn charges for parking, so guests park on our residential street, and usually take 2 

spaces instead of 1 (careless parking).  McDonald's customers who park here sometimes eat in their car and leave trash on the curb. 

I live a block from VA Hospital Center.  I have lived there all of my life.  I have a neighbor who has at least 12 cars that belong to him or a family member.  

He has them parked in his back yard and along his house.  There are cars and trucks parked in front of my house and on the side of my house which is on a 

corner of 19th Road and Emerson Street.  How does Arlington County deal with an issue such as this.  His house is the only house on my street that has a lot 

of cars.  A lot of them are not being used.  Just a junk car.  How many cars are allowed per household.  There have been times when i have had visitors and 

they don't have any place to park.  Because this guy and his family members have used all of the parking on the street.  It is a shame that Arlington Country 

streets in the Highview Park/Halls Hill neighborhood looks very bad with all of the cars on the streets, and the cars belong to everyone who lives in the 

house or they just want junk cars around.    The address for all of the cars on 19th Road is 5118 19th Road North.    Thank you for your time!

I lied in section 17. Why is it mandatory? I don't want you to know the income of my household (at my address). You don't know my name but you might 

collect the addresses of rich people in the neighborhood. Because the Unique Survey Code is associated with some specific address.

I know this is a controversial program in our neighborhood. Currently the Zone 24 parking is not available to owners of condos (or renters in other multi-

dwelling units). I understand that's either a code or a policy restriction. Would it be possible to change that code/policy to allow residents in condos or 

apartments to purchase zone stickers? It would answer some of our Forest Glen neighbor's concerns regarding non-residents parking in the neighborhood, 

and would also allow community members who live in multi-dwelling units to have the ability to park more than one vehicle in the neighborhood. The vast 

majority of units in our building (The Sierra) have only one parking space. Many of the residents have two cars, so one of them has to park on the street at 

night. Visitors also struggle to find parking, and the visitor parking at the building is severely limited. I think many of us would be more than willing to pay 

the fee for the Zone 24 parking decal if given the opportunity. 
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I know people who live in neighborhoods do not want a lot of outsiders parking there. But the current RPP discourages people from having visitors. For the 

page with all of the visitors like teachers and others, I don't think they should have to pay at all, but your survey did not provide that option. Between the 

Amazon invasion and the ugly existing homeowners, the quality of life in Arlington is deteriorating quickly. A lot of places in the county are not easily 

accessible by public transportation, especially for older people. You need a car to get around, and the county is making it as difficult as possible to use a car. 

I live at ground zero for the Amazon invasion. Last Saturday, traffic was backed up from the 14th Street Bridge to Route 110 between 11 am and 7 pm. The 

whole area was like a parking lot with idling vehicles sending pollution into the air. If this happens now, what is going to happen when another 25,000 

employees are here? Arlington used to be the model for how development should be done. Now, it has become a model for how not to do development. 

The County Board's willingness to grovel to Amazon and give them $23 million for destroying our community makes me sick to my stomach. They are a 

disgrace.

I highly commend Arlington County for fixing the parking situation in Arlington Mill/Forest Glen. The previous situation of Forest Glen permitting all of their 

streets at night was untenable, discriminatory, and antithetical to the mission of the RPP per its language and the Supreme Court case of 1977. I believe 

Arlington County needs to review 1) How many spots/unit they make new construction allot for residents. .65 spots in not sufficient in south arlington 

where the nearest metro is miles away. 2) How they view multifamily dwellings in the scope of RPP, and why they are discriminated against in favor of 

single family homes (which have driveways).  3) How they view older constructions, like mine which was built in 1964, which did not allot enough parking 

because Arlington was very different over half a century ago. We are not allowed to apply for RPP because we have 1.2 parking spots per unit, regardless of 

the number of bedrooms. How can a 2 person condo with 2 working adults exist in Arlington without the availability of street parking? Please take this into 

consideration. Thank you.

i have to run errands early in the mornings on weekdays if i go on weekends someone parks there and stay sometimes as long as two weeks

I have people who park in front of my house, but I don't know where they live.  Sometimes the car is left for days.  Sometimes it is an old car or truck so it 

detracts from my house.  

I have no significant complaints with parking in my neighborhood! Things are great.

I have never lived anywhere that you had to pay to park at your own home, it is unfair and offensive when I pay my darn taxes and utilities.  Arlington is 

greedy. 

I have lived in the Northern VA area and the development is a bit overwhelming each year. The parking situation does not seem to be taken into account 

when these new places are built. I understand that is seems to be all about money, but it should be about convenience to residents and visitors. 

I have lived in Arlington for many years and am amazed by how well the county management has consistently met the changing needs of the community.

I have lived here for a bot over two years. In that time, It has become more difficult to find parking. The air quality is poor during most of the summer. I 

believe that parking and car ownership should be made more expensive.

I have friends in other neighborhoods in Arlington County without parking restrictions near business & county facilities who have limited leaving their home 

because they may not be able to find parking closer than 1/3 mile when they return. These folks, most of whom are seniors, own their homes and pay their 

real estate & property taxes, not allowing residential perking restrictions in their neighborhoods is wrong. Allowing apartment & condo construction 

without sufficient parking is inexcusable and the county board's considering reducing the number of parking spaces for new residential construction is very 

shortsighted.  

I have contractors at my house for a six week project.  It would be very helpful not to have to give them new permits every 3 days.  How could we change 

that?
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I have a neighbor who goes to great lengths to block anyone from parking in front of his property. Maybe guidelines and regulations could be 

communicated to everyone once a year?

I have a gargage, but the slope is so steep that it is not safe to drive to the garage.

I have a comment on parking meters.  Near metro stops (e.g. Virginia Square), there should be more meters that are valid for four hours.  Over time the 

number of two hour meters have increased with a corresponding decrease in the number of four hour meters.  This is problematic, if one wants to 

encourage metro use for noncommuters.  There are few reasons for taking trips downtown (e.g. medical appointment) that could reasonably be 

accomplished in two hours.  Without having a four hour parking option, this discourages someone from using metro.

I hate that I have to pay to park in the Shirlington shopping area

I found many of these questions imprecise or confusing, and probably not getting to the heart of what you want to know.  

I find this survey biased.  The problem is the lack of parking that Arlington County has slowly taken away over time,  New construction being built has been 

forced to underpart.  Adequate parking has not been demanded.  Planning is atrocious.  Schools do not even have enough parking for teachers and staff let 

alone visitors to the school.  Parents are forced to break all parking restrictions at pickup and drop off time.  If there is a game, play, graduation, etc.  there 

is never enough available parking.  The hospital and other areas have tried to make more spots by making spots super small - so small that even if you are 

parked within the lines, you cannot open the door of your car and slide out without touching another car.  How in the world is our older residents and our 

new drivers supposed to navigate these these tight spots. It's ridiculous.  Stores and shops can't pay the rents if they don't get business but if they don't 

have available parking people will not be shopping at those stores.  I have been a resident of Arlington for 49 years and can tell you the County is doing a 

disservice to it's residents with their policy of under parking in it's attempt to force people to bike, scooter, walk or use public transport.  Now with the 

accessory buildings going up parking will become atrocious.

I find that parking in Arlington is an undesirable feature of living here.  It's hard to find and usually you have to pay.  If I were to move further out, parking 

would be free and plentiful for most establishments. Other features far out-weigh parking as to living here.

I find it outrageous that the County encourages/demands new construction with less than 1 space per unit. I frequently use public transit, but many 

locations (medical appointments) require a car. I need a place to park that car when not in use.   There is basically no guest parking at my building (95 

units), not even a place for the Postal truck or UPS to pull over. How could you have allowed that? My older friends canâ€™t park and thus come in to visit, 

and they canâ€™t walk far for street parking. It isolates me. Iâ€™m really, really discouraged with Arlington. 

I find it most infuriating that for areas in arlington that have kiosk meters, one has to park and go to the trouble of interacting with the kiosk directly to 

know what the hours of available/restricted parking are .  The signs on the street offer no such information.  I've wasted a lot of time and effort as a result.   

That info. should be on the curbside signs.

I feel strongly that every neighborhood should have a mix of the type of parking - open spaces (no restrictions), metered (if area near business or 

community buildings & services), and RPP, ESPECIALLY in those locations with businesses, community facilities, and construction. We don't want to become 

DC with an incomprehensible parking system. I want Arlington to be a place where people want to live, work, and come to visit residents and our 

restaurants, bars, and shops.  We can't make it impossible to park in our county. On another note, the county should consider specialized and/or temporary 

parking arrangements for construction and county employees. I have seen county employees and construction workers searching for parking in my 

neighborhood.  

I feel my neighborhood (zone 11 at 30th and Columbus) has the right balance between open and restricted street parking. We definitely get bus commuters 

parking here, but there are about the right amount of spaces reserved for residents. 

I feel like parking around Yorktown School, Bishop O'Connell, on Yorktown Blvd, near Marymount should not be so restricted.  If people abuse the privilege 

when tow or heavily fine.  It was easy to get the  restriction for those neighbors, but .... was it fair to the rest of Arlington?  Shouldn't there be a "renewal 

time?"
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I feel like our taxes are very high on our vehicles and I would appreciate any efforts to cut spending or over spending on other options /programs.

I feel like Arlington is taking away too much parking in the Ballston area and surrounding areas due to bike lanes which impedes the ability to visit 

businesses and reduces biker safety. Also, it increases frustration and may impact whether or not people want to go to Ballston and shop and eat.

I feel excluded from parking in Arlington outside my own street as I do not live on a permit-controlled street. I end up going to Alexandria for shopping, 

banking and dining during the week because it is easier, even though many spaces go unused during the day.  All Arlington residents should be able to park 

freely on Arlington streets. I pay taxes for those streets.

I fear this whole exercise is driven by developers, and this survey did not allay my fears. Giving street parking to the residents of apartment buildings or 

condos (or any other kind of high-density housing) would totally overwhelm our neighborhood as companies look to avoid building parking for their 

residents and instead destroy the character of the few neighborhoods that have held out against the Crystal/Pentagon City construction boom. Please 

donâ€™t change things to transfer responsibilities away from developers. Developers should continue to plan for their own high-density parking plans 

when they build their projects, without spilling into and changing the character of our neighborhoods.

I favor a simple permit system for residents combined with parking meters for busy areas.

I don't want any parking program on my street.  I'm concerned that you've already made up your mind and have a plan for what you will do.  Lately, Virginia 

and Arlington have not listened or even asked residents what they want.  I'm also concerned that you are going to use the results of one of these 

awkwardly phrased questions to misrepresent your findings when a complete picture of the results looks very different.  Please listen to the people who 

these policies affect. 

I don't understand why this survey had to ask language spoken at home. Parking policies shouldn't be dictated by ethnicity. 

I don't understand the motivation for the survey.  Is Arlington contemplating opening up our parking to condo and apartment residents?  Has there been a 

spate of complaints from people who have RPP?  Thank you.  

I don't think teachers, nurses, or other people who serve the community should be required to pay for any parking near their locations of employment.

I don't think residents should have to pay for parking near their house.  Their parking permits should be free - two to a house - if they live in an area where 

other cars may want to park - near a Metro or someplace like that.

I don't think question 16 was worded properly. No permit should be required to park near a library or business. If there's a meter, pay. 

I don't think permit abuse is a problem but I do think that people without permits park in permit areas all the time and never get tickets. 

I don't think it is the County's role to provide free unrestricted parking on the streets for use by non-taxpayers.  Also, if developers want to build condos 

and apartments they need to build adequate parking into their plans, not shift that cost to other taxpayers - not fair or reasonable.

I don't live in a RPP zone, but just by looking at the map I think it should be simpler. Like to have street parking "categories". Like category 1 is for county 

residents and visitors with permit only, category 2 is county residents only during night time, metered for everyone without permit during daytime, 

category 3 is metered for everyone without permit all day. This example is based on how I imagine the demand. Night time/ day time regulations would 

have to be adjusted if demand differs.  If such system is in place residents should have the option the register their license plate instead of the requirement 

to put a sticker on or into the car.

I don't like the idea of generally requiring permits to park on public street and believe RPP is only necessary if there is higher density housing without 

sufficient off street parking, or where a neighborhood is in close proximity to things like the metro, etc., that overload the local streets with non-residents. 

I don't know that there has ever been county enforcement of parking in RPP without a permit or pass. There are a number of construction workers who 

work on a construction site in Alexandria (at King and Walter Reed/Beauregard) and I don't think they have permits. I have never seen parking tickets on 

their cars. 
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I don't feel like I was very informed taking this survey.  I don't want things to get worse for people in my neighborhood.  I live on busy glebe, and we have a 

lot of residents who do park on our street near Arlington Ridge intersection

I don't feel like I own the street out front but can see problems in areas with inadequate spaces. My solution is to require houses, apartments, businesses 

and Metro stations to have enough off street parking to meet normal demands.

I do think there should be some permits available for condo buildings. Maybe only one per household or at a higher rate.

I do think a residential parking permit would help (communication and expansion into other neighborhoods) along with signage on where parking exists 

(garages, etc.)

I do not want to restrict parking unnecessarily, but think that developers of condos and apartments should be required to provide adequate parking for 

their residents. 

I do not want my visitors ticketed.  My neighborhood does not need this.  I view this mainly as another way to make us pay more fees to the County.

I do not think that anyone who needs to regularly use street parking for their job or for access to community services like a school or library should be 

required to pay. I am okay with a permit application program through which someone who needs to park in an area must show that either through a rental 

agreement a work contract. Landlords and owners of local businesses may be a different story, but I'm not sure where the line would make sense to draw, 

maybe a sliding income scale. Payment for parking like this would only serve to punish workers who in many cases already make much less than the 

neighboring residents and cannot afford to live in our neighborhoods. If a commercial building or residential building is developed, the developers should 

be responsible for providing adequate parking for the residents or employees. 

I do not think residents of a neighborhood should have to pay to park even if their street is permitted parking!!!

I do not support requiring residents or visitors to have a permit in order to park on a public street. I would oppose efforts to expand the current parking 

permit requirements to new areas and would support decreasing or eliminating the areas where a permit is currently required.

I do not patronize businesses where there is no free parking

I do not have parking permit on my street. Right around the corner does.  I get all their visitors parking in front of my house. If you have a permit sticker you 

should be prohibited from parking elsewhere in the county since the parking is guaranteed . 

I do not feel that visitor parking is adequate where I am as it both costly and very limited in terms of time. My preference would be to expand parking 

options for everyone rather than restricting to zone permits, time limits, or not allowing new bldgs to let their tenants park on the street. More policies to 

limit parking is a good way to make more people dissatisfied. Policies to provide more (environmentally friendly) parking options would be more welcome 

and are much more needed

I do not believe there should be a charge for permit parking; therefore, I could not answer a couple of questions that didn't provide for this as an option.  

Arlington already collects plenty from car-owning residents in fees and taxes.  This survey hints at a further money grab by the Arlington County Board for 

unneeded parking permits.  Try taxing the corporations that locate in Arlington for the additional parking, schools, and other infrastructure costs that they 

bring with them.  Taxes should be going down instead of always going up. 

I do not agree with RPP.  Parking on Public streets should not be restricted.  Residents should not get private parking paid for by the public.  Let everyone 

deal with parking.

I did not enter an income or answer certain other questions because this survey should be strictly for the purpose of gathering information needed to 

decide the parking permit issue, not as a picnic basket of personal information irrelevant to the survey, (or the relevance is not explained) but highly useful 

if sold (or otherwise provided) to marketers and/or  others able to profit from it.  I note that no assurance on this point was given 
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I deeply dislike the current signs that say "No Parking Monday-Sunday"  Mon-Sun =ALL WEEK.  These signs are confusing and suggest that there is a time 

when parking is allowed.  They should simply say "No Parking Anytime".    It's important to have a mix of places (even where there is resident-reserved 

parking) where visitors and customers etc. can park.  No area should be free of spaces where non-residents can park.  We must maintain a mix that allows 

residents to park (within reason - I note some households with upwards of 6 cars) and also allows the various visitors Arlington depends on to be able to 

find a space, even if paid.  

I completely understand why residents near Clarendon need parking passes and I am appalled that the County Board approved the building of massive 

residential complexes with insufficient parking.  Catering to large developers should not be a priority over protecting the quality of life for Lyon Village 

residents.  I live in a part of Lyon Village that is, fortunately, not impacted by this issue and I do not wish to see unnecessary restrictions on my street.  I do 

hope other Lyon Village residents will be protected from a parking mess that is likely to ensue on the streets closer to Clarendon, however. 

I commend you for this survey and your commitment to make the quality of life better for residents.  Good luck in increasing the number of parking spaces 

available to residents, visitors, and business patrons.  Sincere thank you for your services.

I cannot think of any circumstances where residents should be charged a fee for parking at/near their residences.  I think this is a very poor survey - too 

many things had to be assumed to answer the questions.

I believe that using public space for the storage of private vehicles should only be allowed where there is 1) no higher public use (e.g., bike lanes, drop-off 

zones, etc.) and 2) the private beneficiary pays the market rate for the use of that space.    Finally, Arlington's tradition of civic associations/county gov't 

treating condo/apt dwellers as less entitled to our shared public resources than SFH owners has got to stop.

I believe that there are to many residential parking restrictions in arlington.  No resident's owns the streets and street parking should genreally be open to 

all, including visitors to neighborhoods

I believe streets are a community resource and should have a mix of bicycle lanes (where appropriate), parking, and loading zones for vehicle deliveries. 

However, many properties in my neighborhood (Claremont) don't have off-street parking or space to add off-street parking. It seems wrong to make us pay 

for one car's worth of space on the street. 

I believe permit parking is necessary, but revamping the system to allow for paid parking in zone areas during the day would be fine. ie: residents can 

always park 24/7 at no charge in their assigned zone, but possibly allow 2 hour paid parking with park mobile for visitors/business patrons.    The use of 

license plate readers would allow for residents and visitors to be patrolled in the same manner, and will not require any sticker on a resident's vehicle,  The 

permit will be entirely tied to the license plate of the car.    Flex permits can still be allowed but maybe the first vehicle specific should be free to encourage 

the use of the flex permit more for visitors.    In addition a physical flex permit could be replaced with an app that allows the household contact to register a 

car and change it as necessary.  Only one could be allowed at a time, and it would eliminate the flex permit itself and the ability for it to be counterfeited.  

It also will make it more obvious to monitor users that change vehicles often that might be abusing the system.

I believe parking permits should be free for up to 2 cars per household. We pay plenty in property taxes and even those are increasing. I hate having to pay 

additional fees to park my car AT HOME.

I believe all taxpaying residents should be treated the same.  Whether one lives in a house or apartment - whether one has a garage or not - or whether 

one uses his/her garage for storage or for a car.  If we are paying taxes, we should have an equal right and equal fee for parking.

I ask that if Arlington county is serious about conducting a survey that it send personnel to our street of 20th Road North.  We experience significant 

problems with the street parking infront of our homes being taken up by those working at nearby businesses on Lee Highway.  It is a persistent issue which 

requires direct intervention from the county.  Efforts to garner support have been unsuccessful, yet streets just one over are zone residential.  I am here to 

discuss my cell is 703-927-0216.  Respectfully, Erhan Bedestani

I appreciate the Ballston Parking at the Mall is reasonably price.
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I appreciate the 8-5 weekday restrictions we have, but I dread weekends because once we leave our house by car, someone quickly swoops in and we 

rarely get a street space again until Monday morning, when all the weekenders finally leave.  I WISH WE HAD 7 DAY, 24 HOUR PARKING RESTRICTIONS ON 

OUR STREET!!!!!

I appreciate that space devoted to parking is not space that could be used by businesses or apartments, but ratio of parking spaces to 

businesses/apartments/condos is clearly out of alignment in Arlington.  Currently I feel this is to the benefit of the businesses and more particularly, 

apartment/condo owners who get more apts/condos because they didn't need to build parking on their own property.  I would like to see them pay for the 

adjustments necessary to allow people to park for use of their businesses or tenets, or increase the amount they are required to pay for the parking 

enforcement or local transit systems.  A plan to scrutinize future apartment or condo parking more closely needs to be implemented too.  I feel there can 

easily develop a safety/trash issue when you have individuals without some tie to the places they are parking.  Apartment/Condo owners prices are 

decreased by difficulty parking.  They directly benefit when those restrictions are relaxed.  They built the structures with insufficient parking options "to 

encourage public transit".  This is subterfuge to create more apartments on the same land/footprint that you don't have to build parking garage on.  I don't 

envy the planners trying to undo the mistakes of the past.  Parking/space is a premium in Arlington I get it, but I feel that forcing more business/apartment 

locations to have appropriate parking accommodations would help fix this problem.  Whatever the rule, I hope it is at least applied equally across all of 

Arlington. 

i appreciate getting broader input and being repsonsive to community concerns. For example, when N Veitch was re-zoned with litte warning. the process 

allowed for dual-zoning. I appreciate this ask first approach now being used.

I am very concerned about the number of people who park in front of my home, and who pick up their cars in the early morning hours (e.g. 1am-4am). 

They blast their music and it distrupts my sleep. Additionally, it doesn't allow me or my visitors  to park in front of my home. 

I am strongly opposed to Arlington's policies which artificially limit the amount of public parking by failure to build adequate parking at schools, metro and 

other public facilities. Parking is not available at my local library  during the day, therefore I check out all my books at Central Library, where I can park 

easily.  I then return my books at night at Westover Library, as I can park there at night. I do not shop in areas where I cannot park, as public transportation 

is difficult for me to use.  

I am sick and tired of everyone being reduced to their race or ethnic identity. This needs to stop.

I am ok with the cost of a parking permit going up for additional cars per household.

I am NOT happy that Arlington County is loosening the requirements for developers to include parking spaces for residents of new buildings. They and their 

guests will be parking on nearby streets.  It is already nearly impossible to find on-street parking in my Ballston neighborhood during times when the 

parking restrictions are not in force.

I am much more concerned about the poor maintenance of roads in Arlington County than I am about the residential permit parking program.

I am in favor of abolishing the RPP in its entirety. It is discriminatory, ineffective, exclusionary, and otherwise a complete waste of time and money. The 

county needs to work on having commuting options that work for everyone.     Charging for parking is a terrible idea, and most greatly impacts the pose 

who are already living on the margins of this expensive county. Where is the affordable housing? How are we to encourage grow in community and 

commerce if people cannot move freely?    Under no circumstances should you need to apply for a visitors pass. County parking enforcement needs to 

relax. It is one of the most stressful and infuriating parts of being in this county.

I am happy with the way it is now.

I am happy with the way it is currently for the most part.  We live very close to 'young adult' establishments and would prefer to keep them from parking 

on our street when enjoying their libations and coming back to their cars loud and unruly!

I am happy with my neighborhoodâ€™s current street parking situation. 
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I am handicapped and need a residential disabled parking sign in front of my house to prevent others from parking there and depriving me from parking in 

the space.

I am greatly disturbed about the profusion of commercial vehicles parked on the streets of my neighborhood, especially S. Buchanan. Too many adults 

living in apartments whose parking was designed for individuals or small families. From Columbia Pike, the daily parking of these vehicles has now reached 

past 8th Street and continues to worsen. 

I am fine with required permit parking in neighborhoods, near metros. One street I used to park on frequently had a spot taken to be handicap (which is a 

common frustration of mine), and the sidewalk was widened, taking another spot away. 

I am concerned that this survey will be used in some fashion to help justify increasing density in single-family neighborhoods.  I am also concerned as to 

how demographic/financial information is relevant to a parking survey.

I am an advocate of sensible development, including needed moderate income housing. However, new construction should include enough parking spaces 

for every unit constructed. I am from a large metropolitan area and have experienced the reality of neighborhoods without adequate street parking. I 

remember circling for hours looking for a space to park and often having to walk many blocks from my car to my apartment on unsafe streets late at night. I 

also remember receiving endless parking tickets when I missed the 6 AM deadline to move my car prior to rush hour. This usually happened when my car 

was parked far from my home and I would miss the deadline by mere seconds. Density is great when planned for appropriately.

I am a fairly new resident to Arlington.  Moving here from Missouri,  I think parking has been my biggest frustration.  Having small children and trying to get 

around is impossible with this structure. 

I am 80 years old and do not want to pay for handicap parking. 

I am 64 and sometimes park on a street in my neighborhood that is a half mile closer to metro - still half mile away on a street just beyond where there are 

hour restricted parking regulations- in Madison manor - this allows me to avoid more driving and overcrowded and expensive parking- I prefer the least 

restrictions necessary esp for other Arlington county Residents 

I  reside on N. Highland St. across the street from Lyon Village Park.  During the summer months, parking can be very challenging and hectic due to the 

overwhelming crowds.  I am currently seeking approval for extending the parking  restrictions to include weekends during the summer.  Please advise on 

the status.  Thank you 

How much are residential permits? Can they be used for visitors? How come Iâ€™ve never heard of this?   New construction should provide enough parking 

for at least one vehicle per unit.  

How many additional cars can 1 family park on the street. Limit the number per family. 

Households with driveways etc should not be eligible for more than one permit. Residents must be reminded that streets are a public resource and so is 

street parking. 

Homeowners pay a premium to live close to the metro corridor, and this premium should include the ability to park on your street, in front of or very near 

your house.   They shouldn't have to deal with other cars from outside the immediate neighborhood visiting nearby schools/businesses/residential 

buildings just because those schools/businesses/residential buildings do not provide sufficient parking for themselves.  

Home owners should not have to pay for parking permits to park in front of their property.  We pay for the upkeep of the streets through our taxes.

home care workers should be able to park with a visitor permit

Hire more people to do parking enforcement.

highly appreciative of the parking in Arlington, appreciates the fact that there is adequate parking. 

He would like to know when will the information available. 
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He wants me to relay that he wishes there was a better online system to complete the survey because he couldn't find where to put in the number that 

was provided.

He thinks the survey is poorly designed. It is a very bad way to obtain information on what people think. He thinks someone isn't collecting data accurately. 

The person who thought about the way this survey represents the poor government in Arlington and should be fired. Amazon would make traffic and 

parking a nightmare. The government should make a vote or survey regarding Amazon in Arlington. 

He thinks that if one has a zone sticker and is parked in their zone then they should not have to put their flexpass as well since they have a zone sticker and 

they are parked in their zone. He said there is no point for the flexpass to be put up because if they dont have it then they get a ticket. 

HE SAYS NO THANK YOU 

He said why you weren't they notified and as well as the  council and the neighborhood in regards to the changes that were made  

He said w/  gentrification comes restricted parking and he is  against both 

He said that he would like to suggest that the meters be checked for decals several times a week. 

He said he feels his area needs no changes at all and everything is fine the way it is. He believes that this is the best that you can do at the moment.  

he said he doesn't like the residential parking program he thins it should be free parking

He is wanting to see what he would need to do to have a handicapped sign put in front of his home he stated that he has observed residents around him 

with them   He said to leave a message and 

Having colored pickup spots for rideshare would good so they don't block traffic

having a garage in a townhome should not remove the ability to have an RPP, just as having a garage in a single family home does not

Grandfather in relief for those over 70 and long term homeowners 

Good luck.   It seems to work well now so probably should not change too much.  Please rely on your experts as well, not the loud dozen people who you 

will never make happy.  

Good luck and don't forget the poor/low income folks of Arlington! You will trap the whirlwind of you do! 

Given our neighborhood and surrounding area over the past few decades, permit parking would be an unnecessary nuisance.

Get rid of the scooters or control where they park.  They are an eye sore and safety hazard on the sidewalks as they end up looking like junk piles on 

residential coners.  At least the bike share, which take valuable parking spaces, are controlled.  Also enforce traffic rules for bike riders.  They never stop at 

red lights, cut across traffic against standard procedures, and ignore stopped vehicles, and then if they have an accident, blame motorists.  The 

â€œArlington Wayâ€• should be to enforce the rules for all users of the public roads.  

GET RID OF THE BIKE LANES!!!!!!

Get rid of street parking and build bike lanes on Columbia Pike

Get cars off the street. They're hogging up bike lanes. We need less cars. Wilson and Lynn already have too much traffic. More bike lanes needed.

Free parking on all major roads should be eliminated and replaced with metered parking. 

Four Mile Run Drive in Nauck is used as a staging area for interstate commercial 18-wheelers. A top priority for neighboring residents is to find a way to 

restrict that type of parking. 

For this survey, an opening page that described how the parking permit program currently works would have been good.  I am only aware of how it works 

in my zone - but it sounds from the questions that it possibly works differently in other areas.  Also, some of the questions were vague - particularly 

question 8.

For question (I think) 14, I feel that certain groups should not be required to pay for short term residential parking, such as health services workers, local 

business patrons, and community center visitors. 
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For people who have more cars than people in the household,  resident should be charged a higher rate  for each additional vehicle [e.g., a two adult family 

with five cars should pay same rate per car for the first two cars as a resident with one car.  Then the third car should be charged a higher rate, the fourth 

car an additional rate, the fifth car and even higher rate and so on.] It is totally ridiculous that one or two people in a house take up parking for three, four, 

five or more cars, clogging up the streets and annoying the heck out of people who don't have parking in front of their houses for guests.  RUDE and 

aggravating!

For neighborhoods close to Metro, we have to have residential permit parking or commuters would leave us no room to park

For clarification on my answers for "no" to the question that pertained to the "types of people" (ex. social worker, business owner, school teachers, ect.) 

that should have access to zoned parking. I believe all of these individuals should have parking provided by their entities. For example, a social working 

visiting a home should get a parking pass from that resident (flex pass, ect) but not their own personal pass. Or a teacher should have parking provided for 

them from the school. The zoned areas should be for residents and their visitors ONLY.   

For a person such as myself (older, fixed income) the cost of parking is high. It's ridiculous to assume I would use a bicycle or bus to get around. The cost of 

parking is in effect a tax. I often make decisions about where to go (shop, etc) based on parking. 

Focus on high usage areas.  Don't over manage with permits where simpler solutions can be found.   NavFac contractor parking was heavy for awhile on our 

street, but was resolved without permitting.

fewer restrictions on parking, 

Fail to see the relevance of question 17. 

Factoring availability of carport/driveway/garage needs to take into account the capacity of the space. Our driveway can only fit one vehicle, while our 

neighbor's can fit two.

Extend parking restriction hours into the evening. Current restriction stops at 5 PM. Evening parking is extremely difficult in zone 8.

Exploring options to ensure vehicles park in a way that avoids taking up excess space when parallel parking (and enforcing it through fines) would seemingly 

result in more efficient parking and ensure the available space is used in the most efficient means.

Expand restricted parking to parks to limit the amount of time people can park at green space areas. The "park" in my neighborhood (N Buchanan & 9th St 

N) is full of commuters who disobey speed limits and drive aggressively through the neighborhood. One person totalled a parked car doing this.

Existing program appears to be a great success.  

every time a home is demolished or land developed for a high rise, it floods the neighborhood with lots of vehicles for residents and their visitors.  consider 

new high rises being self sufficient with parking.  Many of these roads were developed with only single family homes on the street or smaller buildings.  

Parking is a huge issue in this county.  

Every school morning on parking restricted streets, that is, 6th St S and Wakefield, near the Barcroft school, cars are parked at the intersections illegally.  

This makes it hazardous to approach the corners and go through the intersections.  This is an unintended consequence of parking restriction. 

Every day, morning and evening, my street, South Randolph Street, has about 8-10 large, white commercial vans parked on both sides of the street, which 

prevents me and my neighbors from parking on the street.  None of these vehicles belong to any of the residents.  One such vehicle, that took up 2-3 

parking spaces, was parked across from my house for nearly 3 months without moving.  As a consequence of the vehicular clog, I often am obliged to park 

temporarily in the bank parking lot across the street.  This situation has been exacerbated by the ongoing construction on George Mason Drive but 

commuters have taken to parking on our street in order to catch the bus on Columbia Pike.  Perhaps things will improve once the construction is completed 

around the end of 2019 but I would welcome a residential parking permit scheme for street parking to keep the commercial vehicles from taking up all the 

parking spaces on our street.
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Eventually, will the county review posted parking restrictions to see if they are working? Or, if given changes in the number of people residing in a 

neighborhood, the times/days need to be modified? 

Enforcement of parking regulations is currently non-existent on my street (S. 16th St, between Lynn and Kent). Commuter parking saturates available 

space.

Enforcement is a problem. When I call to report cars with out of state license plates parked on our street for weeks, I am made to feel disrespected and like 

I am the criminal.    I spoke to my neighbors, 4 to 6 individuals who share a single family house, about obtaining RPP permits. Their cars are licensed out of 

state. One of the residents informed me she had lived on the property for 2 years and not having a permit was no problem.     Please help make 

enforcement of RPP a reality.

Enforce basic requirements for on-street parking (ex. vehicle fitness, registration, compliance), bar the use of on-street parking by commuters, and allow 

everyone equal access to parking. Of course neighborhoods will want to make it so that only they can park on their street, but they didn't pay for the street 

themselves so it is fundamentally unjust to let select groups of homeowners prevent others from parking on a public road, paid for and maintained with tax 

dollars, with enforcement handled by public servants who are employed with public tax dollars.  It reeks of North Arlington elitism.

Encourage more protected bike lanes to protect from 'dooring' incidents.

En la zona donde vivo hay mucho auto commercial Como camiones de loncheros que ocupan todo el tiempo las calles y si seria posible que hayga una 

restriction para este tipo de vehiculos ya que en la noche son inseguras para El Paso peatonal 

Email is the best/only way to contact me except for US mail.

Eliminate two wheeler scooters from being thrown all over streets and sidewalks 

EasyPark device uses obsolete and hack-prone software (Internet Explorer, JAVA). Arlington County should replace the device and vendor with something 

current.

Each household should have one parking space in front of their house.  It's not fair that most of these residents who are renters and have  4 vehicles  take 

all the parking spaces. The ones who owns like myself have problems with parking.

Double parking on streets is an issue. When designation a street side parking spots around residential areas and near intersections, please be mindful of 

'temporary parking' or loading zone.

don't think you need to know my income or race or age to find out my opinion on parking in my neighborhood

Don't let Amazon employees park on the streets around their complexes

don't know what policy is right now, but new condos and apartments should be required to have adequate parking for residents and guests.

Do not ruin Four Mile Run with unnecessary tall buildings/condos. It will ruin the quiet family feeling on Shirlington. Everything is a walking distance, dog 

park, gardens, mechanics. This is a family neighborhood. This is why we bought here. Want to build tall buildings, go to Rosslyn, Claredon not here. Dont 

ruin our family neighborhood. This State and County is horrible in taxes as it is  we are considering moving to a tax friendly state, Texas. 

Do not repeat the situation that happened in zone 24. Focus only on commuters and business patrons, and not on building walls that separate residents. 

Apply the same eligibility standards (eg. parking spaces/household) for ALL households in a zone...any systematic variation by household type (eg. houses 

are eligible, apartments generally aren't) will lead to abuse and disparity. Maintain flexibility for different neighborhoods. Codify some sort of County 

review process so there's some administrative way to change a problematic set of restrictions besides having the residents who made it petition to remove 

it. Please ensure that no implementation of RPP can ever harm the residents of the zone in which it's implemented...maybe sounds vague and obvious, but 

this needs to be the fundamental purpose of the program if it is to exist. 

Do not install residential parking permits or limitations in neighborhoods that donâ€™t need it. Itâ€™ll be looked at as a grab for additional income. We live 

near the new Italian Store but never get spill over traffic. If itâ€™s not broken donâ€™t fix it.
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Do away with the permit parking restriction period.  Limit the amount of time you can park someplace to prevent people from parking and leaving their car 

for 8/9 hours while taking the metro to work.  Parking needs to be taken into consideration wyhen building.  Families have multiple cars these days.  Gone 

are the days when a family only had one car.  And the county wants us to have multiple cars so they can get even more personal property tax money.  

Disabled residential street parking should not be granted for those with a driveway or carport they choose not to use. 

Different zone for metro station neighborhoods

Different subject - too many people park their cars facing the wrong direction.  There are many cars with out of state plates.  Most have been living in the 

neighborhood for a year or more.  Arlington County is missing out on decal and personal property tax revenue.

Different neighborhoods need different procedures. I understand why permit areas are needed e.g. where residential areas are close to commuter routes 

(where people park during the day and take Metro) or where commercial customers can take up all spaces  to the exclusion of residents, but permits in 

more suburban areas  would be unnecessary and stretch enforcement resources. In these areas, the costs of permits would have no benefits for the 

residents.

Developers must make enough spaces available for their residents and at affordable rates or offer transit benefits to their residents.

De-prioritize parking and make sidewalks, bike lanes bigger and protected from traffic. If you make more parking available, more cars will come. 

Demand for parking spaces on streets has become critical in Arlington County because the County Board has allowed, for decades,housing development 

that does not have adequate parking.  The County created this problem and, to help solve its problem, has arbitrarily and capriciously allowed, and also 

removed, RPP neighborhood programs with no transparency.

dejarlo solo, haces mucho..

Definitely need to keep program at current strength or stronger, our block has single family homes and small condo/townhouse buildings with permits as 

well as two large apartment/condo buildings that don't have permits and we routinely have multiple residents of those buildings parking in the RPP zone 

Currently, multifamily housing is ineligible to participate in an RPP if it meets parking requirements in the code. SFH can participate even if they meet 

parking requirements in the code. I ask that an RPP be applied consistently across housing types. Either all housing that meets parking code requirements 

be deemed ineligible or all housing types should be eligible. Arlington strives to attract residents from all income levels -- please stop privatizing streets for 

residents that in the top income brackets that can afford SFHs. Thank you for reading my comments. 

Currently live in a condo building with garage parking.  But I lived in a house for 42 years in Crystal City area and permit parking was a real life saver when 

CC was very busy.  We also had guest parking tickets to use, that was very helpful.

Create disincentives for cars that run on fossil fuels

County vehicles should not be allowed to park on streets that contain housing when other streets near by have no residential homes.  Street restrictions 

should be to the benefit of residents and not county offices.

Consider putting meters on resident permit parking blocks close to business or entertainment areas (e.g., Clarendon)

Condonominum should have many guest parking spaces for visitors

Concer: single family houses with multiple, unrelated occupants and multiple vehicles, including vans and trucks that are used for commercial businesses

Charging taxpayers for a permit is double taxation. We already pay taxes for our street use.

Change the times 6pm to midnight -it is a dumb time- should be overnight parking that is restricted, not when friends are over for dinner.

Certain areas do have a problem. It is impossible to park in certain areas. It needs to be solved but she doesn't have a solution. She is glad you are thinking 

ahead.
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calling in violations results in hit or miss results and/or excessive time to respond by ticket writers.  more enforcement, while expensive, would be 

welcome.  some violators yell or insult homeowners who point out the parking restrictions

caller@refused.com

Caller wants to let the community know that the current parking permit system they have now is working well!

Caller wanted to let the company know that they are doing a great job with the program.

Caller wanted to let the community know that the permit program in place is working really well and to keep up the good job.

caller thinks that residents with electric vehicles should receive free parking. Caller is stating that a resident has had washington dc tags on two of his cars 

to avoid arlington taxes. caller is also stating that same resident has modified his drive way and built a second one so people could not park there. caller 

would like to get this resolved. 

Caller states the situation has improved. She does wish it was better enforced. She states there are certain times of day where the parking is not enforced, 

typically after work. 

Caller states that they would prefer if there were no parking restrictions during business hours on the streets near businesses.

Caller states that she is glad for the permit program near her house.

Caller states that his prior landlord did not provide adequate parking. 

Caller states that Arlington county needs to do more about skateboards and scooters being used on sidewalks in high traffic areas

Caller states he needs more enforcement in his area  

caller stated she is having difficulties getting her permits because she can not come to the court house she needs to be able to pay over the phone with an 

agent 

Caller stated "it seems to be working well in her neighborhood." No additional info. 

caller refused

Caller is worried about Marymount expanding and stated she would then be effected. No additional info.

caller is stating that whenever there is construction going on there is never parking throughout the weekday. 

caller is elderly with no email but can be sent the gift card through mail.

Caller is concerned about the speed people are driving in the neighborhood. She would like 2 stop signs, and signs at the curbs. 

Caller has no additional comments at this time.

Caller does not have any additional comments

Caller believes there is plenty of parking in their residences, they just need to clean out their garages to fit their vehicles in it.

Caller appreciates the efforts of the county to take in consideration of the opinions of the residents.

By far, Arlington has much better and more easily understandable signage than DC.  Arlington is adding more and more multi-family residences but parking 

is not keeping pace.  We should look at alternatives and extra parking structures.  New additions should be required to add parking.

By allowing parking in some areas, the County has diminished the site lines for traffic.  In some cases, parking meters should not have been added; makes 

the County seem very greedy for money, and diminishes the look of the neighborhood.

Businesses and community centers should be required to provide sufficient on-site parking for all patrons.  If there is insufficient parking, the business 

should reimburse patrons for parking at the nearest public parking garage.

Business and apartments should be required to have adequate parking on their premises to accommodate all demand, and not rely on street parking. May 

need to build garages for multiple vehicles per unit. We have lived at our house for 35 years and now have 2-3 times the occupancy in our neighborhood. 

Build more parking garages for visitors/guests.
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Bottom Line:  Parking is not a major problem in my neighborhood. Overall, the current restrictions seem to work well here, but I would not object to 

allowing visitors to park without permits for a limited amount of time (2 hrs perhaps).  This would accommodate short term visits of friends, dog walkers, 

house cleaners, yard work, house repairs/maintenance, medical care visits, etc.  Long term construction work (e.g. home renovation) should be able to get 

a visitor permit for the normal price, or use the owner's flex pass.  Overall, this doesn't need to be overthought... it's not a mission to Mars we're planning 

here.  Please use common sense and compassion and the answers will be evident.  Thank you.

Bon Air picnic shelter users park in adjacent neighborhoods rather than the parking lot at the bon Air Rose garden. The adjacent neighborhoods have zoned 

parking but these signs are ignored regularly which causes a lack of parking and dangerous conditions for neighborhood children and park users. The speed 

of drivers searching for parking is a threat to pedestrians and bikers. Parking information should be provided to shelter users and increased enforcement 

and higher fines should discourage violators. 

Blocks that have townhouses should be able to access street parking if there are no other households on the street

Biggest problem I have is that residential zones in my neighborhood only apply on weekdays. This leads to a lack of parking on weekends when visitors to 

the mall park for free in the residential zones. Residential zones should be 24/7.

Bicycles and e-scooters are a danger!

Between the bike lanes, which hardly used on the streets here in aurora eights, having 4-5 cars street parking per house on small costs seems excessive.  

with the number of tear downs and rebuilds, often twice the size of the replaced housing, two street permits per house , though excessive if there is a drive 

way, garage, or both, with additional permits issued on a double the cost basis would work.  We ran into the overbuild problem elsewhere:  i don't think if 

new builds have a double garage AND a driveway, they should not qualify for any permit, regardless of cost.

Better structure would be best, maybe hour restrictions. Street parking is available but it gets packed super fast so possible a permit for street parking 

would be feasible for those who really need that parking

Better enforcement

Being Handicaped on weekends I can't  go anywhere at night as I live close to Clarendon and all the bar hoppers park in fro t of my house and I can't walk 

more than 2 to 5 min. As I have RH.

Before we had zoned parking on my street, I could not park their during the day due to employees of a business taking up all the spaces.  I support the 

permit program

Before the permit program took effect, I could not park in front of my house.  I live two block from Metro.

Before I moved to my current location I lived on a RPP street and it was fine.  We knew what to expect with the RPP program and complied.  RPP was not a 

burden

Because there is such limited on-street parking in the commerce areas of Arlington, I believe that RPP should be issued in residential areas close to business 

and metro corridors. Otherwise, residents would never be able to park on the street near their homes.

At my street many military members park during the day and walk down to the pentagon. I would hesitate to deny them a free spot as long as it doesn't 

negatively affect residents.  After work hours the street empties out so that visitors to our building don't usually have difficulty parking on the street. 

As you can discern,  I am against any additional restrictions on parking in Arlington County.  On-street parking should remain a valuable community 

resource not only for those that reside in the county.  Although I currently have access to garage parking,  it has become more inconvenient not to be able 

to park on the street after 6 if I need to run a quick errand to a store.   I believe for all intent and purposes, parking fees after 6 pm are a public nuisance 

whereas the County and some municipalities look at it as a Revenue Generator.   The parking fees tend to keep those who drive  out of the community 

hence making it less inclusive.  
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As stated earlier, residents of Highgate in Rosslyn have no on-street parking privileges despite paying extra for living in Rosslyn.  Arlington needs to change 

that and allow residents of the Highgate community park on the streets in the neighborhood.

As more and more businesses/restaurants/stores come near our street, patrons visiting these businesses will take up residential parking, therefore, 

restrictions will need to be adjusted accordingly.  Currently, people who work out, law students to George Mason, etc. park on our street

As mentioned earlier, I think the residential permit program should be extended to home owners of townhouses regardless of whether their townhouse 

communities did not qualify based on rules that have been established 30 years ago. houses with garages and drive ways do not have the same need for 

street parking as those without garages. 1 1/8 space that is supposedly "enough" for one household is ridiculous and dehumanizing. please respect your tax 

payers!

As I said in my comments, it is wasteful of an important public resource, and discriminatory against apartment dwellers and their guests to allow only single-

family residents to band together to lock-down a street to the point that it cannot be used for parking except for themselves at the great expense against 

everyone else in the neighborhood.    Either undo this process (and fix S Courthouse Road between 8th and 9th) or allow apartment dwellers to purchase 

guest passes so their guests can park on the street without having to shuttle their cars around at all hours of the day so they don't get a ticket. 

As I mentioned before, there needs to be police control along our street (S Buchanan Street). I see cars parked illegally, past the no parking signs. I live in a 

row of five townhouses where we put our trash/recycling bins on the sidewalk so we can free up parking spaces, and other residences in the area should be 

required to do the same. There are also a lot of huge construction and food trucks who park for long periods of time and should not be allowed - they take 

up so much space and just leave their cars there.

As an owner at my condo, I have no parking permit for guests -- Arlington would not allow for our building. All other parking in area is paid. I think one 

permit per household should be allowed.

As a resident, I think it is ridiculous that I cannot park on some streets in Clarendon. I pay state and county taxes  just like other Arlingtonians.

As a resident in Clarendon, our neighborhood about 8 years ago had less parking restrictions and we had issues with non-residents leaving cars for weeks 

on end. Also crime, destruction of property  (stolen goods, broken bottles, yards trashed, and screaming and yelling in the middle of the night) was a huge 

problem. We also were told police was limited to keep the peace. As soon as the parking restrictions went to 24 hours in all those issues  changed for the 

better. For all for us that live in homes we pay a good deal in property tax compared to the folks living in the apartment complexes. Its unfair to expect 

neighborhoods to adsorb poor parking solutions for apartment complexes of current and future builds. 

As a driver, when looking for housing, I'm only interested in places that have parking onsite. When leaving the house to shop, dine, etc., I prefer metered 

parking spots that don't have zone restrictions.

As a driver who requires handicapped parking, I find that there is not enough available in my area. This requires that I drive around in search of parking 

and/or give up on visiting the area of interest.

Arlingtonâ€™s continuous attempts to increase housing density is negatively impacting the residentâ€™s quality of life. Neighborhood were built to old 

standards that donâ€™t support increased density.

Arlington should restrict parking on narrow streets to one side of the street rather than both sides as in the case of 15th Street near George Mason Dr.

Arlington should not allow construction of multifamily units without on site parking for 1 car per adult capacity of the unit. Giving the cost benefit to the 

developer by not having to build sufficient parking cost Arlington residents more in taxes and inconvenience.  This is creating a crisis for the county 

residents.  The Arlington Representatives need to get out of bed with the developers.

Arlington should do more to get cooperation from high rise office building management to allow public parking in their garages after business hours.

Arlington residents should be able to park in the county for free. Non-residents should have to pay. 
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Arlington needs to plan for and encourage increased density. That includes boosts to alternative modes of transportation and recognition that parking will 

become more difficult.

Arlington needs to investigate predatory towing companies and towing companies need to be vetted/regulated more thoroughly and customer complaints 

taken more seriously. Towing companies in Arlington are operating on the cusp of legality. If you take even a quick look at complaints from numerous 

sources and from local media, cars have been towed with children and pets inside, from residents in extenuating circumstances, and by sheer mistake 

where no violation occurred, none of which has resulted in punitive action to the towing companies. Donâ€™t take anyoneâ€™s word for it - the county 

should do its own research into this issue. Parking should be completely unregulated so that predatory towing businesses leave our community.

Arlington needs to enforce its parking, specifically 1A. It does not seem there is any enforcement unless the tenants call continuously. 

Arlington needs to become more car friendly.  Investments in parking need to occur.  There is so much new construction (business and residential) and 

there is insufficient parking accompanying these new structures.  It is completely unrealistic to think people will walk/bike/scooter/metro everywhere.  And 

please get rid of the scooters!  They are a menace!!!

Arlington must require new condo/apt construction to have adequate parking.  Construction along the Orange line is permitted to have unrealistically low 

numbers of garage parking spots.  Those owners and tenants all have cars, and park on our street 5 blocks away.  And the commercial buildings all have 

retail, bars and restaurants but no parking for them.   If Arlington required large buildings to provide adequate parking for residents and businesses, we 

would not have these problems or need a RPP program.  These problems are a result of poor county policy making and stupid assumptions that apartment 

/condo dwellers will give up cars.  They donâ€™t.  

Arlington is very anti-car, and anti-business. This survey question about parking did not have an answer I'd choose, which is business owners should NOT 

have to pay for a parking permit near their business, they pay business taxes!!! And I am SO SICK of the increasing number of restrictions, so I cannot park 

near businesses I'd support, so I tell them, I'd support you, but I prefer to shop at places with free parking, since, thank goodness, I have a car to get me 

there. There are too many parking meters, and their proliferation should stop. 

Arlington is greedy.  Stop taking our money for things like parking in our own neighborhood.  The county is killing us with fees for stupid things like parking.  

Just make it free.

Arlington is becoming too expensive and overdeveloped due primarily to gentrification and overdependence on commercial development at the expense of 

lower income individuals.  Parking for residents should be maintained at all cost unless and until public transportation is developed that allows 

transportation for non-private vehicle owners to be as easy, fast and flexible as that for drivers. Developers who build and sell have too much influence and 

are not required to pay their fair share of ongoing expenses for increased density matters including, parking, public transportation, quality of life amenities, 

and maintenance of infrastructure increases that result from the higher density they bring.  This can and oes include the increased load put on communities 

brought about by the County's higher and more dense changes.  With the world being overpopulated, promoting higher density is no longer a reasonable 

or moral imperative unless it is self sustaining by real and clearly provable economies of scale, both economically and ecologically.

Arlington has found a new low. Demographic data collection has no purpose or place in resolving parking. 

Arlington has built several buildings along the R-B corridor with reduced parking on this idea that residents won't have many cars. If they are permitted to 

park a couple blocks away in single family neighborhoods this makes this planning insane. We as a county are deliberately making it hard to have a car in 

the areas within 4-5 blocks of the metro stations; the idea is not to have long-term parking for all of those resifdents in the neighborhoods just beyond or 

to have daily parking there for employees in the corridor. Don't make fundamental changes to that plan. 
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Arlington County, like most urbanized areas, overly prioritizes convenience for drivers/car owners over other critical issues such as walkability, 

multimodality, pedestrian safety, the environment, and housing affordability. If we actually want to live by our stated smart growth mantra, we need 

sensible reforms to the primacy of vehicular travel, while acknowledging that not everyone can go without a car (and therefore, parking). Luckily, my 

educated guess is the problem is not a lack of parking availability, but a lack of appropriate management. In terms of detailed policy solutions, Arlington 

should basically just adapt and adopt the recommendations developed by UCLA professor and leading nationwide parking policy reform advocate Donald 

Shoup: http://www.shoupdogg.com/reforms/. 

Arlington County should require all Apartments and Condos, especially new construction, to have at the minimum 1 parking spot per unit.  Renters have no 

vested interest in the community. Arlington County has been derelict in protecting the Homeowners in Arlington County from over development and 

encroachment and they give too many breaks to Developers, often after agreements are made they allow for changes that are detrimental to the County.  

Arlington County should do more to encourage use of public transit by improving sidewalks, maintaining and adding street lamps, and enforcing traffic laws 

at pedestrian crossings.

Arlington county residents should be able to buy a RPP permit outside of their neighborhood for a higher fee. Fee should be based on demand.

Arlington County residence who do not own a car but rents them must be allowed to park any car they are driving anywhere in Arlington including 

Arlington garages for free and with a gold pass.

Arlington County needs to look at their geographic limitations and limit new construction. The number of high rise residential buildings is stunning. The 

schools are suffering. I question whether infrastructure including parking can support it. I already have to pay to park to volunteer at my daughter's school 

or go to the post office or the drug store. Now I might have to pay to park on the street too? Lets get at the cause. If people have visitors, they can obtain 

visitor parking passes.

Arlington County homeowners pay a lot of money for our homes in addition to ever increasing real estate taxes each year. For these significant investments 

that we make in Arlington County, we should be able to easily park in front of our homes at any time of day or night. County Leadership need to protect our 

streets from commuter parking and other abuses of our public streets. In addition, those of us that pay more taxes due to the value of our properties 

should not have to pay more than other residents (especially those that do not own property) for a RPP. 

Arlington County does a terrible job with parking enforcement already.  I live on Crystal Drive in Arlington - it is UNSAFE to pull out b/c no one tickets the 

cars who park and block our driveway despite both signs AND a fire hydrant.  We have almost gotten hit several times and have watched as pedestrians try 

to cross despite people illegally parking.  PLEASE get someone to ticket on Crystal Drive near Long Bridge Park.   Thankyou.

Arlington Co has become glutted with permit parking. As a county resident and taxpayer, I should be able to park in any area. There used to be plenty of 

street parking in neighborhoods near VA Square Metro, now those areas require a residential permit, even though some are about a mile from the Metro. 

That is ridiculous and speaks to the elitism in the county. 

Aren't we already charging so much for taxes for food, vehicles, and properties. When is enough, enough?  I enjoy just parking in all the neighborhoods and 

enjoy meeting people and areas. Why prevent such unity of the community.

Areas where duplexes close to the Metro have been turned into rental properties for multiple tenants do create stress on parking - oftentimes not during 

the day, but on weekends and evenings when they hold parties, have multiple overnight guests, etc. Saturday events can also create increased commuter 

parking on streets near Metro. You might consider extending zoned parking rules to Saturdays - much like the county has extended rules on parking meters 

to Saturdays.

Areas near some public schools lack enough visitor parking.  Our street might manage without RPP, but would likely fill with Metro riders and mall 

employees willing to walk half a mile.
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Apartments and condos should be required to provide adequate parking for their residents; the same is true for businesses, who should provide parking for 

workers, customers, and owners, either privately or by being taxed to pay for public parking.  To put this another way: homeowners should not be forced 

to subsidize apts, condos, and businesses by assuming the burden of on-street parking; it should be a cost of doing business--retail sales or apt rental or 

condo development.

Apartment/Condo developments should not be allowed to build unless they have parking for all resident cars.  For example, 2 car spots per unit.

Anyone who favors open parking (eleminating zone parking or easing the current rules) welcomes more cars in Arlington.  Before zoned parking the streets 

that were laid out 1930's were parking lots for commuters and unable to handle residential parking and foot traffic.   

Any new construction should provide a reasonable number of parking spaces for the buildings expected use

Any new construction should be required to include parking, especially high density housing. 1.5 spaces need to be required. 

An example of what Iâ€™d like: parking restrictions on residential streets neat Clarendon is ridiculous. Iâ€™d like to see an RPP program that allows county 

residents to park â€” with time restrictions. 

Amazon should help pay for any changes to the parking in the area their new facility/employees will require

Amazon coming to our neighborhood.  Daytime parking already hard to find on our street.   We will be carefully tracking any proposals to change our 

current parking restrictions.  Rental houses with no driveways in our neighborhood can put as many as four cars for one house on the street.   Not to 

mention Cars to Go which take up valuable spots.  

Am very concerned about lower parking density in new apt buildings.  Residents will park on nearby streets, illegally if necessary if not enough spots at their 

building.  County should require developers to build more underground parking.  

Although this is not necessarily the county's responsibility, I believe the housing complexes should not be allowed to charge more than $25 per parking spot 

in the complex lots.  I live in a complex that has more than half the spots open and available and I choose to park on the street for two reasons- 1. The 

parking spots are $50 even though there is plenty of street parking 2. the complex allows A1 towing to tow residents who pay for their parking spots (I was 

towed for unlawful reasons).  I cancelled my spot immediately after this situation and began parking on the street for free.  If complexes had reasonable 

prices and policies for parking, there would be more available spots on the street for residents.

Although I now live in an apartment in Arlington. For over 25 years I lived in a house. I don't feel that an Arlington county resident should have to PAY for a 

permit to park in front of their own home. Having a driveway would make this opinion, moot. Thank you.

Allowing non-permitted vehicles to park for several hours would be very helpful - carting the flexpass back and forth is a hassle and invites loss.

Allow those in rental properties to purchase RPP for streets that surround their property.

Allow residents with permit to park in time-restricted street parking without time restrictions.

Allow holders of one area's parking permit to park near libraries or other public buildings for a limited time (such as 1 hr) if the facility is in a zone different 

than the holder's.

All tax paying residents of the county should be able to park on a limited basis anywhere in the county.  There are fewer and fewer parking spaces, and too 

much room for bicycles and scooters, on streets and in commercial areas.  Handicapped people are deterred from doing business in the county for this 

reason

All street parking should be measured out with defined spaces. People do not park well when there arenâ€™t lines telling people where to park. A space 

that could hold 3 spots could end up with only 2 because there are no lines showing the size and where to park

All parking permits should be FREE.  Stop trying to increase revenue by charging residents more and more. Manage your money better.

All of the questions seem to assume there would be fees for the residential parking program. Why should homeowners or their guests have to pay to park 

in front of their house? Especially if it is in a non-commercial area?

All new multifamily housing should have a  requirement of two garage parking spaces per residential unit.
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All new housing construction including renovations adding square footage should require off-street parking for 2 vehicles.

All new business and residential construction should REQUIRE parking onsite for its' customers or residents 

All new apartment/condo buildings should be required to have sufficient garage parking spaces to cover all of the units in the building (including multiple 

spaces for larger units).

All large multi unit residential condo/apartment), government,  and business buildings should be constructed with sufficient parking for all who use them.

All I would like is for Arlington residents to be able to park anywhere in Arlington without a need for a permit (if in a high use area, perhaps with a 

restriction of 2 hours or so).

Advance Towing is a big nuisance due to their predatory towing practice. Its shame on the county who support this mafia. Action should be taken against 

them. 

Abolish parking minimums for all new construction.  Abolish them now.  Remove parking spots in exchange for dedicated bike lanes.  Show some courage!  

A residential parking permit should not be determined by my race or income but rather whether or not I can park in front of my house at any time. I have 

paid real estate taxes for nearly 30 years and cannot park on my street due to commuters and spill-over parking from the apartments and businesses up 

the street. As I am getting older, it is getting harder to find reasonable parking. I would like my street to have restricted parking.

A reason we have so many violations is enforcement isn't frequent. Also parking is problem because there aren't lined parking spaces and drivers park 

without care or courtesy - I have seen people park without making an effort to leave room for another vehicle. There are always easily five or more spaces 

that could have been had with proper parking by others.  

A permit for residents of Arlington County that allows parking in any residential (permit required) area within restricted time period would be beneficial. 

For instance, this would allow residents to more easily find parking around areas where they may shop or dine (e.g., in Clarendon).

A number of streets are too narrow for two-sided parking, although people park on both sides even if there are driveways. It limits the driveable width to 

one car, creating awkward situations when cars travel in opposite directions (in addition to obscuring kids entering the street with no maneuvering buffer 

and increasing pollution with all of the mid-street stops stops.) There aren't enough broad north-south streets to avoid commuting on such streets.    

Making them one-way streets would be worse, so one-side limits might be best where there are plenty of driveways and garages; directions around here 

are confusing enough without direction limits.

A new apartment building is being built 1 block away where there previosly was no oppwning into our neighborhood.  once that is built I fear none of us will 

have parking as our streets will be filled with apartment residents who do not wish to pay for parking at their building.  We already have many people that 

driv into the neighborhood at rolfe and columbia pike and park there.  They then walk out of the neighborhood to the condos or apartments.

A couple of the questions did not make it clear as to whether the inquiry was regard to parking in general (per the survey title) or for the period affected by 

RPP.  Finally, there are people who park on our street at night to walk to the Metro or to the Ballston/Clarendon Corridor.   Is there any consideration of 

extending the hours covered by the program - to 11pm or to have it in effect on Saturday evening.  

A complicated problem that is hard to address in a survey.  We live near Penrose Sq and the Pike.  Our problem is with customers, apartment dwellers, and 

commuter â€“ and we live near a School and a Library. We had a big problem until the program was implemented.  I find it noteworthy that there are no 

questions that address proper parking to be planned into business and apartment projects and at no additional cost.  Also not sure of the reason for all the 

demographic questions on race, ethnicity, gender, and income.

1.-Develop programs within the community to make parking available (private parking spaces for rent)  2.- Develop technology through the County to aid in 

finding parking spaces.
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1. The flexpasses melt on dash during the summer  

1. Scool buses keep busy the road traffic when loading and unloading students. Need study how to solve and find out a better solution.   2. Art buses never 

make a right turn on red when the ongoing traffic is free. This will cause the line to develop more traffic impact. In my understanding safty can be handled 

from the concentration of the driver  

1. It isn't reasonable to treat parking in all parts of Arlington the same way. There are dense city centers with metro nearby, and there are suburban 

neighborhoods that are not currently impacted by business and commuter parking issues.  2. Homeowners (or their tenants) in regulated parking districts 

should not have to pay for parking passes, or for temporary guests passes - the cost should be covered in our property taxes.  3. Parking for new multi-

family (townhouse, apt, condo) & for new office/commercial development should be provided by the developer as part of the master plan. Street parking 

nearby where it's zoned business or apt/condos should be paid parking.  4. Where there is limited street parking, the county should look at options for 

county parking garages near areas with dense businesses, stores & restaurants, and near metro stations.  5. I would support the opportunity for residents in 

apt/condos in mixed use districts to purchase limited number of parking passes (monthly or yearly) for parking at metered spaces in their immediate 

neighborhood.

1.  Terminate the consultants contracts.  2.  Claim a return of compensation paid to consultants.  3.  Memo to the personnel files of who's ideas it was to 1) 

hire consultants and 2) use cash bribery to obtain opinions - that these are foolish ideas - don't do it again or you're fired.

1) I always assumed that permit parking was used to guarantee residents parking in areas where non-residents might tend to take up the spaces if they 

weren't regulated. I hope residents aren't charged too much for that assistance.  2) When construction (like at Lubber Run) eliminates a large number of 

extra parking spaces for school staff and substitutes (like at Barrett), **PLEASE** be flexible with permit parking during school hours.

1) As does Montgomery County, use tax funds to build county-owned parking garages;  2) STOP allowing developers to NOT include sufficient parking 

spaces in their developments; 3) STOP PRETENDING that inadequate public garages will force increased used of METRO by non-residents - particularly 

business customers - that fiction is why neighborhoods have parking problems and the current RPP program is needed!

(1.) Living so close to a metro station, my street would be clogged with commuters from FFX etc if the RPPP went away. But I'd support a 60 to 90 minute 

exclusion for non permit holders.   (2.) The times should be adjusted to match the new meter enforcement period. Our street fills between 6 and 8, right 

when residents get home.    (3.) Zone 6 is too big. There's a lot of cross zone commuting.

(1) Some of the questions are not answerable because of wording/design problems (e.g., response options that aren't exhaustive; heterogeneous 

categories).  (2) Although I think people with a driveway should park in their driveway, it's important not to give them less access to street parking, for 

fairness and because that could create a perverse disincentive for driveways.  (3) Keep working on making it easier to be car-free in Arlington. This is one of 

the big reasons I choose to live in Arlington! Obviously our population density is going to keep increasing, and it will be more and more important to get 

away from reliance on single-occupant vehicles. I hope we can keep improving air quality, too, through these efforts. Air pollution is probably the biggest 

factor that makes me think about moving away from this area. Thanks for your work!

#9. I responded with 'no opinon' because no definitions  were provided for the terminology used as options. They were too vague to understand.   Since I 

live on S Arl Mill Dr adjacent to the park, no day-time restrictions are possible because of park access. Though there are parking restrictions for the condo's 

parking lot, there are numerous day-time violators. The condo parking does not allow even 1 space per unit so parking is extremely competitive in the 

evenings even with flex-pass and restrictions. However, it is FAR BETTER than it used to be before restrictions were in place. The only way I can have a 

guest is to move my car into a space on the street during the day when finding a space is more possible.   Removing or curtailing the current parking 

restrictions would make living here unbearable.

#15 was very unclear and didn't present the option I wanted -- that certain people(like teachers, seniors, caregivers) should be able to park in restricted 

areas without permit or charge.

 Why wasnâ€™t is there the option for LOWER residential parking permits for certain categories, such as teachers and social workers?
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 The High Cost of Free Parking by Donald Shoup

 I found this a flawed study.  For example, it does not adequately define "neighborhood".  Is that the single family homes within the civic association?  Or 

the greater neighborhood that includes the business area a few blocks away.  It results in very different answers.   It also does not account for fact that 

based on changes to county requirements  future condo units will be built with fewer parking spaces so will likely have a greater impact on street parking 

than older buildings


